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A BSTRACT
Huge advancements have been witnessed recently in the field of Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITSs). In particular, a special focus has been dedicated to ensure the safe
and reliable operation of Intelligent Vehicles (IVs). This issue is very challenging due to
the considerable environmental uncertainties impacting IVs. Besides, the sophisticated
architectures of modern IVs have brought new complications and uncertainty sources,
such as failures, communication latencies, etc. This Ph.D thesis aims to provide
guaranteed navigation strategies i.e., approaches that consider all potential uncertainty
states. To meet this goal, the interval analysis is employed. The principle part of
this Ph.D contribution concerns the IV architectures and control aspects. First, a
reliable reachability scheme is proposed to present strong safety guarantees for a
flexible Navigation Strategy based on Sequential Waypoint Reaching (NSbSWR). The
risk management proposed for the NSbSWR reveals the vehicle reachable space, while
explicitly considering different uncertainties in modelling and/or perception, etc. The
reachability analysis is proceeded via an interval Taylor series expansion method. It
uses also the system historical features to improve accuracy of the navigation system
reachable space. Once a collision risk is detected, the risk management acts on
the control parameters to master the critical situation. Then, this thesis tackles the
establishment of risk management solutions for a car-following scenario, which is
performed by an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system. Instead of an uncertain
probabilistic prediction of threats, the suggested solution has resorted to an intervalbased conjoint modeling/data-driven characterization of uncertainties. Hence, a novel
extension of the Time-To-Collision (TTC) indicator is introduced to carry out the inroad risk assessment with a comprehensive consideration of uncertainties and material
constraints. This extension of TTC is improved later by combining the interval-based
computation with a stochastic approach for optimality purposes. The second part of
this thesis contributions addresses the tight link between the high-level control aspect
and hardware one of IVs. To enhance the risk management robustness to the IV
material constraints, relevant techniques to quantify intervals of the inter/intra-vehicular
communication latencies are presented. These techniques may avoid any inappropriate
and slow reactions of the IV risk management to the in-road threats. Even more,
an interval-based extension is proposed for the Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
diagnosis method to overcome impacts of failures on IVs. The interval-based PCA is
integrated into an ACC architecture to provide a fault-aware risk management level.
The sensitivity to faults is increased and the system is monitored in respect to the
uncertainty worst cases. The mutuality between the interval-based diagnosis and
uncertainty handling approaches enabled to simultaneously detect failures and master
all uncertainties. Finally, all the interval-based solutions suggested in this thesis have
been validated through extensive simulation work and experiments.
Keywords: Intelligent transportation system, Intelligent vehicle, Risk assessment/management,
Interval analysis, Reachability analysis, System statistical features, Material constraints, Intervalbased diagnosis.
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R ÉSUMÉ
Le domaine de développement des Systèmes de Transport Intelligents (STIs) a été ces
dernières décennies une source de multiples évolutions marquantes. En revanche, il
est primordial d’améliorer davantage la fiabilité et la sûreté des systèmes autonomes
de navigation ainsi que la sécurité routière. Ceci représente un grand défi vu les
considérables incertitudes liées à l’environnement d’évolution des Véhicules Intelligents
(VIs). Ces problématiques de fiabilité sont accentuées en raison de la complexité des
architectures modernes des VIs. Ainsi, les VIs sont à présent de plus en plus soumis
aux défauts, aux latences de communication, etc. Cette thèse de doctorat cherche
à présenter des stratégies garanties de navigation (approches qui sont censées tenir
compte de toutes les sources d’incertitudes potentielles). Pour ce faire, l’analyse par
intervalle est adoptée pour assurer un fonctionnement fiable des VIs. Cette thèse
présente deux catégories de contributions. La principale partie des travaux est liée
aux architectures de contrôle des VIs. En premier lieu, une méthode d’estimation de
l’espace d’atteignabilité des VIs est proposée pour vérifier la sureté d’une méthode de
navigation nommée NSbSWR (pour Navigation Strategy based on Sequential Waypoint
Reaching). Le management des risques proposé pour la NSbSWR prédit l’espace
atteignable du véhicule en considérant notamment des incertitudes de modélisation ainsi
que de perception. L’étude d’atteignabilité est abordée en utilisant les développements de
Taylor par intervalles. L’historique de la propagation des incertitudes au sein du système
de navigation est exploité afin d’optimiser la précision de l’atteignabilté. Si un danger
de collision est détecté en observant l’Espace Atteignable (EA), la méthode proposée
agit sur les paramètres de la loi de commande pour éviter les situations critiques.
Les travaux de thèse ont porté par la suite sur le développement des solutions du
management des risques pour un scenario de suivi des véhicules assuré par un Système
de Régulation Adaptative de la Vitesse (SRAV). La solution adoptée rejoint l’arithmétique
par intervalles et l’analyse des données. Dans cette optique, une nouvelle extension
de l’indicateur de risque TTC (pour Time-To-Collision) est introduite. L’évaluation des
risques se manifeste ainsi en considérant plusieurs incertitudes et contraintes matérielles.
L’extension ensembliste de la TTC est améliorée ultérieurement en combinant le calcul
par intervalles avec une approche stochastique à des fins d’optimisation. Le deuxième
volet des contributions de cette thèse vise à renforcer le lien entre l’aspect de commande
et l’aspect matériel des VIs. Pour faire face aux contraintes matérielles des STIs, des
approches de quantification des intervalles des latences de communication inter/intravéhiculaire sont proposées. En outre, une extension par intervalles de la méthode
de diagnostic par Analyse en Composantes Principales (ACP) est développée pour
détecter les défauts affectant un SRAV. La sensibilité aux défauts est améliorée en
prenant compte des pires cas d’incertitudes. La mutualité entre les approches de
diagnostic et du management des risques permet de détecter simultanément les défauts
et d’éliminer les risques liés aux incertitudes. Au final, un travail extensif de simulations
et d’expérimentation est abordé pour valider les travaux de cette thèse.
Mots-clés : Systèmes intelligents de transport, Véhicule intelligent, Evaluation/management des
risques, Analyse par intervalles, Atteignabilité, Caractéristiques statistiques du système, Contraintes matérielles, Diagnostic par intervalles.
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G ENERAL

INTRODUCTION

“Uncertainty is the only certainty there
is, and knowing how to live with
insecurity is the only security.”
John Allen Paulos (born July 4, 1945)
An american renowned mathematician

Thanks to applied science, new horizons have been created in terms of technical maturity
and powerful supplied services of autonomous systems. Nowadays, autonomous/semiautonomous systems are omnipresent in human life in various areas. Yet, several overlapping aspects related to the autonomous systems are still under investigation. Hence,
recent advances in decision support development, control theories and modeling/design
trend of autonomous systems were reviewed in [207].
In particular, the development of Intelligent Navigation Systems (IVs) is attracting a great
deal of attention lately. There can be no denying that autonomous vehicles are the future of mobility. Since the increased autonomy puts forth the safety requirement, IVs are
expected to drastically decrease the number of occurring accidents in public roads. With
this respect, various metrics have been defined in the literature to assess and describe
navigation systems abilities in acting without any human intervention. The three-levelscaled autonomy measure, prescribed in [296], is among these proposals. However, the
different degrees of autonomy, which are introduced by the international Society for Automobile Engineers (SEA), represent probably the most common and relevant taxonomy
for IVs [286]. Roughly, all the existing taxonomies agree that the autonomy levels vary
from a reduced or partial automation to a complete autonomous responsiveness to the
environmental changes and to the requested task to achieve.
In a narrower sense, the autonomous navigation should be conducted through sound
and reliable approaches to be trusted by the community and to lead finally to as safest
IVs as possible. According to [194], the autonomy construction, especially for IVs, may
be conducted through distinct manners. For instance, the rule-based autonomy can be
built via empirically-induced policies or the system designer preferences. In the case of
the model-based autonomy construction, the system autonomy-level is reinforced thanks
to mathematical-driven decision analysis schema. Through the utility-based autonomy,
autonomous decisions are made depending only on the system actual goals. Differently,
the learning-based autonomy relies on a continuous optimization of the system supplied
functionalities by examining its performance patterns. Finally, another way to increase
the autonomy of IVs is while using a context-based paradigm, where several improvised
process re-configurations are achieved according to the system run-time temporal and
operational context.
Thanks to the acquired autonomy, IVs are expected to afford a risk free navigation. They
also should optimize as much as possible the mission elementary tasks. Unless the
autonomous navigation is undertaken in a static and known environment, the safety and
7
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optimality requirements (in terms of several criteria such as traveled distance, navigation
smoothness, etc.) cannot be warranted without mission planning and risk management
units. Consequently, the aforementioned autonomy construction methods for IVs should
be enhanced with a hierarchical layer to provide a simultaneous increased autonomy and
safety. This layer main role is to manage the situational responsiveness to hazards and
more importantly to ensure verifiable self-aware navigation decisions.
On the one hand, it is important to pick up a range of navigation techniques with feasible
and resilient verification capacities. For instance, it is quite complicated to use probabilistic approaches for safety verification purposes. Checking all the potential probable future
behaviors for vehicles appears as costly and unfeasible [6], [27]. On the other hand, the
risk management and safety verification must imperatively be effective in coping with unforeseen disturbances and uncertainties. Due to the lack in the anticipatory capabilities
about the uncertainty evolution that may impact the IV in short and/or long time horizon,
it is highly challenging to make relevant decisions. To face such a problem, the Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS) community has recourse currently to the human-in-the-loop
concept i.e., relying on a human driver back-up and interventions. Despite its efficiency
in risks/uncertainty management, the employment of the human-in-the-loop concept is
completely a different vision to deal with IVs, and is in certain way another point of view
which does not target fully autonomous vehicles. Such a direction may be the main reason that only vehicles of level-two of autonomy (according to the SAE standard) are up to
now promoted in the market [286].
As clear, dealing with uncertainties1 and handling complex driving situations in unknown
navigation environments are the principle barriers for a wider use of IVs with higher autonomy in roads. Conventionally, succeeding a decision making layout is tightly linked
to the accuracy and consistency of the knowledge about the current situation. The less
accurate and precise was the management of the situation, the less likely an IV is able
to make relevant decisions. Nevertheless, one of the greatest challenges about IVs is
how to verify whether the instantaneous knowledge about the system is enough certain
to guarantee the operational safety. Indeed, many fundamental questions should find answers in this context. What would happen if the required level of certainty could never
be reached? Mitigating uncertainties might be not trivial due to the strong environment
variability. How to construct then a navigation strategy that even without enough accurate
knowledge may be effective? How to turn objectively uncertain information to knowledge,
and knowledge to wise decisions?

P H .D THESIS CONTEXT AND GOALS
This Ph.D thesis is a joint program between the “Institut Pascal-Clermont Auvergne University” from France and “LATIS Laboratory-University of Sousse” from Tunisia. From one
side, such a collaboration permits to exploit the LATIS laboratory knowhow in terms of
formal verification techniques for complex systems. It tends also to take advantage of
the large expertise of the Institut Pascal in autonomous vehicles field, notably in terms
of control architectures, risk assessment/management, and innovative techniques for autonomous navigation. In this context, the present Ph.D addresses the reliability and safety
of intelligent navigation systems. As already discussed, uncertainty is the most influenc1

Uncertainties issued from: measurements, anticipatory capabilities, decision making models, etc.
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ing factor that rules the reliability/safety concerns related to the autonomous navigation
systems. Thus, this work intends to analyze elements that may reduce the reliability of
uncertainty characterization and handling. Within this scope, this thesis has as objective
to develop a range of navigation solutions, where all the uncertainty sources are wellencountered to guarantee a safe and reliable functioning of IVs. Not only the different
uncertainties should be handled through the approaches introduced all along this thesis
contributions, but also an optimal behavior of autonomous navigation should be assured.
At the end, this thesis looks forward constructing novel IV architecture that includes safety
verification layers of guaranteed performances and great capacities to overstep any potential risk.

M ANUSCRIPT OUTLINE
The first part of this manuscript is devoted to analyze the state-of-the-art as well as the
state-of-the-practice, which are related to the IV reliability and the in-road safety. This is
essential to explain the choice of the navigation approaches developed in this thesis.
• Chapter 1 - Autonomous navigation: Reliability/Safety prospects
In an effort to more clarify this thesis general context, this chapter highlights the urgent need to enhance performances of modern navigation systems, especially from
reliability/safety perspectives. More precisely, it aims to reveal the new reliability requirements of autonomous vehicles through a broad analysis of the state-of-the-art.
A comprehensive overview and comparative studies between the existing methodologies, used to ensure a safe autonomous navigation, are depicted.
• Chapter 2 - Interval analysis enhancements for IV reliability
The literature review has put the stress on advantages of the set-membership approaches in handling uncertainties that may propagate through the navigation process. Accordingly, this chapter aims to justify the deep interest of the interval analysis to deal with different uncertainty-issued in-road risks. Thus, more details about
the interval arithmetic pros and cons are delivered. For a better use of the interval
analysis in the benefit of IVs, the different interval-based methodologies applied to
enhance systems’ reliability and accuracy are overseen.
Based on findings of the state-of-the-art analysis, several interval-based contributions, in
the context of ensuring a safe autonomous navigation, are presented in this Ph.D. These
latter can be classified into two key categories. The first one is linked to the autonomous
navigation architectures and control issues in regard to safety assurance. As this thesis
principle scope, the IV control-related contributions are presented as follows:
• Chapter 3 - Reachability analysis for adaptive autonomous navigation based
on sequential waypoints
The goal of this chapter is to provide highly flexible and safe navigation approach.
In this context, interest is given to a sequential waypoint-based navigation strategy.
Thus, a relevant risk assessment technique for this navigation strategy is inspected
via an interval-based reachability analysis scheme. In brief, this chapter tends to
draw a reliable methodology allowing: (i) to derive confidante and sharp reachable
space for IVs, and (ii) to establish a back-up strategy by acting on the control parameters to avoid hazards once a probable collision is detected at an early phase.
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• Chapter 4 - Reliable risk management for safe navigation: Application to an
adaptive cruise control
This chapter deals with issues related to performances of intelligent vehicles during
a car-following scenario. In particular, an interval analysis-based risk assessment
and management strategies that fit well this driving maneuver is developed. Afterwards, several enhancements are integrated into the introduced risk management
in order to compromise between this approach performances in terms of accuracy,
simplicity, computational demands and behavioural optimality. This chapter also
depicts a proof of concept of the suggested risk management through simulations
undertaken on an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system.
In a second place, the IV reliability is not attainable without addressing the material constraint issues. Accordingly, this thesis contributions count even on enhancing the link
between the Software aspect and Hardware one of IVs. This direction aims to finally
provide material constraint aware-risk management techniques for IVs.
• Chapter 5 - Material constraints-related reliability issues: Faults and onboard
communication delays
This chapter is dedicated to propose efficient solutions for sever material constraints
that may invoke risks issued from the in-vehicular composition of navigation systems. Mainly, the addressed constraints are system failures and in-vehicular communication delays. The introduced solutions have actually great compatibility with
the interval-based navigation frameworks that were proposed in previous chapters.
The manuscript is ended with a general conclusion recapitulating this thesis contributions
and perspectives. For more details, Figure 1 illustrates the whole manuscript outline.

Figure 1: Manuscript outline.

I
C ONTEXT AND STATE OF THE ART
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1
AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION :
RELIABILITY / SAFETY PROSPECTS

This chapter presents a comprehensive coverage of the state-of-the-art/state-of-thepractice related to the mobile autonomous navigation systems. A special focus is given
to investigate the reliability and safety considerations related to today’s Intelligent Vehicles (IVs). Based on the reviewed literature, requirements of modern navigation systems
are highlighted and components that stand behind the safe and reliable navigation are
analyzed.
Over time, huge efforts have been spent by the IV community to increase transportation systems autonomy [65]. Nowadays, several modern vehicles with great autonomy
capacities are put in practice thanks to the academical and industrial tight collaboration.
Hence, a new wave of autonomous vehicles are currently tested or commercialized for
use in highway-roads or for urban public transportation (cf. Figure 1.1) [217]. The ultimate
purpose behind the public use of autonomous vehicles is to provide safer roadways via
efficient crash avoidance processes. Besides, it reduces the need for human driving tasks
and improves passengers comfort and safety. IVs contribute also in enhancing mobility
by increasing navigation systems efficiency. Accordingly, many beneficial environmental
impacts, such as managing traffic flows and avoiding congestion, can be easily met.

(a) Tesla model S with
auto pilot system
[109].

(d) Navya autonomous
shuttle [14].

(b) Renault Symbioz
Demo Car [89].

(e) Uber autonomous taxi
[11].

(c) Google car-Lexus
RX450h model [13].

(f) Navya autonomous
taxi [189].

Figure 1.1: Commercialized/under-test intelligent navigation systems.
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(a) Tesla model X crash, California,
March 2018 [12].

(b) Navya shuttle crash, Las Vegas,
November 2017 [173].

Figure 1.2: Examples of intelligent vehicles’ incidents in public roads.
Although the new generation of IVs are equipped with the most advanced automotive
technologies, their reliability is for yet controversial. It is worth mentioning that the reliability in the autonomous navigation context means the capacity to proceed the navigation
tasks as expected while guaranteeing the in-road safety [19]. Intuitively, the strong relation between the IVs reliability and the in-road safety is evident. As shown in Figure
1.2, numerous incidents have been witnessed in public roads due to technical failures or
wrong decisions made by IVs. Certainly, these crashes invoked a deep impact on the
society and raised trust gaps on self-driving vehicles [82], [270]. As a consequence, the
IVs reliability issues and the in-road risk management have become research fields of
utmost importance.
In order to reveal the IVs-related reliability/safety issues, the evolution of the autonomous
navigation systems over time is detailed in the following. It permits to figure out and establish the link between the complexity aspects characterizing today’s modern transportation
systems and the reliability challenges.

1.1/

I NTELLIGENT NAVIGATION SYSTEMS EVOLUTION

Due to the increasing interest in improving mobility, the IV structure has known a rapid
evolution during the last few decades. In this thesis, it is assumed that the evolution of the
IV architectures can be summarized in three main hierarchical structures. Specifications
of these latter ones are briefly discussed in the sequel. More specifically, changes implied
by these architectures on the reliability/safety notions are pinpointed.

1.1.1/

IV

REACTIVE ARCHITECTURE

Since 1949, the concept of intelligent navigation system has emerged with the development of first autonomous robots [36]. After acquiring data from the environment by a set
of simple sensing tools, the autonomous robot motions were managed by means of an
on-board control unit [43]. Decisions made by this latter serve to govern the system operative part, including actuators and the robot mechanical composition. Accordingly, this
simple architecture of first autonomous navigation systems was characterized by a very
limited computational performances enabling basic tasks such as indoor navigation. Due
to their undeveloped sensing, planning and computational capacities, these processes
could not handle huge amounts of data that may provide a prior knowledge of the navi-
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gation environment. Hence, this category of IVs can be classified as reactive, since they
exploit the locally issued sensorial data to react to the environment stimulus [17].
Clearly, the reactive architectures are dedicated only to ensure slow motion navigation
in static environments. In addition, the unicycle robot kinematic model has been often adapted for the reactive architecture-based navigation. This model simple kinematic
properties were relevant to fit control units with limited computational capacities [281].
The first concern of the research community to improve the reactive navigation architecture was to integrate more and more advanced sensors into the robot composition. Improving the robot sensing level aimed to provide more efficient cognitive navigation [31].
More cognitive knowledge was mandatory, since robots abilities in reacting to changes
in the navigation environment were poor. Otherwise, another part from the robotic community focused in enhancing the kinematic/dynamic modeling for mobile robots and introducing appropriate control strategies [108]. The stability of the suggested control could
be demonstrated through a Lyapunov function-based analysis [40].
For the reactive architecture, the navigation safety was totally related to obstacle avoidance via the robot low sensing abilities. As already stated, IVs with reactive architectures
were dedicated to navigate static and uncrowded environments. Correspondingly, the reliability concerns for this architecture were rarely studied. There were no strict reliability
constraints to be considered in practice.

(a) G. Walter turtle-like robot
[43].

(b) Shakey robot [274].

(c) Hilare robot [170].

Figure 1.3: Reactive architecture-based navigation systems.

1.1.2/

IV

MULTI - CONTROLLER BEHAVIORAL ARCHITECTURE

With time, the technological progress has evolved the concept of navigation systems
from robots to car-like vehicles. The first test of a driver-less car in empty highways was
realized in 1987 [38]. Since that date, many similar pioneer projects have been tackled.
In this context, a comprehensive overview about first attempts to develop autonomous
cars can be found in [19]. Step by step, advances in the Hardware and Software codesign has permitted the deployment of more and more functionalities into one navigation
architecture [152]. As a matter of fact, the early discussed reactive architecture cannot
support the expanding complexity of these tasks. As an alternative, the algorithm of every
navigation task was implemented on a single controller to overcome the complexity issue.
This direction helped to turns the navigation architecture to a behavioral one, where a
hierarchical coordination between several tasks takes place [21]. Indeed, the ability of
accomplishing more complicated behaviors, such as avoiding static/dynamic obstacles,
following a leader vehicle, etc., enhanced the navigation systems chances to be safer.
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Thus, autonomous vehicles were able to navigate in more challenging environments. The
radical architectural improvements practiced on the autonomous vehicles brought many
advantageous reflections on the IV-related research work, which are as follows:
• As already stated, the multi-behavioral hierarchy permitted to apply more computationally demanding navigation algorithms. Therefore, tremendous efforts to improve
the early existing navigation methods or even to introduce novel techniques have
been noticed in the literature. These methods have been used towards target reaching from a specific trajectory/path. Aside from the path planning task, they should
prohibit collision with stationary or dynamic objects. According to the navigation
conditions and the vehicle capabilities (kinematic and dynamical properties), the
navigation algorithms have as a fundamental mission to generate/regenerate feasible collision-free trajectory. On the one hand, the potential fields, Voronoï diagrams,
visibility graphs and rapidly-exploring random tree are among the most whispered
approaches in the literature [20], [231]. On the other hand, the new mapping technologies have contributed in the appearance of several road-map heuristics search
algorithms and cell decomposition-based navigation strategies [306], [348].
• Furthermore, the navigation of a unique vehicle has been extended to multi-agent
navigation systems thanks to the multitude of permitted behaviors by IVs. As a result, the collaborative navigation, platoon formation/optimized control and intersection management have become among the most interesting navigation scenarios,
which are studied in the literature [158, 192, 223, 299].

(a) Convoy of VIPLAB vehicles.

(b) Group formation of VIPLAB
vehicles.

Figure 1.4: Multi-controller architecture implemented on VIPLAB vehicles for collaborative
navigation [301].
• The multi-controller behavioral architecture has definitely contributed in providing
more mature navigation systems. At this stage, several optimality metrics evaluating navigation performances have been introduced (trajectory smoothness, traveling time, traveled distance, energy consumption, etc.) [19], [77]. Henceforth, the
navigation systems are required not only to perform diverse navigation tasks, but
also they should meet a set of optimization goals.
• Intuitively, the common study of the control stability should be adapted to the nature
of the multi-controller architecture. Stability can be lost at the switching instants
between the different tasks. To overcome this matter, the Lyapunov synthesis have
been extended to multi-Lyapunov function based-proofs of stability [39].
Indeed, the main reliability and safety issues, which were studied relatively to this architecture consist of the good timing to activate the appropriate controller. For instance,
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delays in activating the obstacle avoidance controller, especially after detecting a fast
motion dynamic obstacle in the vehicle proximity, may endanger the navigation safety.

1.1.3/

IV

INCREASED SAFETY / AUTONOMY DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE

Up to now, the possible navigation behaviors, which may be accomplished thanks to
the multi-controller-based architecture have been extremely enlarged. As a step forward
towards the IVs full autonomy, the developed autonomous driving behaviors need to be
integrated into modern embedded automotive systems. This trend will gradually make
IVs able to achieve all driving tasks ensured conventionally by human drivers.
This section aims to explore features of the latest generation of intelligent navigation systems to analyze later the IV complexity impacts on the navigation reliability/safety (cf.
section 1.2). To meet this purpose, subsection 1.1.3.1 oversees the modern IVs specifications. A brief background about the structure of present-day automotive embedded
systems (distribution of the IV components) is presented. Further, subsection 1.1.3.2 investigates the nature of tasks integrated into modern IV components. In this context, systems deployed into todays’ IVs to increase their autonomy are reviewed. Besides, the full
autonomy and the navigation in more complicated environments emphasize the IV safety
challenges. Correspondingly, subsection 1.1.3.3 highlights the hierarchical changes applied on IVs to comply with the reliability and safety new emergent requirements. With
accordance to the discussed issues in this section, subsection 1.1.3.4 presents finally an
example of a new industrial paradigm ensuring safety assurance for modern IVs.

1.1.3.1/

M ODERN AUTOMOTIVE EMBEDDED SYSTEMS COMPOSITION

The upgrade of the vehicular structure from simple assembled mechanical components
to its current sophisticated structure has been realized thanks to Cyber Physical Systems
(CPSs) concept and the IVs electrification trend. CPSs are actually a set of computational
physical entities. These latter ones offer a high autonomy degree to IVs through the
high interaction between Hardware/Software components, which permits to warrant more
powerful automotive functionalities [336]. Important facilities such as processing sensorsissued data and controlling actuators are ensured by means of CPSs [116]. Technically
speaking, the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) represents the elementary computational
component in the in-vehicular system. Numerous embedded functions may be distributed
on distinct ECUs e.g., the engine control, the battery management, etc.
Assembling CPSs/ECUs over a distributed architecture turns the automotive embedded
system to an expanded Networked Control System (NCS) [285]. In fact, an NCS consists of a large control system, which incorporates a great number of CPSs and several
communication protocols to ensure a feedback loop between all the integrated CPSs [51].
Otherwise, the in-vehicular NCS must include a communication layer to manage the overall data traffic between components. This layer may be constructed based on a single
in-vehicular communication protocols. Controller Area Network (CAN), Local Interconnect Network (LIN), FlexRay and Ethernet are currently the mostly used protocols in the
automotive industry [2], [176]. Differently, the in-vehicular communication layer may incorporate multiple protocols side-by-side to convene their distinct strengths [171]. Finally,
Figure 1.5 depicts a typical example of an automotive NCS and its different components.
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Figure 1.5: Typical architecture of automotive NCS.

1.1.3.2/

D RIVING TASKS DEPLOYMENT INTO AUTOMOTIVE NCS S

As already explained, the worldwide competition between automotive manufacturers has
motivated the heading towards promoting more intelligent/autonomous vehicles. However, customers must not only be comfortable at wheels, but they should more importantly
feel secure and confident. In that respect, a large scale of driver comfort and safetyoriented processes are currently being integrated into the automotive NCSs. These
mechanisms are generally known as Advanced Drive Assistance Systems (ADASs) [134].
Thus, ADASs are progressively becoming among the standard vehicular equipment.
Each ADAS offers a given degree of autonomy to the navigation system relatively to its
supplied services. These services vary between delivering warnings and taking important
control decisions. In such a way, several ADASs may be implemented in a distributed
manner over the backbone automotive NCS. In the hierarchical level, the resulting IV
structure consists of a distributed increased safety/autonomy navigation architecture.
Undoubtedly, ADASs require a high connectivity between the navigation system and the
environment. For this reason, a multitude of advanced perception tools are mounted on
today’s transportation systems. These perception tools involve LiDar systems, radars,
cameras, etc. [293]. As soon as the perception layer acquires the necessary data, useful
information are extracted through the artificial intelligence and computer vision-based
approaches to deal correctly with any situation. Video/image processing, street scene
analysis, visual tracking and object detection are frequently used in this context [15].
ADASs also exploit the communication protocols dedicated for automotive platforms to
guarantee an appropriate automatic maneuverability. Nowadays, the Dedicated Short
Range Communications (DSRC) and cellular technologies are essential for connected
and automated vehicles. All existing wireless technologies for vehicular embedded
platforms, including Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-toPedestrian (V2P), etc., are denoted now as Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication
[276]. This fact pinpoints the trend to make modern IVs more connected to the environ-
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ment and other road-participants. According to [97], standardizing the use of the V2V/V2I
communication in public roads may diminish about 80% of potential incidents. Finally,
Table 1.1 presents examples of the commercialized ADASs by the automotive industry.
Table 1.1: Different categories of ADASs
System
Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC)
Enhanced driver
visibility system
Pedestrian recognition
system
Road sign recognizing
Driver distraction
detection systems
Smart lane
departure warning
Self-parking/
parking assistance
Co-pilot/autopilot
system
Blind spot
detection
Anti-lock Braking
System (ABS)

1.1.3.3/

Assigned task
-Perform regular control of velocity to ensure driver comfort
-Maintain a safety distance from an in-front car
-Assist driver to overcome day/night-time visibility troubles
-Provide warnings about driving zones affected by fog
-Detect road crossing persons and deliver warnings to driver
-Anticipate pedestrian behaviors to capture collision risks
-Enhance driver awareness about road signalization
-Inspect the driver vigilance
-Monitor the driver eyes or head movements
-Warn driver in case of departure from the driving lanes
-Manage position estimation for several road models
-Help drivers in finding vacant parking location
-Track a smooth path towards a vacant spot
-Ensure autonomous driving via human-like vehicle control
-Alleviate consequences of drivers slow reactions to threats
-Object detection in blind spot
-Side rear blind spot warning for parking lots
-Prohibit wheels from sliding during hard braking
-Monitor the contact between wheels and road surface

Ref
[71], [193]
[162], [229]
[57]
[280]
[23]
[112]
[112], [260]
[22]
[174]
[302]

S AFETY ENHANCEMENTS FOR IV DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE

As already mentioned, modern autonomous vehicles should be ready to navigate in highly
threatening and interactive environments. The need to take into account the safety critical
context is emphasized especially for fast motion navigation including dangerous maneuvers (lane changing, over-taking, etc.) [341]. As a result, IVs makers are developing
more efficient solutions for safety assurance. Regarding their importance, these solutions are appreciated as fundamental layers from the navigation hierarchy. Indeed, these
key automotive components can be classified as follows:
• The risk management level for explicit safety assurance: This layer from the
navigation system structure is explicitly dedicated to deal with safety assurance
purposes and the in-road hazards. The definition of a sound risk management policy to ensure the in-road safety is nowadays crucial. The risk management process
includes in fact two distinct steps: risk assessment and reaction against risks.
At first, the risk assessment task consists in identifying in real-time the potential inroad hazards through a deep situational awareness of risk. The required awareness
about threats is imperatively obtained by analyzing the environmental data. Risks
may be directly captured based on several vision systems co-joined with scene
analysis methods. The collected images/videos are processed and analyzed to
verify/validate the vehicle safety [15]. However, these methods are computationally
demanding and not always suitable for real-time safety critical applications. Besides, problems such as shadowing and occlusion may render results of the scene
analysis incredible [340].
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As an alternative, it is preferable to rely on more simple physical parameters describing vehicle motions, such as inter-vehicle distances, velocities and accelerations, to
interpret the risk assigned to a given situation. According to this understanding, the
IV community has focused in introducing various analytical risk indicators, which are
calculated through real measurements of the stated parameters. These indicators
use physical-based models to make the risk identification closet to reality. In such
a way, the risk assessment efficiency is related to these indicator accuracy. The
indicators analytical formalizations are in charge of detecting potential future collisions. For instance, the Time To Collision (TTC) and the distance to collision are
widely used as collision indicators due to their consistency in anticipating crashes
[56], [349]. Other risk indicators can predict other drivers behaviors or the navigation system reactions to sudden events e.g., time to stop, time to steer and time to
react [159]. The employment of multiple formalizations for every adopted indicator
is possible. In a sequential manner, the most adequate analytical formalization for
the current situation should be picked up [349].
Once a potential hazard is identified, the risk must be mastered by acting on the
decisional level. The hazard can be avoided simply by acting directly on the control
parameters i.e., adapting the vehicle lateral or angular velocity. Collisions may be
also prohibited by switching from a behavior to another as the case of an over-taking
a vehicle. Reacting to such threats may take place through a dedicated decisional
model [9], [246]. Differently, behavioral risk management approaches based on the
multi-level Bayesian decision making or neural networks can be adopted [150].
• Diagnosis functions for implicit safety assurance: As explained above, a safe
navigation process is able to assess risks and to react always quickly. As clear, an
appropriate risk assessment requires an accurate sensing of the navigation system
proximity. According to the perceived data, a planning scheme defined by a comprehensive decisional model is applied while taking into account any risk or collision
probability imposed by the current situation. Then, decisions made by the planning/risk management layers are transformed to actions thanks to controls provided
to actuators. Eventually, the IV operational safety is tightly linked to the reliable
functioning of the sensing, planning, decision making and control layers. Failures
that might cause fatal crashes can stem from any layer from the navigation system.
It makes no sense to look for safety guarantees, when the system is prone to fault
occurrence. Hence, the system ability to react against faults is implicitly related to
the navigation system safety. For the sake of safety, numerous universal standards
have been prescribed over the last decades to map efficient diagnosis deployment
schema for car makers. For instance, standards as ISO 26262, ISO 15031-4, ISO
22901, ISO 15765-4 and Autosar have been specified to deal with the automotive
embedded system failures [135], [137].
To detect faults and localize their sources, a sound diagnosis strategy must be assigned to the already described modern distributed IV architecture. From a hierarchical point of view, there are three distinct manners to implement the on-board
diagnosis functions. First, it is possible to devote a unique global diagnosis unit to
monitor the overall automotive system [172]. However, the centralized diagnosis is
not suitable for large scale automotive NCSs. Real time issues will raise since an
important amount of data must be proceeded by the central monitoring unit.
Alternatively, the diagnosis layer can be decentralized over the navigation system
architecture [10]. A particular local diagnosis function can be allocated to every ve-
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hicular module from the automotive NCS (see Figure 1.6). Thereafter, a supervisor
block is responsible of solving conflicts between the locally made diagnosis reports.
Roughly speaking, the supervisor final decision about whether to abort the IV operation or to carry on with reduced capacities is made via a predefined fault-tolerant
control strategy.

Figure 1.6: Decentralized diagnosis architecture.
Finally, instead of allocating a supervision unit, a collaboration is created via the
communication between the local diagnosers [208]. Evidently, this distributed diagnosis may raise the data exchange between the sub-diagnosers (see Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7: Distributed diagnosis architecture.

1.1.3.4/

R ESPONSIBILITY- SENSITIVE - SAFETY CONCEPT EXAMPLE

Recently, Mobileye (an Intel company) has promoted for a new safety concept for autonomous navigation systems [262]. This project consists in developing and improving
an operational safety verification model, called Responsibility Sensitive Safety (RSS).
It provides an safety-oriented open source executable algorithms in order to implement
provable and verifiable navigation behaviors [117]. RSS should be considered as a design guidance for navigation strategies to evoke a completely safe decision making for
critical situations. Even more, Mobileye has expanded the understanding of safe intelligent navigation according to the RSS terminology. RSS-based navigation algorithms allow not only to take precautions of risks caused by other road participants, but it prohibits
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performing any act that may evoke hazards. Hence, RSS defines a set of mathematical
models to formalize and put into practice this particular interpretation of safety. Figure 1.8
presents several complicated navigation scenarios, where RSS specifies mathematical
safety guarantees. It turns the initial navigation approach to a safety constrained navigation strategy. These constraints include how to respond to risks implied by other agents
(proximity vehicles, pedestrians, etc.) and how to avoid initiating critical situations.

(a) Junction scenario.

(b) Limited sensing scenario.

(c) Unstructured road
scenario.

Figure 1.8: Critical navigation scenarios treated by RSS model for safety guarantees.
For instance, the study reported in [52] presented a proof of concept of embedding RSS
into an ACC for functional safety aims. Noticeable improvements in terms of safety were
marked in the ACC performances with the RSS model. According to this understanding,
the RSS concept fits perfectly the distributed nature of modern navigation systems architectures, where several ADASs are implemented. Correspondingly, RSS chances to play
as powerful tool to develop large range of navigation test scenarios for operational safety
purposes in the near future are strong. To recapitulate the discussed issues in this section, Figure 1.9 illustrates the witnessed changes in the autonomous navigation system.

Figure 1.9: Evolution of autonomous navigation systems architectures and capacities.
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M ODERN IV ARCHITECTURE COMPLEXITY- ISSUED CHAL LENGES

As detailed in the previous section, the architecture of modern IVs have known lately
many changes. This architecture depicts boundless proofs of complexity. Nonetheless,
the link between the complexity consequences and the navigation safety has been rarely
analyzed. Accordingly, this section highlights the IV complexity-issued challenges. The
impact of these challenges on the intelligent navigation safety is interpreted. In this sense,
a classification of complexity issued concerns is proposed as follows:
• Large scale NCSs with integrated components/functionalities: More ECUs and
entirely new layers as the diagnosis and risk management levels are incorporated
into today’s IVs. Especially for IVs with cumbersome navigation algorithms, the
evasive integration of supplementary components and functionalities brings additional complications. The proper functioning of a given IV requires a continuous and
tight interaction between Software functions and Hardware entities, which is really
challenging for a large scale embedded system [94]. Concerns such as resource
planning and Hardware concurrency may make the IV less quick, less reactive and
consequently less reliable [54], [95].
• Data proliferation: The data proliferation into the automotive systems is another
complexity source of modern IVs. The convergence between the artificial applied
sciences and the big data trend is unavoidable for the automation of the transportation means. On the one hand, a large range of sensor-issued data is proceeded
by IVs to sense the environment and perform a safe navigation [72]. On the other
hand, the data proliferation issue is accentuated due to some trends followed by car
makers. To entertain and satisfy clients, modern transportation means afford several interactive and infotainment services. The promoted automotive infotainment
mechanisms, including vocal control systems and television band receivers, handle conventionally huge amounts of audio-visual media [125]. Indeed, the capacity
of the in-vehicular embedded systems to support such a high transmission rate
is questionable. Predefined time constraints may be violated due to extra-loaded
communication. To not slow-down the automotive NCS, keeping the intelligent navigation system up-to-date with the data proliferation trend is necessary. Accordingly,
many solutions have been proposed to overcome side effects of the overloaded
in-vehicular traffic data to guarantee the IV reliability [237, 265, 347]. Due to the
safety critical context, it should be noted that risks related to the data proliferation
are higher for information interchanged with the diagnosis or the risk management
layout. Taking quick countermeasures against menaces and failures is vital for the
in-road safety.
• In-vehicular network-induced imperfections: Abundant number of components
with completely distinct timing features are incorporated into modern IVs e.g., powertrain, breaking system, etc. The time-constrained communication between these
components within a fixed global time-sampling step may implicate non-negligible
network-induced imperfections. An arbitrary loss or disorder in the communication
packets can happen and may lead to a hazardous irregularity/discontinuity in the IV
behavior [73], [319]. This issue is emphasized by the new structure of the heterogeneous automotive NCSs including multiple communication protocols of different
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scheduability features [171]. Due to its tight relation with the IV reliability, timingfeatures should be carefully verified, especially for delay-sensitive components. As
already mentioned, modern IVs are equipped with a large range of critical safety
applications and driver assistance systems. These systems impose additional material constraints and resource availability concerns. Network-induced imperfections, communication delays, errors in data transmission are destructive for these
processes and respectively the overall navigation safety [44], [307].
• Extra connectivity: To perceive appropriately the environment and its overchanging dynamics, the number of sensing and communication devices mounted
on IV is drastically increasing. Moreover, novel sensing technologies such as wirelessly interconnected sensors are currently substituting the conventional ones for a
better perception quality and accuracy. Even though these technologies are more
powerful, they have brought new reliability challenges for IVs such as the connectivity, sensing delays and scalability issues [290], [330]. Evidently, integrating sensing
tools into IVs is one step from the full electrification of navigation systems. Due
to their electrical and/or electromagnetic nature, the sensing devices receive and
generate a great amount of electromagnetic disturbances. These disturbances can
propagate from the sensing layer to the remaining parts of the automotive NCS in
the form of radiated or conducted Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) [113]. Under
these interferences, accuracy of measurements provided by the sensing layer may
be affected. Even more, probability of failure occurrence becomes stronger due the
EMI propagation through the whole IV.
The autonomous navigation systems are among the most complicated and safety-critical
processes. Plenty of uncertainty sources may endanger the IV safety. IVs must deal with
highly interactive and uncertain environments, where it is difficult to predict behaviors
of other road participants. Numerous additional factors may emphasize the uncertainty
impacts such as the influence of bad weather conditions on the sensing quality and the
navigation through dense traffic flows. Apart of these uncertainty sources, the discussed
complexity aspect characterizing the architecture of modern IVs invoke other new challenges and uncertainty origins. Underneath the discussed issues in this section, latency
effects on today’s navigation systems are much important. Due to their complex structures, the IVs responses to risks are quite indeterminate. IVs are currently sensitive more
than ever to faults because of their extreme sophistication.
Indeed, there is a clear coupling between the IV reliability (including robustness against
latency, uncertainty and failures) and the in-road safety. The navigation safety is turning into an overlapping issues, where reacting to risky situations is no more sufficient.
Mastering the reliability-related challenges issued from the IV complex architecture is indispensable.

1.3/

U NCERTAINTY PREDICTION FOR AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION

As a matter of fact, IVs are prone to enormous uncertainties, especially when navigating side by side with other agents of unpredictable behaviors. Furthermore, the complexity of modern navigation systems engender more uncertainties due to communication/perception latencies and interferences, etc. Consequently, uncertainty handling is
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not restrained for measurement filtering and data fusion in the case of autonomous driving. It includes also states estimation, events prediction, forecasting road participant
behaviors, decision making, etc. In this regard, uncertainty propagation into the different
layers of the navigation system needs to be characterized in a holistic manner. To fill the
massive need for safety guarantees and to provide reliable criticality measures, the IV
community has continuously attempted to introduce more efficient uncertainty characterization approaches for both long and short time horizon. The rest of this section oversees
and classifies the uncertainty handling related work to discuss each class of methods
pros and cons. Moreover, relevance of each investigated method for autonomous transportation systems is analyzed.

1.3.1/

P ROBABILISTIC

UNCERTAINTY HANDLING APPROACHES

The prediction of the uncertainty propagation into the navigation system has been largely
studied via classical stochastically-driven approaches [313]. This class of methods is
generally based on the use of Bayesian inference theories to ensure the probabilistic estimation. In general, consistency of the probabilistic estimation is also reinforced through
a model-based description of the transition in the system states. Therefore, a profound
knowledge of the system behavioral aspects and its dynamical/kinematic constraints is
essential to succeed the prediction. At the same time, the system noise characteristics
are then involved in the established model. Hence, the progression of uncertainty into
the model dynamics is predicted via a predefined Probability Distribution Function (PDF)
[224] e.g., Gaussian, likelihood distribution, etc. It is important to notice that the stochastic
approaches are generally outlined in the literature as linear-based abstraction methods.
The linearization of the model describing the system states is mandatory to make sure
that the noise process is still always governed by the Gaussian law. Nonetheless, the linearization errors prohibit the employment of the stochastic filtering for long term horizon
[308]. The stochastic uncertainty evaluation is also non-deterministic since the elaborated
probabilistic estimations may mismatch the reality. Assuming that the noise features are
given by a particular PDF does not always hold, and modifications in noise properties
may happen [244]. The environmental impairments entailed from harsh weather conditions may be taken as potential reasons for changes in sensor noise features. In this
context, a study was tackled in [138] to explore LiDAR sensor behaviors under various
environmental conditions and to mitigate impacts of any probable sensing degradation on
the data fusion process.
Several extensions of Kalman filters introduced in the literature are classical examples
of the stochastic prediction approaches [139]. Actually, performances of these filters
depend on the accurate knowledge of the system initial states. When the filter is not
properly conditioned, it diverges to faulty estimations [221]. Accordingly, more attention
is paid currently to formulate Bayesian inference based filtering techniques, which are
not relying on the prior availability of the statistical features of sensors. To this end, the
filtering technique introduced in [228] admitted the manifestation of the worst-case of
disturbances into the system instead of the common use of Gaussian distribution. By
referring to ground truth observations, the estimation accuracy was improved compared
to Kalman filters. However, the full accuracy of estimates was not reached, since around
of 3.51% as a mean error in prediction was found.
The aforementioned stochastic methods are able to estimate easily the probability of a
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given assumption. Nonetheless, they ignore any available evidence while predicting uncertainty evolution. Contrary to classical methods, the belief theory method considers
the available evidences as an effective opportunity to improve the uncertainty characterization by exploiting the evidence-based additional statistical support. After considering
all the existing evidences that may originate from distinct sources, a degree of belief is
attributed to every made prediction. Since it evaluates the credibility and reliability of the
proceeded uncertainty estimation, the belief theory is quite relevant to conduct uncertainty characterization for IVs. For instance, the work depicted in [214] proposed a belief
theory-based scheme to distinguish between faulty and consistent data issued from the
navigation environment.
In order to enhance the stochastic methods consistency and credibility, an increased
interest is attributed lately to the multi-simulation approaches for uncertainty estimation
and motion prediction. The application of the Monte Carlo approach in this context is
mainstream due to its aptitude in accomplishing a more relevant probabilistic forecasting
[111]. Instead of relying on a unique cycle of uncertainty estimation, the Monte Carlo
method executes a large number of simulations in a simultaneous manner. It allows to
address all potential states of the navigation system and the variability in its inputs [145].
Afterwards, a much reliable final prediction is derived according to the density of the
proceeded simulation results. Intuitively, the probability to obtain a prediction much more
closer to the reality is stronger. The huge number of executed simulations makes the
Monte Carlo approach among the most computationally demanding prediction methods.
Most importantly, findings of the Monte Carlo method vary from an execution to another,
even though the same simulation setups are used. To conclude, the multi-simulation
uncertainty handling approaches are time consuming, non-deterministic and sensitive to
linearization.
Indeed, the multi-simulation techniques are generally joined with a occupancy grid-based
technique. The navigation scene is decomposed into different cells. Cells, which may
be occupied by the vehicle in the near future, are identified by turning the density of
probabilities obtained via the multi-simulations to a binary data [271]. The major drawback
presented by the occupancy grids is the expended number of cells to be verified. This
matter arises from the additional degree of freedom in potential vehicle motions because
of the multitude maneuvers that may be performed.
Despite its high computational cost, the multi-simulation methods may serve to validate
results of other prediction techniques. Due to its capacity in considering the variance in
the input data, such approaches have great offline utilities, especially when ground truth
reference measurements are unavailable.
To avoid the inaccuracy entailed by linearization, another line of research work has recourse to a several learning-based prediction approaches. Hidden Markov models, artificial neural networks and Bayesian networks have been largely adopted to predict driving
behaviors and uncertain events [56, 129, 149].
From a theoretical standpoint, the learning-based techniques handle two uncertainty
types. Similarly to classical techniques, they characterize the aleatoric uncertainties originating mainly from sensor noises described by a PDF that fits the studied system. Aside
of the aleatoric disturbances, the learning methods take advantage from their capacities
in dealing with the epistemic uncertainties, which are in relation with some systematic
imperfections such as modeling and training errors [312]. This is done by enlarging the
acquired knowledge during the training phase by estimating the predictions consistency
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during run-time. In addition, the learning-based methods open the possibility to estimate
the uncertainty propagation even with complicated cases of missed measurements. Such
situations are frequent due to occluded observations or intermittent sensing failures [37].
Technically speaking, the greatest part from the learning-based approaches are multilayers graphical models, where the Bayesian inference-based probability theory is applied
to fuse uncertainties in the model inputs, weights and outputs [213]. Thus, the main difficulty while developing such approaches is how to define an appropriate architecture of
the learning system. For yet, there is no known methodological manner to reach explicitly
the optimal architecture of such models. The layout of the learning model is often defined
randomly or empirically. In [105], an artificial neural network was in charge of estimating
uncertainty evolution for a vehicular LiDAR sensor. To optimize the architectural performances of the uncertainty handling network, a second learning stage was integrated into
the neuronal model to distinguish between relevant and noisy inputs provided to the first
stage.
Roughly, the uncertainty affecting the system outputs is assessed through sampling data
from a particular learned probability distribution. Hence, establishing a sound link between the estimates evolution and factors that rule the variation among samples appears
necessary. From this perspective, IV state transitions is extremely coupled with behaviors
of other road participants. Unlike the classical uncertainty handling techniques, which
consider the navigation process as a separated system, the learning-based techniques
may integrate all interactions with other vehicles into the uncertainty assessment phase
[147]. As they take into account the surrounding context, much more accurate estimates
are obtained within a longer prediction horizon time. For each traffic scenario, particular knowledge-based transitional models for the inter-vehicles interactions are used to
boost the prediction quality. In addition, accuracy of the uncertainty assessment depends
on the modeling methodology of all possible interactions between vehicles. These interactions may be modeled through two distinct ways. First, it is possible to use standard
homogeneous learning models, where all the behavioral, kinematic and dynamic features
of vehicles are assumed identical. Although homogeneous models are simple and computationally reasonable, they are inaccurate and poorly efficient. Additional struggle to
adapt these models to each vehicle features and to recover the individual dissimilarities
is needed for a better prediction. Hence, heterogeneous modeling of the inter-vehicle
interactions is constructed via adaptive multi-modal techniques. For more details about
this topic, several examples of adaptation algorithms were proposed and tested in [267].
Using real experimental data to perform the training phase appears as a reliable practice to improve performances of the learning-based approaches. However, erroneous
uncertainty estimation occurs especially in case of unpredicted driving situations. Such
situations are difficult to be captured in reality. Especially for the risk assessment, experimentally collected training data can never be issued from real dangerous situations as
collisions [167]. Alternatively, the ignored/rare events and driving situations can be easily
predicted through synthetic training data-sets [75].
As most of the probabilistic methods, the main weakness presented by the learningbased techniques is their heuristic nature. Accordingly, the machine learning research
community have attempted to overstep this drawback. To overcome the heuristic aspect characterizing the neural networks used for trajectory forecast, the authors in [338]
employed two different probability distributions of the uncertain estimates. Hereby, the
comparison between the estimates resulting from each distribution by several statistical
means improved the uncertainty prediction consistency.
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In other respects, efficiency of the learning-based techniques depends drastically on parameters defined during the training and learning phases. A minor variation in these parameters may alter the overall behavior of the prediction system. For example, the Markov
decision process principle consists in discretizing the system states in order to determine
the system future states based on transition probability functions [234], [259]. The study
reported in [349] revealed the discretization effects on the precision of the Markov process
outcomes in a collision prediction context. Avoiding discretization errors and selecting an
appropriate sampling step are necessary to neither under-estimate nor to over-evaluate
the uncertainty states. Otherwise, the learning-based class of uncertainty assessment
techniques are considered as black boxes with unpredictable behaviors. The absence of
analytical models that describe such approaches makes them unverifiable.
To overcome the early outpointed limitations of the probabilistic techniques, the cooperative handling of uncertainties is a promising research direction. Evidently, vehicles
navigating in the same area must perceive each other. By collecting observation of each
vehicle, the redundancy in data may refine remarkably the uncertainty estimation performances. From this point of view, a cooperative perception strategy was introduced in [47]
and [320] for more accurate positioning. Even more, recognizing vehicles, which are in
a better situation to localize other road participants, reduced the uncertainty estimation
errors [148]. Nonetheless, the cooperative perception can be applied only in navigation
scenarios where all the vehicles are assumed to be connected cars.

1.3.2/

N ON - PROBABILISTIC

UNCERTAINTY HANDLING APPROACHES

As a cut off with the unwarranted stochastic uncertainty estimation, a new wave of setmembership non-probabilistic methods have been emerged. This class of methods relies
on the geometrical extrapolation of the system future states. First, data describing the
system (states, inputs and parameters) are enclosed into particular geometrical shapes to
consider the uncertainty e.g., ellipsoids, zonotopes, polytopes, etc. Afterwards, the uncertain states are iteratively propagated through a specific mathematical model describing
the studied process to characterize the uncertainty progression. It is worth mentioning
that a careful selection of the enclosure shape is indispensable. Predicting the uncertainty propagation into the IV system with a complex set-representation of data requires
a strong theoretical background about the computational geometry. It also may invoke
considerable computational costs. Although some enclosure forms are more compact
than others (such as zonotopes and ellipsoids), there is not enough available advanced
computation processes within these sets [219].
Rather, an extensive research work has focalized the light on the interval analysis. As
a simple closed form, the interval shape is easily handled in a natural way by equations. Correspondingly, fundamental basis of the interval arithmetic have been rapidly
developed [154], [202]. Then, the interval arithmetic has helped to enclose all possible solutions of several uncertain problems such as numeric integration, derivation and
solving systems of non-linear equations. The set-membership computation is assumed
as guaranteed and reliable since the exact value of data is enclosed inside the resulting
interval bounds.
For the sake of accuracy, various interval-based filtering approaches, including a
“prediction-correction” steps, have been suggested in the literature [29]. A guaranteed
state prediction for IVs is realized through these estimators without relying on probabil-
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ities. Instead, these filters use for instance the system observability and numeric setinversion techniques to refine the uncertainty estimation [200]. In general, the existing
interval-based approaches may be classified into two different categories. On the one
hand, a great part from these methods incorporate explicitly the prior knowledge of the uncertainty extents into the prediction process. This knowledge is roughly acquired through
studying features of the IV system sensor’s [27]. These uncertainty handling approaches
are specially suitable for the automotive diagnosis processes. Performing the diagnosis
within a bounded error context increases the sensitivity to faults [55], [66]. This latter
minimizes false alarms and leads to a high fault-awareness for IVs.
One more class of interval-based approaches play as numeric “branch and bound” calculation tools [80]. By proceeding in an recursive manner, these approaches select an initial
set from the data space domain. Then, several set-inversion operations take place to finally find and bound the exact solutions of the studied problem. Unfortunately, although
these approaches are extremely accurate, they have an unpredictable computation time.

1.3.3/

R EACHABILITY A NALYSIS (RA)

FOR LONG - TERM HORIZON PREDICTION

To explore any risk entailed from a particular decision, there is a crucial need to perform
the prediction for a long-term horizon. This is known in the literature as the RA concept.
Over the last decade, the considerable literature on RA has turned this research field into
a very active one [126]. Despite the already existing solutions, RA remains a subject of
intensive ongoing research.
To start with, the system reachable sets may be extrapolated by incorporating uncertainties into a stochastic/Bayesian inference-based model. Similar to the short time horizon stochastic methods, stochastic RA may only produce approximate and low-confident
reachable sets of the studied system. To solve such an issue, several data-driven characterization techniques of the system have been exploited to provide knowledge-based
enhancements for the stochastic RA reliability in [127]. The work reported in [90], has
employed human-like driving models and empirical data to enhance the confidence-level
of the vehicle estimated reachable space. Nevertheless, the correct prediction rate of
these methods remains too low, even with the aforementioned improvements.
As an alternative, the use of the set-membership modeling was frequent to apply the RA
schema. The employment of complicated sets to compute the system reachable states
implies always a linearization phase for non-linear systems. Hence, the RA process
may suffer from sever linearization errors. In this regard, deterministic RA approaches
that combine Hamilton-Jacobi equations with convex programming and set-level methods have been largely used to ensure conservative abstractions [322]. However, the
algorithmic complexity expansion of these methods is linked to the number of the system
state variables. In case of high scalable systems, additional struggles to decrease the
high dimensionality side effects by decomposing the initial system are unavoidable [59].
For its simplicity, the interval analysis has contributed also in shaping several RA processes. More precisely, the reachable sets have been defined by rephrasing the RA context to a constraint satisfaction problem while using branch and brought interval-based
algorithms [250]. Findings of these latter ones are highly accurate and confident, but
computationally expensive. The iterative use of numerical inclusion tests entails an unpredictable execution time for these algorithms. Another class from the interval-based solutions relies on the Differential Inequalities (DI) theory. Numerous researches have prof-
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ited from characteristics of the monotonous and cooperative systems, which are featured
with natural prior enclosures of their states [204]. As a result, extremely tight bounds for
the system reachable sets can be determined. Respectively, several attempts have been
carried out to generalize the DI application. Different discretization and/or hybridization
processes of the initial system into locally monotonous subsystems have been proposed
[240], [329]. Nonetheless, the design of such processes is not always evident. Even
more, complexity of the RA problem depend exponentially to the derived subsystems
number.
Only few exceptions from the interval-based approaches can study systems’ reachability
by dealing with whole regions of initial states. An interval extension of the well-known
Taylor series expansion has succeeded the over-approximation of the reachable space
[181]. The upper/lower bounds of Taylor-based approaches are conceived without any
need for a mathematical transformation for the studied system or partitioning its initial
states. Instead, set-valued solvers for the uncertain Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)
that describes the system evolution are used.
In accordance with the above undertaken debate, a comparison between the reviewed
uncertainty prediction techniques is derived in Table 1.2. Obviously, the interval-based
approaches opportunities in coping with limitations raised from the heuristic nature of the
probabilistic methods are quite promising.
Table 1.2: Comparison between uncertainty prediction approaches for IVs
Navigation
requirement
Classical stochastic approaches
Multi-simulation approaches
Learning-based approaches
Branch and bound interval-based approaches
Uncertainty prior knowledge interval approaches
Stochastic RA approaches
Linearization-based set-membership RA approaches
Numeric set inversion interval-based RA approaches
DI-based RA approaches
Full interval-based RA approaches

1.4/

Accuracy
--+++
++
-++
+++
+++
+++

Handling modeling
imperfection
-++
+++
++
---+++
++
++

Low computational
complexity
++
--+
--++
---+
+

Long-term horizon
prediction
----++
+
-++
+++
+++
++

R EQUIREMENTS OF MODERN NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Previously in this chapter, challenges imposed by the new generation of autonomous navigation technologies have been briefly reviewed. In the light of these challenges, new requirements related to the reliability/safety concerns should be taken into consideration to
solve complications entailed by todays’ intelligent/autonomous vehicles. Without fulfilling
these requirements, reaching a full satisfactory level of reliability/safety for autonomous
navigation systems is still far away from reality. In the sequel, the new reliability/safety
requirements for IVs are recapitulated.

1.4.1/

F LEXIBILITY

For a long time, IVs proper operation was judged by their ability to accomplish their designated tasks while pursuing accurately a predetermined navigation policy. Any deviation
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from the preconceived navigation guidelines is assumed as a threatening violation for
the safety constraints. However, to reach the full autonomy, IVs must be ready to face
all sorts of unexpected events and master all types of uncertainties. As noticed in previous sections, the surrounding/in-vehicular uncertainty sources are becoming abundant
and unrestricted. From this scope, a relevant question arises systematically concerning
the IVs safety: Can modern IVs achieve their missions precisely as expected under the
stated important uncertainty origins? For instance, the navigation system ability to track
precisely a given trajectory in crowded highway areas is absolutely doubtful.
Indeed, offering IVs a more degree of freedom may be the key solution to face uncertainties and safety challenges. Allowing modern navigation systems to act in several possible
manners (choose another path, change current waypoint location, etc.) can provide multiple backup/recovery solutions for critical situations.
Accordingly, flexibility is now needed as never before for modern IVs. To address adequately this challenge, there is for instance an increasing trend to substitute the existing
trajectory planners by waypoint assignment strategies [53, 298, 309]. Following particular
points from a discretized path simplifies drastically the navigation mission. Instead of the
rigorous and arduous path following, few series of waypoints must be properly arranged
to guide the vehicle. Contrarily to former approaches, the navigation system moves freely
between the assigned waypoints until reaching a final desired destination (cf. chapter 3).

1.4.2/

AWARENESS

ABOUT MATERIAL CONSTRAINTS

To master all reliability and safety problems resulting from vehicle automation, uncertainty
and failure probabilities must be included at the decision making level (to ensure vehicle
navigation safety). The future directions are making the vehicle isolated control units
aware of Networked Control System (NCS) material constraints. Now, transportation risk
management strategies are investigating only the in-road hazards. In contrast, vehicular
navigation is not safe without solving issues related to NCS capacities in reacting appropriately to environmental events. Intra/in-vehicle communication latencies may increase
in an unpredictable way a given in-road situation criticality. From this scope, risk management strategies should focus on integrating the material constraints into the hazard identification phase. Adaptive and material constraint-aware control will be the best solution
to overcome NCS-induced risks and guarantee the safety of next-generation vehicles.

1.4.3/

G UARANTEED

UNCERTAINTY PREDICTION

Especially for the risk management and diagnosis levels, uncertainties may lead to erroneous decisions. In that case, the navigation system is no more reliable and safety will
be menaced. Therefore, much more interest should be paid to improve accuracy of the
uncertainty prediction methods. More interestingly, the verification of all probable predicted events/states is in general not feasible. Then, alternative approaches to substitute
the probabilistic estimation of uncertainty are recommended. All uncertainty types (especially uncertainties imposed by the material constraints) should be considered. Methodological ways permitting taking precautions about the sensing minimum/maximum errors,
without any probabilistic reasoning are interesting in this context. IVs guaranteed performances can only met with methods handling all possible states of uncertainty. Noticeably,
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since all possible states of uncertainty should be considered, such methods can be time
consuming. Nevertheless, the respect of the real-time constraints is also essential.
On the basis of the above discussed safe navigation new requirements, Figure 1.10 illustrates how to satisfy the reliability/safety constraints for modern IVs. Adopting flexible
navigation approaches and guaranteeing the IV ability to handle uncertainties/faults are
essential to develop highly reliable navigation systems. In addition, neglecting the IV material constraints, imposed by its embedded composition, will certainly limit its capacities
in dealing with risks.

Figure 1.10: Requirements to reach full autonomy, reliability and safety of modern IVs
(scheme inspired from [19]).

1.5/

C ONCLUSION

This chapter presented a comprehensive overview about the mobile intelligent navigation
systems. The light was focused on the reliability/safety prospects. Through the in-depth
analysis of the state-of-the-art, features of modern autonomous/intelligent navigation processes were highlighted. Afterwards, challenges raised from the complex and sophisticated shape of modern Intelligent Vehicles (IVs) were identified. The relation between
the IV reliability and the in-road safety has been largely studied. Eventually, the basic
new requirements in order to reach a satisfactory level of navigation reliability/safety were
deduced. In accordance with these requirements, several contributions in the context
of safe/reliable navigation will be introduced in this thesis. Solution suggesting safe and
flexible navigation strategies, reliable uncertainty estimation approaches and increased
sensitivity to faults will be detailed in chapters 3, 4 and 5.

2
I NTERVAL

ANALYSIS ENHANCEMENTS
FOR

IV

RELIABILITY

As stated in the previous chapter, the uncertainty sources encountering modern Intelligent
Vehicles (IVs) have been multiplied. These uncertainties may be sufficiently enormous to
prevent the IV from achieving its tasks. In this view, some recent studies have lately linked
the autonomy level of a given system to its robustness to uncertainty [30]. The greater
the amount of uncertainties the process can cope with, the more considerable its autonomy. To confront the uncertainty-induced risks, large varieties of probabilistic/stochastic
approaches are frequently used for IVs. However, probabilities may mismatch the reality.
On this basis, numerous interval-based accomplishments have been proposed in the literature to render the IV performances guaranteed and immune against the uncertainty
harmful impacts. At present, the interval analysis is playing more valuable role in optimal trajectory computation, safe obstacle avoidance, precise localization, emergency
management systems, state estimation, fault detection, etc. [240, 303, 304].
Stating that a solution is guaranteed is too vague. Concretely, the terminology of guaranteed approaches refers to methods able to outcome certain results throughout a bounded
computation. Solutions of the interval-based approaches enclose the exact outcomes,
which correspond to the reality. Bounds of the resulting interval findings report all possible scenarios of the uncertainty propagation into the studied process. The characterization of the uncertainty propagation into autonomous systems via the interval analysis is easier than the rest of the set-membership methods. Due to its simple wrapping
shape, the interval analysis extends easily the standard arithmetic theories to handle intervals. Despite the immersive interest in guaranteed methods, advantages presented by
the interval-based developments for IVs have never been deeply prospected. The design
of interval-based navigation methods requires further exploration.
In the remainder of this chapter, bases and fundamental notions to proceed through the
interval arithmetic are summarized in section 2.1. Afterwards, enhancements for the intelligent navigation systems that may be conquered via interval analysis are revealed in
section 2.3. To be comprehensive, improvements brought by the interval-based computation are divided respectively into two parts: enhancements for the model-based and datadriven navigation approaches (cf. subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). As any methodology, the
interval analysis has also few limitations, which may damage the IV performances. The
different root causes of such limitations that may constrain the development of guaranteed
solutions for IVs are discussed in section 2.4.
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2.1/

I NTERVAL ARITHMETIC : P RELIMINARIES

At first, the interval arithmetic was used in the aim of providing a remedy for the imprecision related to the numeric computation. Especially after the raise of computer sciences,
the interval representation of numbers was efficient to avoid truncation and rounding errors. The propagation and accumulation of such errors throughout large scale computation algorithms emphasize the calculation inaccuracy. Correspondingly, the interval arithmetic was regarded as a powerful tool enabling reliable calculation for problems where
precision is a central component. The interval analysis is also useful in dealing with the
uncertainty reproduced by several indirect analytical computation operations, including
linear or polynomial approximation/expansion of a function. In that case, the representation of the remainder error in the form of interval is very popular, which justifies the
employment of the interval analysis.
Rapidly, the interval analysis has been developed from a simple tool used to refine the
computation quality to an advanced uncertainty characterization method. The foremost
reason behind using the interval analysis in this context is to recognize all potential behavioral trajectories of the system under uncertainty. Before proceeding further, let introduce
some fundamental notions about how the interval analysis can provide a reliable estimation of the uncertainty states. To be concise, focus will be given exclusively for intervalbased mathematical operations and procedures required for the different contributions
suggested in the present thesis.

2.1.1/

I NTERVAL

ARITHMETIC PRINCIPLE

The concept of interval arithmetic relies on transforming a standard variable x, which is
quantified in general through punctual scalars or single-valued numbers, to an intervalvalued variable. A simple definition of an interval, denoted [x], consists of a close set of
real numbers. Points belonging to the interval are naturally framed between two endpoints
i.e., single values representing the worst cases of uncertainty extents. Intuitively, the
interval endpoints assume the role of boundary wrappers for the interval content. As a
notation, [x] = [x, x] refers to the interval designated to describe the uncertain variable x,
where x and x are respectively the interval lower and upper endpoints. Generally, x < x,
but certain data may be represented through a degenerate interval by assuming x = x.
Although an interval is a closed set of points, both or one of the interval bounds may be
infinite (such as [−∞, 0], [0 + ∞] and [−∞, +∞]). Otherwise, two additional characteristics
of [x] can be derived through out its endpoints x and x:
• The interval midpoint, noted mid([x]), represents the centre of the interval extent. In
the data representation space, the uncertainty is distributed over this central point.
Evidently, mid([x]) is expressed as follows:
mid([x]) = (x + x)/2

(2.1)

• The interval width wid([x]) quantifies the uncertainty amount impacting the intervalvalued data. wid([x]) is given by the expression below:
wid([x]) = x − x

(2.2)
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C LASSICAL
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MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS FOR INTERVALS

Indeed, the interval arithmetic specifies the appropriate instructions and computation procedures that are convenient to the interval-type data. These procedures include mainly
the fundamental formula and guidelines to extend the mathematical operators to intervals [49], [154]. For more details, the required expressions to apply the set of classical
operators (+, −, ×, /) for intervals are given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Classical mathematical operators for interval data
Operator
Addition
Subs-traction
Multiplication
Division (for 0 < [y]) 1

2.1.3/

I NTERVAL

Formula
[x] + [y] = [x + y, x + y]
[x] − [y] = [x − y, x − y]
[x] × [y] = [min(x × y, x × y, x × y, x × y), max(x × y, x × y, x × y, x × y)]
[x]/[y] = [min(x/y, x/y, x/y, xy), max(x/y, x/y, x/y, x/y)]

VECTORS / MATRICES

Similar to the real arithmetic, the standard mathematical operations can be also applied
on interval vectors and matrices. In n-dimensional space, an interval vector, known also
in the literature as an axis-aligned box, is often defined as the Cartesian product of n
interval components:
[x] = [x1 ] × [x2 ] × · · · × [xn ]
(2.3)
Likewise, an interval matrix [A] of n rows and m columns refers formally to a Cartesian
product of n × m real interval elements:
i
h
i 
h
 a1,1 , a1,1 · · · am,1 , am,1 


..
..
..

[A] = 
(2.4)
.
.
.
h
i
h
i 
an,1 , an,1 · · · an,m , an,m
It is worth noting that the width of a vector or matrix is the maximum width of their interval components. Thanks to the interval analysis, the elementary algebra and standard
simple logic are straightly applied on interval vectors and matrices conforming to the real
arithmetic. Unlike standard computation schema, the interval vector/matrix calculation
permits the consideration of the uncertainty propagation all along any algorithm.

2.1.4/

S ET

OPERATIONS FOR INTERVALS

As the case for the majority of set theories, the inclusion operations are quite important
to compare interval-type data and underline relations between subsets. Since they are
represented only by two simple real numbers (endpoints), it is easy to define regions
resulting from the intersection/union between interval-sets or to realize inclusion tests.
Let consider the following interval vectors of dimension n: [X], [Y] and [Z]. Then, the
interpretation of the set operations are illustrated in Table 2.2.
1

For the sake of brevity, expressions where 0 ∈ [y] can be found in [199].
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Table 2.2: Classical set operations for intervals
Set operation
Inclusion
[X] ⊆ [Y]
Intersection
[Z] = [X] ∩ [Y]
Union
[Z] = [X] ∪ [Y]

2.1.5/

I NCLUSION

Interpretation
∀i ≤ n,
Xi ≥ Yi ∧ Xi ≥ Yi
∀i ≤ n, If Xi ≤ Yi ∨e Yi ≤ Xi Then [Zi ] = ∅
Else [Zi ] = [max(Xi , Yi ), min(Xi , Yi )]
∀i ≤ n,
[Zi ] = [min(Xi , Yi ), max(Xi , Yi )]

FUNCTIONS

After enabling the computation via interval vectors/matrices within the standard operations, it remains to extend functions (1-dimensional or vector-valued functions) to handle
arguments in form of axis-aligned boxes to build full interval-based calculation platforms.
As a matter of reality, a function is roughly defined as a transformation of a set of inputs
from an initial data representation space to another one based on predefined analytical
expressions. These latter are composed basically from constants, variables and elementary functions (sin, cos, log, etc.), which are related analytically with standard mathematical
operations. Intuitively, looking for the image of every point from the input intervals via a
given function is a bit absurd. Herein, determining images of the interval inputs through
an interval function implies to seek and bound sets including each possible output originating from the interval expression presented by the function. This understanding has
introduced the notion of inclusion functions. Let denote by [ f ([x])] the inclusion function
associated to f ([x]). In accordance with the interval arithmetic, the inclusion frame used
to represent [ f ([x])] is an aligned-axis box, which always satisfies f ([x]) ⊂ [ f ([x])].
Substituting every real variable by its interval value is the easiest manner to build inclusion
functions. This method is efficient especially for monotonous interval functions where the
natural inclusion function are spontaneously optimal and too tight [202]. However, for
non-monotonous functions, obtaining the smallest possible enclosures for the inclusion
function results is not always guaranteed (cf. Figure 2.1).

(a) Minimal inclusion function (case of
monotonous function.

(b) Inclusion function (for standard
functions).

Figure 2.1: Examples of inclusion functions.
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Indeed, the natural inclusion function may be too large due to the dependency effect (this
issue will be detailed in section 2.4). To resolve this shortcoming, sharper enclosures
are provided thanks to various polynomial and Taylor series-based inclusion functions
[78], [314]. Another option to address inclusion function estimation is through numeric
algorithms that employ intensively inclusion tests to contract and explore the smallest
sets enclosing f ([x]) [154]. In summary, distinct inclusion functions can be assigned to a
given f ([x]). To avoid making the interval computation cumbersome, a trade off between
simplicity and quality of the inclusion function should be maintained.

2.2/

M ODEL - BASED VS . DATA - DRIVEN APPROACHES FOR IV S

In an effort to clarify later how the interval analysis may be used in the benefit of the intelligent navigation strategies, the required approaches to perform the autonomous navigation task are classified into two bunches: model-based and data-driven methods2 . The
model-based methods rely mainly on an analytical representation of the concerned system expected behavior through mathematical models [9]. In such a manner, outputs of
the established model are exploited in real-time to control and/or monitor the real system
performances. In contrast, the data-driven methods skip the modeling phase. Instead of
modeling the system behavior and its outputs under several conditions, more attention is
given to extract the system properties [150]. This may be undertaken based on learning
approaches, statistics, etc. For sure, every class of methods has particular weaknesses
and advantages. In that respect, the employment of the interval analysis to improve
performances of each class of approaches may have different prospects and practical
purposes. Accordingly, features of modeling practices for IVs and the data analysis procedures are discussed below.

2.2.1/

M ODEL - DRIVEN

APPROACHES FOR

IV S

Through theory and experiments, model-based development is a valuable mean to monitor mechanisms and gain a deep knowledge about their behaviors. In particular, the realized range of models for IVs cover practically all essential components of the stand-alone
navigation systems. For instance, state-space representation for IV is not feasible without
specifying a motion model to facilitate studying the system evolution. For their simplicity
and linearity, the constant velocity/acceleration motion models have a broad application in
practice [177]. Other models address the vehicle orientation to refine the estimation process [256]. Furthermore, several complicated motion models such as the constant turn
rate/velocity and constant turn rate/acceleration take into account the heading direction
angle of the vehicle to be more comprehensive [25].
Differently, the IV control layer consists principally of a set of mathematical models that
guarantee the convergence towards a given target or ensuring a stable tracking of a
predefined trajectory [268]. On top of that, the kinematic and dynamic constraints of
navigation systems must be accurately defined by models to find out the vehicle realistic
responses to controls [67].
2

This issue was detailed during the workshop “Formal Methods vs. Machine Learning approaches for
Reliable Navigation” (FRCA-IAV) of the 2019 IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium (IV 2019), availble at:
https://iv2019.org/workshops/.
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As can be seen from [20] and [269], much modeling work has been dedicated also to represent obstacles by boxes, circular or elliptic orbital shapes, etc. Through this geometric
representation of obstacles, plenty of model-based approaches, such as the limit cycle,
are then used to derive obstacle-free trajectories [45]. More complicated models permit
avoiding moving obstacles by analyzing the variance in their positions [179]. Moreover,
a huge part from the in-road emergency management strategies are conducted on the
basis of formal model checking approaches [16], [141]. The overall navigation process is
described via a finite-state model and the system safety is verified at every transition from
a state to another. Similarly, the use of model-driven techniques for diagnosis objectives
is common. Several quantitative behavioral models are put in charge of characterizing
the navigation system nominal operation [168]. Captured deviations between reality and
these models outcomes help to detect faults. As clear, modeling is omnipresent in the
different components of the navigation system. At this stage, it is reasonable to explore
factors ruling the modeling reliability and precision for IVs. Cost and feasibility of the
model development also should be analyzed.
First of all, the high complexity and non-linearity are among conventional aspects of models. Both the quantitative/qualitative as well as continuous/discrete features of the modeled aspects must be thoroughly mastered. Even more, modeled parts or aspects from
IVs cannot be considered separately. As already stated, the autonomous navigation systems are large scale processes that are composed of highly interacting sub-entities. Neglecting any part of the IV subsystem may degrade the whole model precision. Involving
the overall subsystems and integrating all the intervening parameters into the modeling
phase is the key to reach high fidelity. In such a way, IVs should be described by holistic
and heterogeneous models, where each modeled sub-entity has a specific time scale,
architecture, etc. Therefore, dissimilarities between the sub-models and the uncertainty
associated to their interactions should be attentively considered.
More importantly, it is imperative to gain a deep knowledge about all aspects related to
the concerned system to succeed the modeling phase. The more detailed the model
description, the more accurate its outcomes. Prototypes of models can be simple with
low dynamics, where only linear theories are applied. However, to have a deeper insight
of the modeled process responses, complex prototypes utilize more sophisticated nonlinear models [233]. The most prominent intervening phenomena should be studied and
involved into the model development process. Respectively, modeling for IVs is turning
progressively into a multi-aspect-aware design. Actuator modeling is a clear evidence that
proves this fact. It is worth reminding that actuators are the common operative part from
IVs. The actuator electrical aspects, the effects of coupling between electrostatic forces,
the inertia properties and the friction are among elements that must be well-examined to
reach a satisfactory modeling performances for actuators [92], [100].
Otherwise, accurate models consider also events of realistic circumstances, where the
navigation system is prone to various disturbances, parameter variation and electrical
noises. In this respect, the study reported in [180] proved that aside of the non-linearity
and the hysteresis effect, the luminosity or/and the temperature are the most decisive
elements when modeling certain sensors.
Due to the safety critical context, ensuring accurate and reliable modeling for IVs is a
priority. For that reason, few modeling engineering practices are widespread in the autonomous navigation area. First, it is strongly recommended to determine the modeled
system responses produced by a wide range of potential configurations to enhance the
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model accuracy. Another efficient technique to meet accuracy is comparing findings of
the established model with experimental results in both time and frequency domains.
Sensitivity analysis can also help in distinguishing the most important parameters ruling
the modeled process. Thereby, the analytical formalization of the model may be built
based on the most significant parameters. For practical reasons as decreasing the model
complexity, simplifications can include the less influencing elements.
Within all the struggle made to improve accuracy of IVs’ modeling, anxiousness about
modeling errors remains existent for yet. Even more, the assessment of the model credibility is more challenging when the model complexity rises. Actually, modeling errors
are among main reasons that complicate the validation phase of IVs. The definition and
validation of the model and its parameters usually necessitate specially designed experiments and statistical approaches. Thus, a huge number of realistic testing scenarios and
hundreds of millions of miles must be driven to demonstrate the autonomous vehicle reliability [157], [212]. According to the undertaken discussion above, Figure 2.2 summarizes
the engineering practices leading to a reliable modeling for IVs.

Figure 2.2: Main components of reliable modeling for IVs.
To conclude, two important questions raise at this level: (i) Is it possible to develop comprehensive models that may capture the system behavior according to its different operational modes? and (ii) If so, is it judicious to waste efforts and time to establish such
complicated models?
As an answer to the questions above, a part from the research community admits that
relying only on models is not conductive to the development of complex man-made engineering systems. Especially for large scale systems, modeling is pointless and inefficient
in replicating behaviors of multi-modal processes. Beyond that, the usage of data-driven
approaches is seen lately as a cut-off with modeling [163]. Motivated by the irrelevant cost
of model development in terms of time and effort, data analysis is an adequate methodology to ensure IV operational efficiency. Principle of the data-driven approaches and their
application for the benefits of IVs is tackled hereafter.
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2.2.2/

DATA - DRIVEN

APPROACHES FOR

IV S

Nowadays, no one can deny that data is a potent source of knowledge. The application
of data-driven approaches for IVs is relevant whenever their practical and operational
cost is low and data is accessible (the IV system is observable). As outlined in [201],
data collections involved into the model-free approaches can be divided according to
the time-line level into three categories: historical, current and predictive data. These
collections (especially the historical data) may be processed, interpreted and exploited
in the decision making for IVs instead of models. Indeed, the data-driven approaches
are almost statistical techniques attempting to extract qualitative and informative useful
deductions from the data structure and distribution in the temporal and spatial domains.
To reveal the required deductions, a set of quantitative relations ruling variables are taken
as principal descriptive characteristics of the system. Foremost, the system features are
roughly marked via the hidden auto-correlation and cross-correlation properties estimated
through samples of the variable attributes [343].
Mainly, the data-driven approaches are constructed through two general steps. The first
one can be identified as the offline phase. During this stage, the system variables, inputs
and outputs that may play an important instructional role and describe in the best way the
studied system are selected. Samples of data flows associated to the selected variables
are collected in a passive manner. Instead of modeling directly the system behavior,
an implicit model that targets the statistical relations between variables corresponding to
the recorded samples is then built to reach the desired cognitive knowledge about the
system. The implicit model can be obtained through a training technique thanks to a
learning mechanism. It can be also constructed via the explicit use of statistical indexes
employed for data analysis [343]. In the online phase, the implicit model exhibiting the
system historical properties is taken as a reference description for the system nominal
operation. The online data samples are monitored and the acquired knowledge during
the offline phase is exploited to facilitate the prediction or the decision making.
The appearance of some powerful conceptual frameworks dedicated for data extrapolation in the worldwide markets has motivated the use of the data driven approaches. In this
context, the Cloud framework has become a common computing framework for robotic
applications. As a matter of fact, the IV community has largely taken advantage of the
Cloud huge capacities in terms of rapid computation and data storage [160].
As clear, the model-driven approaches are conducted in a way quite differing from that in
use for the data-driven techniques. In the sequel, additional dissimilarities between both
methodologies are highlighted:
• A significant difference between the data-driven methods and the model-based
ones consists of the provided accuracy-level. Frequently, model-based approaches
are less accurate because of the modeling simplifications made for technical purposes especially for non-linear behaviors.
• Unlike the model-driven approaches that their complexity increases relatively to the
number of involved variables, the big data concept witnessed in the IV field may be
beneficial for the data-driven methods. The extra number of sensors implemented
into IVs contributes in capturing more comprehensive features. The availability of
multiple and distinct sources of information would underline more redundancy and
dependency between variables. Thus, better quality and accuracy of the data structural analysis are reached.
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• As the model-driven approaches, some data-driven methods are sensitive to nonlinearities. Nonetheless, this limitation has been eliminated thanks to the data analysis flexibility. In this context, the kernel-based method has been introduced to permit a broader application of data analysis on non-linear systems [136]. Thanks to
a mathematical kernel function, data are transformed to a new dimensional space,
where the system can be described through linear relations.
It is noteworthy that the employment of the data-driven analysis without guarantying at
first the data availability may be troublesome. It is meant by data availability the precautions taken in to prevent the loss of sensor-issued data [332]. Consequences linked to
the loss of data even temporarily due to intermittent failures will unavoidably propagate to
the data analysis level, which leads to improper interpretations [227]. Not only the information availability is required, but the freshness of the run-time data is also responsible
of correctness and exactness of the established analytics. Indeed, the verification of the
data freshness aims to inspect the data validity in the time space. All along the IV functional lifetime, using expired samples not corresponding to the current real-time sampling
step must be strictly avoided. In this context, recent studies about recognizing the data
validity interval time acquire special relevancy [110].
Another important issue concerning the efficiency of the data-driven approaches is related to the cognitive knowledge, which may be extracted from data. Developers of the
data-driven analytics should verify in prior whether the knowledge-derived from the data
structure is sufficient or not to report all the system behavioral aspects even under uncertainty. Most notably, a low value density data used to characterize the studied system
does not lead necessarily to insufficient or not entirely matched knowledge. Extracting the
required relevant information is tightly linked to the nature/quality of data. In other words,
an appropriate feature extraction depends the most on the diversity of the gathered range
of data. A large amount of correlated historical data can be useless, whereas low density
data may cover all the system multi-mode.
Furthermore, in order to facilitate the feature extraction and avoid the usage of large scale
data amounts, several data-driven approaches are conventionally adopted to mitigate
and alleviate the massive quantity of initial data amounts. Methods such as principle
component analysis, independent component analysis and support vector machine have
the capacity to identify the significant data and derive conducive information during the
system characterization phase [155].
Finally, the biggest problem witnessed with the data-driven approaches is being vulnerable against uncertainty. The historical properties of the system can be misused if the
online data are uncertain. Even a slight deviation in data attributes compared to reality
can lead to misleading interpretation of the data content and structure. For this reason,
the improvement of the data-driven analysis in terms of robustness against uncertainty is
still an open research topic.

2.3/

I NTERVAL - BASED APPROACHES RELATED WORK

Potential limitations that may be faced for IV system designers whether through modeldriven and data-driven methods have been reviewed and analyzed. Hence, the current
section aims to explore the interval analysis strengths that may put in the favor of modern
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IVs. Actually, the interval-based contributions have never been comprehensively classified and examined while taking into account separately specifications of the model-based
and data-driven methods. In the sequel, the theoretical and practical advancements proposed to reinforce the interval set-membership modeling and data analysis are summarized regardless to a particular application area.

2.3.1/

I NTERVAL - BASED

MODEL PROCESSES

The development of interval computing models are becoming a common reliability design practice with a wide application in all engineering fields [50, 187, 284]. Augmented
accuracy models have been ensured due to the set-theory [101]. This direction has accelerated the diffusion of paradigms of interval process model or interval system [64], [288].
The notion of interval process model is of utmost utility especially for reliability critical applications, where the scarcity of data samples prohibits the utilization of the probabilistic
modeling or the data-driven analysis.
The full-interval based models exclude any probabilistic or stochastic calculation to obtain
guaranteed findings. Instead probabilities, a methodological strategy is generally selected
to proceed a realistic and reasonable transformation of data to intervals. This step can
be undertaken with the help of a statistical support, including the system historical properties or by creating a kind of link between the system parameters and the uncertainty
influencing factors (cf. Figure 2.3). Then, guaranteed findings of the model are estimated
thanks to the concept of the interval-valued functions and notions reviewed in section 2.1.
Let consider an interval system of n inputs and m outputs, denoted respectively by xi=1..n
and y j=1..m . The general layout of such a system is illustrated by Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Interval process model.
In order to give interval models a more potent role in studying uncertainty propagation
into systems and enlarge their field of application, numerous researchers in the reliable
computing area of expertise have focused in extending several advanced algebraic computation systems and optimization processes to handle intervals. Accordingly, plenty of
contributions have discussed theories and properties related to the existence/uniqueness
of solutions associated to various analytical interval-based problems. Algorithms to ensure a systematic and quick convergence towards solutions of systems of nonlinear interval equations have been tremendously suggested in the literature [24]. Since several
models are based on the representation of the studied problem in form of a polynomial
equation, attention has been paid to methods of finding roots of polynomials with interval
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coefficients [339]. Much research work has been also tackled to formalize approaches to
proceed numerical integration and derivative computation for interval functions. This fact
contributed also to define efficient approaches dedicated to solve sets of differential interval inequalities [334]. In particular, the recursive evaluation of derivatives in a bounded
context has lead to the emergence of the automatic differentiation [239].
Apparently, there is an ongoing struggle and an extensive research work to evolve the
interval-set theories to cover all the mathematical issues dealt usually with the real arithmetic. The novel interval extension of the finite element method is an illustrative example
of the continuous work to enlarge the interval mathematical use-cases [220]. Thanks to
the theoretical advances involved into this extension, it is possible to solve a large range
of engineering problems and perform a space discretization with uncertain parameters.
Aside from the full interval-based models, the interval analysis is commonly used to boost
the quantification of probabilistic uncertainty. According to the authors in [62, 305, 342],
joining together the interval-based and probabilistic modeling of the uncertainty evolution into processes allows the consideration of wider varieties of uncertainty types
(aleatory/epistemic uncertainties) and increases the model determinism. For such combined models, the interval analysis has as a principle role to validate the estimated probabilities once the convergence between both methodologies is confirmed.
Instead of co-joining the probabilistic and the interval-based reasoning, it is also possible to construct full-interval probabilistic models [104], [146]. The interval analysis in
this case is efficient in overcoming the shortcoming related to imprecise probability distribution [324]. Such an imprecision is caused generally by an imperfect and incomplete
knowledge about sensor features. To overstep these problems, interval probabilities are
estimated through Probability Distribution Function (PDF) via bounded convex sets. In
[331], both the belief theory and the interval analysis have been used in conjunction to
perform more reliable characterization of uncertainties.
In the literature, hybrid interval models do not include only the interval-based/probabilistic
uncertainty quantification frameworks. Instead of being the main component from the
established model, the interval analysis may be used to reinforce the reliability of other
heuristic models. Side by side with these heuristics, the interval analysis permits the
consideration of the variance in the original model parameters. In such a context, the
interval analysis has been joined with a fuzzy system where the fuzzy rules were defined
as interval-sets [35], [188]. The development of similar interval fuzzy systems has been
tackled in details in [183]. In the same manner, interval neural networks have been presented in [121], where the hidden input weights were intervals. Based on the examined
literature above, there is an obvious intention to unify the interval analysis with other uncertainty assessment techniques. This direction aims to reach full operational reliability
and accuracy of model based systems. Relying on several methodologies of different
nature is definitely beneficial for reliability.
Otherwise, sensitivity analysis can be used as a qualitative enhancement for model establishment by interpreting the analytical formalization of the interval process via examining
the uncertainty impacting the model inputs and revealing these uncertainty influence on
the corresponding outcomes. The study reported in [283] presents an example of the
sensitivity-based improvement for the interval-based plants. The work of [254] is another
case of study where a sensitivity analysis-based method has been utilized to study the
variation in parameters of the interval model process. It helped to properly define endpoints of interval-valued attributes.
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I NTERVAL - BASED

DATA ANALYSIS

The development of interval-based data-driven methods to characterize the uncertainty
impacts into systems is less common relatively to the interval-based modeling. On the
one hand, the practice of such methods requires a strong background about statistics, exploratory analysis and the interval arithmetic. On the other hand, the interval data-driven
approaches are convenient when there are no reasonable assumptions to be made about
the uncertainty evolution. In such a case, the typical solution followed in the literature to
overcome this limitation is to augment the system observability by adding sensors, which
is not cost-effective.
According to this understanding, the application of the data-driven approaches combined
with the interval analysis was mostly for diagnosis purposes [83, 122, 132]. When the
system is under potential faults, the predefined assumptions about the uncertainty evolution cannot hold true. Even more, it is difficult to solve conflicts between redundant sensor
measurements. In this sense, large varieties of diagnosis strategies belong to the datadriven class of methods. Whether during the offline feature extraction phase or in the
run-time system operation, analysis proceeded on uncertain data is ineffective and can
provide a misleading decision support. For that reason, enhancing the data-driven diagnosis robustness against uncertainties through a guaranteed interval-based computation
was a relevant research line.
It is quite evident that matrices are the natural data support to store and arrange systematically the gathered samples and observations of the system. Without doubt, matrix
computation is essential for the data-driven approaches. Unlike the standard ones, the
interval matrices are more convenient to account for the uncertainty impacting values of
the stored quantities. In spite of their apparent advantages, some algebraic problems are
difficult to proceed with interval matrices. For instance, proving that an interval matrix is
invertible and finding its inverse are not feasible in a straightforward manner as the case
for the real arithmetic [222]. Theoretical demonstrations as well as practical algorithms
to define elements of the inverse matrix are available in [248]. In addition, the interval
matrix decomposition by determining the interval eigen values/vectors is among the most
discussed algebraic properties in relation to the interval data-driven analysis [79], [249].
As a fact of reality, the eigen values/vectors are largely involved in the resolution of linear
interval equations. As well, several statistical indexes in the literature are formulated in
function of the eigenvalues associated to the initial system [218].
The determination of the inclusion sets for interval eigenvalues was tackled in [142] and
[143] based on theories devoted to symmetric interval matrices. Indeed, matrix symmetry invokes extra-dependencies between the matrix components, which complicates the
interval eigenvalues computation. Accordingly, the authors in [142] and [143] provided
algorithms to calculate the eigenvalues for both unsymmetric/symmetric interval matrix.
Similarly in [61], solutions and numerical examples of the interval eigenvalue analysis
were proposed based on some simplifications made on the matrix components to balance between the complexity and accuracy of the interval algebraic eigenvalue problem.
As key features of systems, the computation of the variance, covariance and correlation is
the backbone part from most of the data-driven exploratory analysis. Hence, introducing
computationally low-cost algorithms to calculate these statistical metrics for interval data
was an issue of top priority to build practical interval data-driven frameworks. In [107],
the lower and upper endpoints of the variance interval value were estimated separately.
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Nevertheless, the suggested algorithms were restricted to some situations and cannot
be generalized for all cases of interval samples. A similar work was presented in [153]
to estimate respectively the inferior and superior bounds of the correlation under interval
uncertainty. The authors in [318] presented more generic algorithms to compute several statistical metrics for interval data, including the variance parameter. Recently, less
computationally demanding approaches, which are based on the use of interval power
iterations and linear matrix inequalities, were proposed to extract tight intervals of the
variance, covariance and correlation starting from interval data samples [166].
As obvious, the computation of the aforementioned statistics under interval uncertainty
is quite challenging. Even more, the computational demands of the proposed algorithms
dedicated for this purpose should be carefully examined. One more alternative methodology to derive reliable statistics for intervals consists in the interpretation of the geometrical distribution of the data structure in the n-dimensional space. Instead of the exact
calculation through full interval sets, some computational tricks used the symbolic spatial
representation of data to ensure that the exact results of the statistics are reached while
considering the minimum/maximum sample values [87], [123].
As mentioned before, one major utility of the sensitivity analysis is improving the modeling
quality. Nonetheless, the employment of the interval data-driven processes to perform
sensitivity analysis appears as very promising. This direction is quite reasonable since the
study of sensitivity may be carried out through statistics. Compared to other conventional
approaches, the interval-based/data-driven sensitivity analysis method proposed in [236]
has shown better performances due the ability in dealing with the aleatory and epistemic
uncertainties in same time. This privilege makes from the interval data-driven sensitivity
analysis suitable for uncertain large scale dynamic systems.

2.3.3/

D ISCUSSION

Underneath the debate that has been undertaken in section 2.2, neither the model-based
approaches nor the data analysis techniques seem to be fully infallible. Each class of
methods has particular pros and cons. Hence, the design of navigation strategies and
approaches must be well-tailored regarding to the nature of the particular task achieved
by the IV. Within a cost/efficiency-aware design policy, the system specifications should
be examined to finally select the most appropriate methodology.
As early explained, the interval analysis may in a way or another compensate inaccuracies of both model-based and model-free approaches. It intervenes to turns these
approaches to guaranteed. Already used to deal with modeling errors, the interval analysis permits to account simultaneously for several uncertainties including but not limited
to inaccuracy related either to external disturbances or interactions between the model
sub-entities, non-linearity, etc. In a completely easy manner, configurations with large
range of variation are tested via the interval arithmetic to evaluate how models act. Consequently, interval analysis may be regarded as a valuable mean to develop and validate
models without wasting time and efforts.
In addition, the data-driven approaches may take advantages from the intervalbased computation to provide uncertainty-aware statistics. By counting on the setrepresentation of data, the interval analysis may be an efficient remade for technicallyrelated uncertainty sources for IVs, such as data validity in the time horizon, incomplete
scenarios for the feature extraction phase, etc.
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Moreover, according to the above revised related work, the interval analysis-based approaches may be developed and implemented flexibly in several distinct ways. Foremost,
for each problem studied via the interval analysis, there are a rich literature and large
propositions that lead to guaranteed solutions for the problem through different policies.
In respect to the interval-based reasoning, when the explicit theoretical-based algorithms
are cumbersome and complicated, it is possible to exploit the geometrical and spatial
distribution of data to characterize uncertainty all along the decision support process.
Finally, both the model-driven and the data-driven interval methods may reciprocally complement each other. For instance, the authors in [84] have extracted the system statistical
properties via data-driven interval-based approaches. Later, these properties have been
exploited to increase the model accuracy while using less samples for deriving the probability function of the uncertainty distribution.

2.4/

P ESSIMISM IMPACTING INTERVAL - BASED METHODS

The main problem that disallowed a wider application of the interval-based guaranteed
methods is the interval arithmetic conservatism. For every step from the computation
process, the range of accumulated uncertainty attributed to interval results due to the
pessimism becomes larger. Especially for the autonomous navigation, the pessimism
can be disturbing. It is quite difficult to take an appropriate decision when the navigation
parameters are enormously uncertain. Moreover, precautions against the uncertainty
worst cases should be taken for safety assurance. Hence, over-conservative safety countermeasures may be selected. Such a behavior is not optimal and may degrade the
navigation performances. In the following, the main pessimism sources are identified and
classified into three main origins.
• Dependency effect: The pessimism may arise from the memory less-nature of
the interval-based computation. To reach guaranteed results, the interval arithmetic
over-estimates variables in exaggerated way. In such a manner, variables occurring
several times in one expression are assumed as independently varying over their
enclosures. This side effect from the interval computation is known in the literature
by the “dependency effect”. It can be easily illustrated by the example demonstrated
in equation (2.5), where [x] = [−1, 3]. Although it is evident that x2 + x = (x + 21 )2 − 41 ,
[x]2 + [x] is a pessimistic over-approximation of ([x] + 12 )2 − 14 :
 2

[x] + [x] = [−1, 2]2 + [−1, 2] = [0, 4] + [−1, 2] = [−1, 6]




1
1
1 5
1
25
1
1


([x] + )2 − = [− , ]2 − = [0, ] − = [− , 6]
2
4
2 2
4
4
4
4

(2.5)

• Wrapping effect: Aside from the “dependency effect”, the pessimism is drastically
emphasized through the“wrapping effect” phenomenon. Due to the non-compact
form of interval wrappers, exact sets resulting from a given interval mathematical
operation are systematically over-approximated. A typical example depicting clearly
the wrapping effect resides in the matrix multiplication (example inspired from [154]).
According to the interval arithmetic, the product of two matrices A and [x] is given
below:
!
!
!
1 1
[−1, 0]
[0, 2]
A=
, [x] =
=⇒ A.[x] =
(2.6)
0 1
[1, 2])
[1, 2]
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However, the real set resulting from the product of both matrices is defined as B =
{A.x|x ∈ [x]}. The non-optimality of the interval computation, which is mainly caused
by the “wrapping effect”, is obvious in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Pessimism related to the wrapping effect.

• Pessimism non related to interval arithmetic: An additional important source
of pessimism, which has no explicit connection with the interval analysis, is linked
to the initial exaggerated uncertainty assignment for interval data. In general, a
prior knowledge of the uncertainty bounds is assumed to transform data from its
single value to interval. However, there is no clear strategy to fix each interval minimum/maximum uncertainty bounds. Even more, these boundary values can change
relatively to the run-time circumstances. To avoid such a problem, interval bounds
are generally selected while admitting arbitrary excessive amounts of uncertainties.

2.5/

C ONCLUSION

This chapter presented a deeper insight into the interval analysis different aspects. Not
only the interval arithmetic fundamentals were detailed, but also the various possible
methodologies to use the interval set-membership reasoning for a better uncertainty
characterization. To be more comprehensive, the light was focused on the intervalbased modeling and data-driven analysis advantages. In the remaining chapters, several
interval-based solutions for autonomous navigation are proposed. These contributions
count on the interval analysis to deal with the already discussed Intelligent Vehicle (IV)
complexity-issued problems witnessed currently in the literature. Besides, a particular
interest will be devoted to overcome the interval arithmetic pessimism for optimality purposes. Accordingly, the proposed contributions for reliable autonomous navigation are an
alliance between a set of interval data-driven and model-based methods.

II
S AFE AND RELIABLE NAVIGATION
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3
R EACHABILITY

ANALYSIS FOR

ADAPTIVE AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
BASED ON SEQUENTIAL WAYPOINTS

Flexible autonomous navigation approaches open opportunities for more efficient risk
management back-up solutions. Navigation strategies based on waypoints reaching are
one way to meet the flexibility requirement (cf. subsection 1.4.1, page 30). Nonetheless,
only few novel waypoint selection approaches have been proposed in the literature [53,
298, 309]. Besides, the current related-work to this topic is mainly focusing on optimizing
this approach in terms of stability, traveling time and path smoothness [140], [242]. More
importantly, safety assurance methods, devoted to the waypoint-based navigation, are up
to now restricted to obstacle avoidance [275].
Obviously, safety of the waypoint-based navigation needs to be studied from broader
prospects. Despite its huge importance, the appropriate and guaranteed reaching of next
waypoints under uncertainty is insufficiently investigated. Trajectory re-planning methods with the use of interim targets were used in this context in [63]. An error feedback
controller was employed to minimize waypoint tracking errors in [120]. Nevertheless, consistency of the adopted error model was not proven. With a posterior knowledge of the
navigation environment, a view-matching vision-based approach was utilized to cross the
selected waypoints in [226]. Differently in [333], the number and size of waypoints were
reconfigured via a genetic algorithm to reduce the path following errors. According to
the Software verification concept, the authors in [185] developed a risk management that
checks the temporal and logic behavioral aspects from the navigation process. Needless
to say, Software checking approaches may monitor a limited number of inputs, but cannot
deal with the high uncertainty of the navigation dynamics. As a matter of reality, the lack
of reliable safety guarantees for the waypoint-based navigation has a profound impact
on its perspectives. Without the required warranties, it remains restricted for slow-motion
navigation systems and environments without severe risks.
As an efficient predictability technique, Reachability Analysis (RA) has been recently exploited to solve several IVs-related problems. Path parametrization, optimal control, vehicular communication security, stochastic filtering and risk identification are among the
RA use-cases [69, 70, 114, 169, 273]. In this chapter, a specific RA scheme is developed
to perform safety verification for an already proposed flexible Navigation Strategy based
on Sequential Waypoint Reaching (NSbSWR) framework [297], [298]. In the following,
the overall NSbSWR navigation approach is detailed. Then, a novel interval RA-based
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risk management for NSbSWR is introduced. The proposed approach is based on the
already discussed interval-based modeling (cf. subsection 2.3.1, page 42). It includes
also a set-membership data analysis step to deal with the interval arithmetic pessimism
(cf. section 2.4, page 46). The RA-issued results are exploited then to re-configure the
navigation parameters in order to guarantee the appropriate reaching of waypoints under
uncertainty.

3.1/

N AVIGATION BASED ON WAYPOINTS ( GENERAL CONTEXT )

This section presents the adopted NSbSWR framework for flexible and safe navigation
through waypoints. The simplest way to determine these waypoints is to pick up few setpoints from an already available trajectory [151]. The expanding tree and grid map-based
approaches were also used for the same aim [279].
In this chapter, the tackled NSbSWR framework corresponds to the one introduced in
[297, 298]. More precisely, the previous work reported in [297] explained the suggested
NSbSWR principle as well as the applied target assignment method (selection of a particular target to be reached from a set of sequential waypoints). Meanwhile, the optimal
selection of the sequential waypoints’ configurations, i.e., each waypoint’s position, orientation and velocity, is detailed in [297, 298]. Hence, this chapter proposes a reliable risk
assessment and management strategy of NSbSWR under high uncertainties (in terms
of perception and modeling). Therefore, there is no intention to detail here the selection
of the waypoint configurations. A high level-planning task is devoted to accomplish this
objective [298]. Correspondingly, the waypoints’ configurations are modified in run-time
depending on the environmental changes. The waypoint selection task includes also a
limit cycle-based obstacle avoidance approach [18], [300]. In such a manner, the generated waypoints ensure a free-collision navigation. The rest of this section describes the
proposed NSbSWR navigation system architecture. A general overview of the navigation
based on waypoints as shown in [297, 298] is given below. The aim is to understand the
main elements composing this kind of navigation in order to make after the focus on the
main proposed components in this chapter.
At first, the overall control architecture dedicated to deal with such a navigation strategy is
illustrated in Figure 3.1. This architecture includes the required blocks to simultaneously
maintain a high level of flexibility and perform a navigation with provable safety. The main
blocks of the proposed NSbSWR architecture are listed below:
• The “Waypoint disposition high level-planning task”, as already stated, provides the
waypoints’ convenient configurations [298].
• The “Control law” block guarantees an asymptotically stable reaching of the currently assigned waypoint (cf. subsection 3.1.1).
• The “Target assignment” block selects at every sample time the appropriate target
to reach from the set of sequential waypoints (cf. subsection 3.1.2).
• The “Analytical analysis for safe waypoint reaching” block indicates the suitable conditions required for a safe reaching of every assigned target as shown in [297] (cf.
subsection 3.1.3).
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Figure 3.1: NSbSWR framework architecture.

• The “Reachability analysis” block is responsible of the risk assessment and management for the NSbSWR framework (cf. sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4).
The different components of the NSbSWR architecture are explained in the current chapter remaining parts.

3.1.1/

C ONTROL

LAW

The waypoints consist of a sequential set of static targets located in the navigation space.
Correspondingly, any stable control low permitting to reach asymptotically the targets can
be used in order to achieve the NSbSWR-based navigation task. The control law which
is chosen for the NSbSWR in this thesis is detailed in the sequel.
Let (xV , yV , θV ) denote the vehicle pose with respect to a global frame (OG , XG , YG ). Then,
a typical tricycle kinematic model is used to describe the vehicle motion:


ẋV = V cos(θV )



ẏV = V sin(θV )
(3.1)



 θ̇ = V tan(γ )/l
V

V

b

Where V is the vehicle linear velocity and γV is its front wheel orientation. lb indicates
the vehicle’s wheelbase. As can be seen from Figure 3.2, Icc is the center of curvature
characterizing the vehicle’s trajectory. The curvature and the radius of curvature, which
are respectively noted cc and rc , obey to:
(
rc = lb / tan(γV )
(3.2)
cc = 1/rc
At every sampling time, the adopted control approach acts on the relative pose between
the vehicle and the target. For sake of simplicity, the adopted controller is supposed to
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lead the navigation system towards targets with non-holonomic constraints (cf. Figure
3.2). Correspondingly, convenient values of V and γV are provided to drop steadily the
relative pose to zero. Unlike other approaches that require full details about the tracked
trajectory, the adopted control approach uses only the target pose (xT , xT , θT ) and its
velocity VT . Either static or dynamic targets can be accurately reached with a desired
orientation and velocity. Let us assume the following kinematic model for the target:
= VT cos(θT )
= VT sin(θT )
= ωT



ẋT



ẏ

T


 θ̇
T

(3.3)

It is worth pointing that the following kinematic properties must be respected to successfully reach the target: VT ≤ Vmax and rcT ≥ rcmin . Notably, Vmax is the vehicle maximum
velocity and rcmin is its minimum radius of curvature (rcmin = lb / tan(γVmax )).
As previously stated, the control law objective is to make the relative pose between the
vehicle and the target converge to zero. In this sense, consider the following navigation
error states (e x , ey , eθ ) with regard to a local frame (OL , XL , YL ):

 
 e x   cos(θV ) sin(θV ) 0

 
 ey  =  − sin(θV ) cos(θV ) 0
0
0
1
eθ


  xT − xV
  yT − yV
 
θT − θV






(3.4)

Similarly, d and θVT indicate respectively the distance and the angle between the position
of the vehicle and the target:
q
(xT − xV )2 + (yT − yV )2


V
= arctan yxTT −y
if d > ξ
−xV
= θT
if d ≤ ξ

d=


 θVT

 θ
VT

(3.5)
(3.6)

where ξ is a small positive value (ξ ≈ 0). Otherwise, eVT is an error variable that identifies
implicitly the vehicle position-related error while considering the target orientation θT :
eVT = θT − θVT

(3.7)

eVT can be written in terms of e x , ey and eθ as (cf. Figure 3.2):
tan(eVT ) = tan (eθ − (θVT − θV ))
=

tan(eθ ) − ey e−1
x

1 + tan(eθ )ey e−1
x
e x tan(eθ ) − ey
=
e x + tan(eθ )ey

(3.8)

Thus, eVT is another error variable derived from (e x , ey , eθ ). Finally, all errors are stabilized
with the below expressions:
V = VT cos(eθ ) + vb
γV = arctan(lb cc )

(3.9)
(3.10)
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where equations (3.11) and (3.12) define vb and cc through a set of fixed positive constants
K = (Kd , Kl , Ko , K x , KVT , Kθ ):
vb =K x [Kd e x + Kl d sin(eVT ) sin(eθ ) + Ko sin(eθ )cc ]
cc =

(3.11)

d2 K

1
l sin(eVT ) cos(eVT )
+
+ Kθ tan(eθ )
rcT cos(eθ )
rcT Ko sin(eθ ) cos(eθ )
Kd ey − Kl d sin(eVT ) cos(eθ ) KVT sin2 (eVT )
+
+
Ko cos(eθ )
sin(eθ ) cos(eθ )

(3.12)

Figure 3.2: Vehicle/target configurations and control variables.
The complete proof of stability of the adopted control law is detailed in [297] and summarized in Appendix A. Otherwise, the evaluation of this latter in terms of smoothness,
accuracy and flexibility was discussed in [19]. Regarding to its efficiency, the adopted
controller has already shown very interesting performances in different applications such
as car-following and multi-vehicle formations [9], [299].

3.1.2/

S EQUENTIAL

TARGET ASSIGNMENT

Without a doubt, it is crucial to define a reliable strategy to switch between the different
waypoints located in the environment. The NSbSWR is carried out thorough a quite
simple target assignment strategy [297]. This latter is valid for any navigation context
(slow/fast-motion, urban or highway roads, etc.). Henceforward, the currently followed
waypoint is called target. At every sample time, the relative pose between the vehicle
and the target is checked. Then, a decision about whether to keep moving ahead the
current target or to shift towards the next waypoint is made. Let consider a set of sorted
waypoints (see Figure 3.3). Every pair of successive waypoints Pi−1 and Pi are separated
by a distance denoted di . The orientation of Pi , named θPi , is evaluated using coordinates
of Pi+1 . In this way, θ pi is compliant with the direction of the pre-selected path (orientation
of the line joining Pi and Pi+1 ):
y

Pi+1 − yPi
θ pi = arctan
(3.13)
xPi+1 − xPi
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Figure 3.3: Description of NSbSWR target assignment strategy [297].

Accordingly, the waypoint assignment is managed via an algorithm that imposes the respect of the following constraints:
• Condition 1: Safety-related constraint
The link between the navigation safety and the waypoint switching rules is definitely
strong. As long as the vehicle is far away from its target, the switch should not be
accomplished to not deviate from the path given by the sorted waypoints. This primary safety constraint aims to minimize the waypoint following errors and prevents
dangerous events. A waypoint is assumed as properly reached only if the vehicle
attains the target immediate nearby. In this sense, every defined waypoint is joined
with two authorized errors Ed and Eangle . An error circle with center at (xT , yT ) and a
radius of Ed may be drawn through these error boundaries (cf. Figure 3.3). The target is updated just when the vehicle crosses the circle borders and the orientation
condition is validated:
(d ≤ Ed ) and (eθ ≤ Eangle )
(3.14)
where d and eθ are assessed by equations (3.4) and (3.5).
• Condition 2: Liveness-related constraint
Owing to control imperfections, it is not always possible to lead accurately the vehicle towards the target vicinity (the error circle). In such a critical situation, a backup
countermeasure must be tackled to carry on the navigation and ensure its liveness.
In that case, the local target frame XPi YPi is used. The perpendicular line Li (YPi
axis) to the segment relating Pi and Pi+1 is imposed to guarantee the navigation
liveness (cf. Figure 3.3). As soon as the vehicle oversteps Li and the vehicle coordinate xPi in XPi YPi implies that xPi ≥ 0, the switch to the next waypoint should
immediately take place.
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Together, conditions 1 and 2 help to construct a safe target assignment strategy for autonomous navigation through waypoints:
Algorithm 1: Target assignment strategy [297]
Require: Waypoint series, vehicle pose, current target Pi .
Ensure : Sequential switch between waypoints.
1
2
3
4
5
6

if (d ≤ Ed and eθ ≤ Eangle ) or xPi ≥ 0 then
-Switch to the newt waypoint Pi := Pi+1 .
-Redefine Ed and Eangle associated to the new target.
-Designate a new local coordinate system XPi YPi .
-Update the vehicle configuration w.r.t the new XPi YPi .
end

3.1.3/

S AFETY

GUARANTEES FOR TARGET REACHING

As explained earlier, the introduced waypoint assignment strategy uses a nominal strategy to evaluate the error values Ed and Eangle to switch between waypoints. From this
sight, a well-studied selection of these parameters is mandatory, since they permit reaching the assigned target with proper conditions to reach. Even more, the conditions imposed by the chosen Ed and Eangle are essential to keep the vehicle into the road boundaries while moving towards the target. To cope with this issue, an analytical method
that leads to an accurate definition of the error maximum thresholds, while considering
the control law parameters, was presented in [297]. Within the derived boundary errors,
the navigation would be safe. The analytical approach (cf. Appendix B) guarantees the
control law ability to guide the vehicle to its current target with error values less than or
equal to the derived Ed and Eangle . The established relationship between the control law
parameters and the target configuration ensures the satisfaction of the vehicle kinematic
constraints, which enhances the navigation safety.
It is important to notice that the analytical estimation of Ed and Eangle , according to [297],
assumes that the vehicle initial orientation, denoted θV0 , to reach the current assigned
waypoint is known with a particular range of uncertainty. Nonetheless, the vehicle dynamics and localization while moving towards the target are supposed as precise. This
assumption is controversial and cannot hold true in case of highly uncertain navigation
environments. To consider all uncertainties impacting the navigation process while defining Ed and Eangle , the proposed approach given in what follows has recourse to the RA to
ensure an appropriate reaching of the target. Together, the RA-based estimation of error
boundaries, the analytical relations (cf. Appendix B) and the target assignment strategy
construct a sound risk management level for the NSbSWR framework.

3.2/

R EACHABLE SETS COMPUTATION STRATEGY FOR NS B SWR

In this section, a validated set integration RA scheme that is based on the interval Taylor
method is introduced. Once a waypoint is assigned to be reached, the RA process is triggered to calculate the reachable sets of the navigation towards the designated waypoint
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to appropriately assess the maximum uncertainty that may impact the error between the
vehicle and the target poses at the arrival time, while introducing the perception and modeling uncertainties. Hence, the evaluated uncertainties in the final arrival states serve to
analysis risks about the ability to reach safely the subsequent waypoints. Compared to
other RA methods (cf. subsection 1.3.3, page 29), the interval Taylor-based RA provides
deterministic results since it does not include any probabilistic prediction. In addition, it
uses interval wrappers and does not require any bisection of the system initial states,
which offers a valuable simplicity in terms of set-membership calculation and decreases
the computational costs [74, 240, 329]. More importantly, the interval Taylor expansion
series were known in the literature as an efficient manner to improve the pessimism that
characterizes the interval analysis [154].
Despite its advantages in providing accurate RA, the pessimism may lead to the divergence of the interval Taylor method results after few steps from its execution. Chances
to obtain sharp enclosures for the reachable space remain very weak, when widths of
interval initial conditions are considerable. In fact, tremendous research work has attempted to mitigate the pessimism and improve performances of the set-integration RA
approaches. To meet this goal, the interval Taylor expansion was combined with other
complex computational geometry techniques in [196]. Similarly, the interval variables
were transformed into an affine form to minimize error propagation through interval Taylor models in [181]. Nonetheless, the loss of information caused by this transformation
may lead to under-estimate the reachable space. A new line of research dealing with the
conservatism impacting bounds of reachable sets using ODE solvers consists in characterizing features of the studied system. For instance, the over-estimated regions from
the reachable space were eliminated via a knowledge-based computation of the system
invariant sets in [133] and [264]. This direction seems very promising. However, it has targeted very specific physical features of few systems (such as conservation of mass and
energy). Therefore, the proposed methods cannot be easily generalized. A more general
solution has been introduced in [263]. It exploits redundancy relations between variables
to obtain compact reachable sets. Unfortunately, there was no clear and methodological
formalization to derive equations of the redundant states.
Obviously, the interval set-integration-based RA should be enhanced further in terms
of robustness against pessimism. In this context, an Interval Taylor based Correlation
Constrained RA (ITbCCRA) method is introduced in the sequel. The main contribution
of this novel Taylor method extension is prohibiting the fast divergence of the induced
reachable state space due to pessimism. It uses a passive characterization of correlation
to mitigate the pessimism impacts on the solutions of the uncertain ODE system. Hence,
validated and tight bounds of the navigation system reachable space are computed.
Obtaining realistic and tight bounds of the vehicle reachable space is essential for the
safe reaching of waypoints. A pessimistic estimation of the error boundaries (Ed and
Eangle (cf. subsection 3.1.2)) through a set-membership methodology would be useless.
Conservative and over-estimated values of Ed and Eangle will limit the range of possible
choices of the waypoints’ locations. In order to avoid huge error boundary values, the
distance between the sequential waypoints would be reduced. Such separation distances
between the waypoints may be not sufficient enough to fulfill the asymptotic convergence
of the navigation errors to zero. Otherwise, important values of Ed and Eangle cannot
guarantee that the vehicle is always navigating inside the road limits. For these reasons
the ITbCCRA is presented to solve these issues [4].
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The main idea behind the proposed RA solution is to construct a full interval-based model
for the navigation system while considering uncertainties propagated into its states, initial
conditions, controls and parameters. From this scope, the dynamical uncertain navigation
system can be described through a differential equation with the following shape:



 ẋ(t) = f (x, s, p, t)
(3.15)


 x(t0 ) ∈ [x0 ], s ∈ S, p ∈ P
Where f : Rn −→ Rn is a non-linear vector-valued function, which defines the evolution
of the system’s dynamics. Accordingly, x is a finite-dimensional state vector constructed
from n interval components [xi=1...n ]. x(t0 ) designates the initial domain, which is assigned
to the state vector. S and P represent respectively the system control sets and the uncertain domain enclosing the ODE parameters.
Henceforth, reachable sets of system (3.15) during an interval time [t0 , t f ] are denoted
by R(([t0 , t f ]; [x0 ]). Notably, t0 is the triggering instant of the RA computation process i.e.,
when a given waypoint is admitted as a current target for the first time. t f is the satisfaction
instant of the waypoint switch conditions by the computed reachable sets (the estimated
reachable sets are close enough from the waypoint configurations). Notably, t f cannot
be known posteriorly, but it is depending on the number of the integration steps that
must be proceeded until reaching the target. Thus, the system forward reachable sets
R([t0 , t f ]; [x0 ]) between [t0 , t f ] can be formalized via ODE solutions issued from system
(3.15) with particular initial condition [x0 ] as:
(
R([t0 , t f ]; [x0 ])

=

x(τ), t0 6 τ 6 t f |
( ẋ(τ) = f (x, s, p, τ)) ∧ (x(t0 ) ∈ [x0 ]) ∧ (s ∈ S) ∧ (p ∈ P)

)
(3.16)

Indeed, the analytical form of ẋ(t) = f (x, s, p, t) is obtained with a slight modification of the
tricycle model described in system (3.1):


ẋV (t) = Vcos(θV ) + w1






ẏV (t) = V sin(θV ) + w2
(3.17)




tan(γ
)

V


+ w3
θ̇V (t) = V
lb
In accordance with equation (3.17), (w1 , w2 , w3 )T is the vector of interval-type noises that
may affect the process. The inferior and superior bounds of the interval components
wi=1..3 must enclose all possible states of noises issued from the system error sources
e.g., perception, localization and measurement errors. Before proceeding further, it is
mandatory to shape a methodological way to quantify uncertainties associated to initial
state intervals at t0 as well as bounds of intervals wi=1..3 . At this regard, a prior knowledge
of these uncertainties is acquired by examining the employed sensing tools features in relation with the measurement conditions during [t0 , t f ]. For more details, a comprehensive
method to quantify such uncertainties is introduced in section 4.1, page 93.
As already stated, solving the ODE uncertain problem based on the vehicle kinematic
model allows forecasting the system reachable regions in space domain. However, the
reachability cannot be separated from the controllability notion. Since it is difficult to anticipate all potential control values under uncertain system states, several RA research work
assumes that these values remain constant during a specific period. Indeed, if the system
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control specifications are ignored, the estimated reachable sets may be erroneous. For
the sake of consistency, the proposed ITbCCRA method explores all the possible controls
that may be generated under a given situation and with particular uncertain initial states.
The min/max bounds of admissible V and γV are over-approximated via the interval arithmetic allied with the original single-valued control law. In such a manner, performances
of the ITbCCRA are improved by taking into account the variation in the system controls
instead of assuming nominal ones.
It is worth reminding that the control variables are generated relatively to the error states
relating the vehicle pose and the target. By dealing with set-valued initial states, the
interval arithmetic permits to reveal all the admissible controls at every integration step
time from [t0 , t f ]. Intuitively, the target configuration (xT , yT , θT ) as well as its velocity VT
are assumed as certain. Correspondingly, the error interval functions, with respect to a
local reference frame, are obtained by the following equations:


[e x ] = cos([θV ])(xT − [xV ]) + sin([θV ])(yT − [yV ])







[ey ] = sin([θV ])(xT − [xV ]) + cos([θV ])(yT − [yV ])
(3.18)



[eθ ] = θT − [θV ]





[eVT ] = θT − [θVT ]
Note that [θVT ] is expressed as follows:

yT − [yV ]



)
[θVT ] = arctan(

xT − [xV ]




[θVT ] = θT

if d > ξ

(3.19)

if d ≤ ξ

Where the distance between the vehicle and the target orientation line is estimated by the
uncertain parameter [d]:
q
[d] = (xT − [xV ])2 + (yT − [yV ])2 )
(3.20)
Hence, all possible values of the vehicle linear velocity and its front wheel orientation are
given respectively by intervals [V] and [γV ]:



[V] = VT cos([eθ ]) + [vb ]
(3.21)


[γV ] = arctan(lb [cc ])
Noticeably, [vb ] and [cc ] are calculated in a set-membership manner by substituting
(e x , ey , eθ , eVT ) by their interval values ([e x ], [ey ], [eθ ], [eVT ]) in equations (3.11) and (3.12).
The geometric parameter lb (cf. equation 3.1) is considered as known precisely.
By providing the admissible set-valued controls to the interval Taylor ODE-based solvers,
R(([t0 , t f ]; [x0 ]) can be obtained iteratively by finding solutions of system (3.17) at different
subsequent instants ti ∈ [t0 . . . t f ]. Afterwards, solution sets that are generated at ti−1
starting from [xi−1 ] are assumed as the ODE initial conditions at the next instant ti . The
initial conditions should be updated from iteration to another as follows:
[x1 ] = f ([x0 ], s, p, t0 )
[x2 ] = f ([x1 ], s, p, t1 )
..
.
[xi ] = f ([xi−1 ], s, p, ti−1 )

(3.22)
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It should be noted that [V] and [γV ] must be recomputed according to new initial conditions
at each ti (cf. equations (3.18)-(3.21)). Finally the reachable sets computation process
meets its end once bounds of the obtained solution at a given instant ti satisfies the
sequential waypoint switch rules (cf. Algorithm 1). At this stage, the relation t f = ti is
validated. Let suppose that each set solution of system (3.17) at ti is denoted X s (ti ).
Consequently, R([t0 , t f ]; [x0 ]) can be defined as:
R([t0 , t f ]; [x0 ]) =

[

X s (ti )

(3.23)

ti =t0 ...t f

With regard to the uncertain system (3.17) and equation (3.23), the derived reachable
space can provide a valuable information support about all the future sets that may be
occupied by the navigation system.
At each integration step, the interval solutions of [xVi ] and [yVi ] are represented geometrically in the space domain by an axis-aligned box of four vertices. This latter must consider
also the vehicle geometrical shape. In this respect, the vehicle length and width are considered as known with precision. By acting on the box dimensions, the vehicle future
occupancy fields are determined easily. Likewise, the orientation component should also
be taken into account for a more accurate representation of the reachable sets in the
space domain. Thus, two simple rotations for the obtained box at ti are realized, where
the point Ci ([mid([xVi ]), mid([yVi ])]) is the rotation center and θVi and θVi are respectively
the performed rotation angels (cf. Figure 3.4a).

(a) Reachable sets at instant ti .

(b) Reachable sets during [t0 , t f ] (example with initial orientation error eθ0 ' 0).

Figure 3.4: Geometrical representation of reachable sets in the space domain.
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All the vertices of boxes representing solutions of the uncertain ODE (3.17) and also
resulting from the rotational transformations, obtained during [t0 , t f ], are drastically useful
to bound the navigation system reachable space. An envelope for the reachable space is
extracted using a 2D-convex hull shape [184]. In the computational geometry science, a
convex hull associated to a set of points refers to the smallest closed convex polygon that
encompasses all these points [26]. It serves to delimit the outer boundary constructed
by all the vertices of the reachability boxes. Methods dedicated for boundary formation
via such a set-theoretic structure from a set of points are discussed in [178, 243]. In this
thesis, the convex hull formation is ensured numerically (cf. Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Reachable space bounding through convex hull enclosure.

The overall strategy of computing R([t0 , t f ]; [x0 ]), while taking into account all uncertainty
sources, is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Clearly, the core idea of the proposed method is the
employment of the set-membership Taylor expansion series. These interval models are
known by their high accuracy and confidence in proceeding numerical integration. The
next section is dedicated to detail a novel extension from the interval Taylor approach. It
improves the quality of the obtained findings in terms of less pessimism.

3.3/

IT B CCRA METHOD FOR SAFE WAYPINT REACHING

As already explained, sets reached by the waypoint-based navigation process are obtained by propagating enclosures through Taylor models over discrete time steps. Conventional integration-based RA techniques approximate solution sets for the uncertain
studied problem with unknown range of error. Unlike these methods, the interval Taylor
concept ensures that the generated sets cannot deviate from its real bounds while containing definitely all possible ODE solutions. In the sequel, a brief reminder about steps
of the standard interval Taylor expansion series is depicted in subsection 3.3.1. After that,
a novel enhancement for the interval Taylor approach is proposed by characterizing the
correlation relating variables that construct the uncertain ODE problem (cf. subsection
3.3.2). Hence, the suggested ITbCCRA scheme reconsiders the interval Taylor-issued
solutions to decrease the conservatism.
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Figure 3.6: Flow chart of the proposed RA process for reaching a given waypoint.

3.3.1/

S TANDARD

INTERVAL

TAYLOR

EXPANSION SERIES

Interval Taylor models are designed to enchain solutions resulting from the set-integration
process according to a time grid t0 < . . . < ti < . . . < t f . Hereinafter, steps that allow
finding solutions X s (ti ) of system (3.17) at ti are detailed. In general, Taylor set-integration
is initiated by looking for a prior enclosure of the final set-solution at an instant ti . The prior
guess of regions estimated to bound the ODE solutions are not tight enough [240, 241].
Thus, as a second step from the Taylor method, these regions are further refined to
obtain the smallest sets bounding the ODE solutions. Accordingly, the prior enclosure,
noted [ x̂i ], must satisfy the inclusion test described by equation (3.24):
X s (t) ⊂ [ x̂i ], ∀t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ]

(3.24)

Various methods have been dedicated in the literature to simultaneously prove the existence/uniqueness of X s (ti ) while facilitating the arbitrary guess of [ x̂i ]. As an approach to
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meet this objective, the Picard-Lindelö theorem is adopted in this stage for its simplicity
(see [245] for details). Consider the Taylor integration step ∆ti = ti+1 − ti . Then, the first
guess of [ x̂i ] may be derived according to equation (3.25):
[ x̂i ] = [xi ] + [0, ∆ti ] f ([xi ], [s], p, [ti , ti+1 ])

(3.25)

Thereafter, the derived prior enclosure is recursively tuned until making sure that:
[xi ] + [0, ∆ti ] f ([ x̂i ], [s], p, [ti , ti+1 ]) ⊆ [ x̂i ]

(3.26)

One way to validate the above inclusion (equation (3.26)) is by diminishing the integration
step ∆ti . Rather, the proposed ITbCCRA method relies on broadening [ x̂i ]. This permits to proceed with an equally spaced time grid and admit an integration time step size
relevantly relative to the real navigation system sampling time.
Once the inclusion condition implied by equation (3.26) is fulfilled, the recursive estimation
of [ x̂i ] is stopped. As already explained, the estimated prior enclosure [ x̂i ] consists of a
widely conservative approximation of the final and more compact solution [xi+1 ].
At this level, efficient techniques to narrow [xi+1 ] are extremely needed. The overestimated uncertainty associated to [ x̂i ] can be eliminated explicitly by applying the Taylorbased expansion [240]. By joining fundamentals of interval arithmetic with numerical
and/or analytical automatic differentiation rules, its is possible to extend the application of
common Taylor expansions to sets [203]. For more details about interval-based automatic
differentiation, readers are referred to the seminal work reported in [238]. Otherwise, several advanced programming tools can perform the required interval differentiation based
on validated formal techniques. As shown in equation (3.27), the over-approximated estimation of [xi+1 ] is refined with a Taylor expansion of order k. Notably, [ x̂i ] is employed to
assess the interval remainder r and interval Taylor coefficients f ( j) .

k−1

X




X
(t
)
=
[x
]
=
[x
]
+
∆ti f ( j) ([xi ], [s], p, ti ]) + r

i+1
i
 s i
(3.27)

j=1





(k)
r = ∆t f ([ x̂i ], [s], p, ti ])
i

Where f ( j) are interval values obtained numerically as already explained or through the
successive partial derivatives of f :
f (0) ([xi ]) = [xi ]
f (1) ([xi ]) = f ([xi ])
..
.

(3.28)

f ( j) ([xi ]) = 1j ( ∂ f∂x f )([xi ])
( j−1)

To recapitulate the earlier discussed steps, the Taylor set-integration method is described
in Algorithm 2.

3.3.2/

C ORRELATION - BASED

OPTIMIZATION FOR INTERVAL

TAYLOR

METHOD

To over-step the pessimism effects (cf. section 2.4, page 46), a passive characterization
of correlation is adopted to avoid divergence of the ODE solutions. The correlation has
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Algorithm 2: Standard interval Taylor method
Inputs : ti , ∆ti , and [xi ].
Outputs: [xi+1 ].
1
2
3
4
5
6

-Estimate the first guess of [ x̂i ]:
[ x̂i ] = [xi ] + [0, ∆ti ] f ([xi ], [s], p, [ti , ti+1 ])
while ([xi ] + [0, ∆ti ] f ([ x̂i ], [s], p, [ti , ti+1 ]) * [ x̂i ]) do
-Enlarge the width of [ x̂i ].
end
-Compute interval Taylor coefficients:
f ( j) ([xi ]) = 1j ( ∂ f∂x f )([xi ])
-Calculate the remainder term r:
r = ∆ti f (k) ([ x̂i ], [s], p, ti ])
-Calculate solution [xi+1 ]:
P
( j)
[xi+1 ] = [xi ] + k−1
j=1 ∆ti f ([xi ], [s], p, ti ]) + r
( j−1)

7
8
9
10
11

been a relevant metric to design several reliability and diagnosis models [128]. The offline
characterization of the correlation assigned to nominal system operation is a widespread
practice to ensure reliability [99]. Anomalies are detected by comparing the nominal and
real progression of the correlation. Intuitively, a system anomaly-free behavior should
reflect a smooth progression of correlation [317]. In general, a sudden change in vehicle
dynamics is unrealistic in a short time horizon. This assumption holds true for the correlation. Yet, improper correlation evolution can be caused by several anomalies such
as erroneous measurements. For instance, trajectories drifts, outliers, erroneous position estimation of map-points are concrete examples of abnormalities that may entail an
inappropriate correlation progression of the SLAM-based autonomous driving systems
[335]. Likewise, the satellite signal failures are the main cause of several distortions in
the correlation properties of the global navigation satellite system receivers [344]. Therefore, constructing process monitoring approaches based on the correlation examination
is an emergent direction with promising results [197], [344]. The authors in [346] used the
correlation peaks detection as a direct approach to capture/mitigate uncertainties threatening set of cooperative mobile robots while skipping the challenging reconstruction of
each agent state estimate. Through the system correlation coefficients experimentally
derived in nominal conditions, a natural and systematic detection of noises impacting a
neuro-imaging mechanism is performed in [124]. In [46], the correlation analysis helped
to face undesired effects (over-fitted/under-fitted estimates) of several abnormalities and
chaotic behaviors linked to system’s nonlinearity, which may degrade performances of
dynamic process monitoring approaches. Even more, relevant degradation patterns (i.e.,
indicators used in fault prognosis methods for a posterior detection of abnormalities) were
extracted through monitoring the run-time correlation behavior of industrial robots in [327].
Hence, the pessimism affecting interval Taylor solutions can be also considered as an
anomaly. Thus, a correlation-based optimization for Taylor models is introduced. The
correlation that relates the ODE variables is examined to discard over-estimated regions
from the reachable space. The pessimism should not cause a major fluctuation in the
correlation evolution between two instants ti−1 and ti . By narrowing interval solutions,
sharp correlation-constrained results of interval Taylor models are obtained. A realistic
transition in the correlation relating successive solutions is reached.
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The interest in the correlation as a powerful interpretation tool of a given system hidden
structural features is not recent [175]. Several computation approaches of the correlation
have been introduced to present meaningful descriptive statistics and highlight systems’
intrinsic relationships [247]. For its simplicity and its ability to study dependencies between highly dimensional data, the “Pearson correlation coefficient” is largely used in
statistical applied sciences [325]. It inspects the distribution of the data points (i.e., the
dispersion of previous samples of a variable in the data-representation space) over time
[76]. Based on the data-distribution, the relation (if it exists) that best fits two variables
is revealed [232]. At instant ti and for two variables a and b, this coefficient, designated
CORa,b|ti , is estimated as:
COVa,b|ti
CORa,b|ti =
(3.29)
σa σb
Where CORa,b|ti varies between [−1, 1] to indicate the dependency strength between a and
b, COVa,b|ti is the covariance linking a and b, and σa and σb are their standard deviations.
The evolution in the correlation relating a and b between instants ti and ti−1 , denoted
χ(a, b)ti |ti−1 , is estimated by equation (3.30):
χ(a, b)ti |ti−1 =| CORa,b|ti − CORa,b|ti−1 |

(3.30)

In the sequel, a library describing features of the waypoint-based navigation system correlation evolution is build. It captures maximum values of the correlation evolution under
all situations. Due to their important role in describing the navigation system states, the
established library characterizes the correlation between the set of variables (xV , yV , θV ).
Afterwards, by using a computation technique for the correlation between interval data,
the correlation characterizing the ODE interval solutions is monitored in run-time to refine
the interval Taylor performances.

3.3.3/

O FFLINE

LIBRARY OF THE CORRELATION EVOLUTION

The main purpose from this offline library is to reveal all possible behaviors of correlation between variables of system (3.17). To fulfil this objective, extensive simulations
have been realized for the waypoint-based navigation. Extensive simulation scenarios
(with several initial states and final target to reach) have been achieved with various road
profiles (curved and straight road segments). In addition, waypoints with wide range of
configurations have been selected to reach the vehicle final desired destination. These
simulations have been re-executed while incriminating progressively the maximum control velocity permitted for the vehicle. It obliges the navigation control law to generate, as
much as possible, large varieties of admissible controls. All adopted maximum velocities
are stored in a vector Vk=1..m = [V1 , V2 , . . . Vm ], where V1 < V2 < . . . < Vm . Evidently, varying
the driving scenarios, the road conditions and subsequently the waypoint configurations
is of utmost importance. To meet confidence requirements and be trusted, the elaborated
library must capture all possible transitions in correlation in order to define the closest
correlation aspect between variables.
For each realized simulation with different Vk , the variation in correlation relating each
possible distinct couple from (xV , yV , θV ) is assessed according to equations (3.29) and
(3.30). At each time period T ∈ [T 1 , ..., T n ], the simulation-issued values of χT , associated
to every couple of variables, are stored. Technically speaking, for a given couple (a, b),
CORa,b|T is computed by means of several previous samples of a and b. Otherwise, the
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offline simulations are carried out without any injection of uncertainties in navigation dynamics to derive correct reference values of the variation in correlation. Since the offline
extraction of correlation reference values is taken place without uncertainty injection, an
efficient filtering process is needed in the run-time. In that way, a precise comparison is
possible between the online correlation features and the offline references. In this context,
an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used for this purpose.
After executing all simulations with Vk ∈ [V1 . . . Vm ], maximum values of the variation in
correlation relating every couple from the stated variables are picked up, whatever was
the value of γV . Only these maximum reference values will be later exploited in the narrowing phase. Admitting the largest trajectory of evolution in correlation independently to
γV will guarantee that tightened enclosures will still containing all possible solution sets.
Let denote by ΥVk the vector of the memorized reference values, which are issued from
simulations executed with a particular Vk as a maximum velocity. Then, ΥVk can be written
as:


 max χ(xV , yV )T 
T
∈[T
,...,T
]
1
n


χ(xV , θV )T 
ΥVk = T ∈[Tmax
(3.31)

1 ,...,T n ]


 max χ(y , θ ) 
T ∈[T 1 ,...,T n ]

V

V T

In such a way, the final data-base provided by the established library can be presented
as Υ = [ΥV1 . . . ΥVm ] ∈ R(3×m) .

3.3.3.1/

C ORRELATION COMPUTATION FOR INTERVAL - VALUED VARIABLES

At this level, the acquired knowledge about the correlation evolution over time is exploited
to introduce an optimization/correction step for the standard interval Taylor method. In
order to proceed a narrowing phase, it is mandatory at first to define a correlation assessment technique, which may handle appropriately interval data.
Typically, the correlation coefficient estimates only the dependency between standard
single-valued variables. Only few research work has tackled the correlation computation for interval data [166]. Unfortunately, the proposed methods are computationally
cumbersome and inadequate for critical real-time applications. In this thesis, a symbolic
description of intervals, named the Vertices Transformation (VT) method, is employed to
perform a simple correlation estimation for interval-valued variables [7], [9], [123]. Let denote by X I an interval data matrix gathering N observations of q interval-valued variables
[xi|i=1..q ]:
i
h
i 
h
···
xq (1), xq (1)
 x1 (1), x1 (1)



.
.
.
..
..
..

(3.32)
XI = 
h
i
h
i 
x1 (N), x1 (N) · · · xq (N), xq (N)
A straightforward manner to estimate the exact correlation for interval variables is to calculate this parameter for all points enclosed in the interval samples. Nevertheless, only
few points can be incorporated in the correlation assessment for practical issues. Vertices have great capacities in facilitating the worst-case analysis on interval plants. In the
literature, vertices have been used to extend several complicated statistical approaches
to handle interval observations [1, 6]. In this thesis, vertices are exploited to permit the
application of the common approach of estimating the correlation (cf. equation (3.29)).
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Geometrically, interval-valued variables can be depicted in the data-representation space
through hyper-rectangles. These latter are constructed with 2q vertices, which are the
inferior/superior endpoints of intervals. Consequently, an equivalent-single-valued matrix
for XI , denoted XH , is extracted. XH encompasses all XI vertices and includes N × 2q rows
and q columns. Thus, XH is formalized as:







XH = 







 x1 (1) · · · xq (1)
 .
..
..
 ..
.
.

x1 (1) · · · xq (1)
..
.

·
·
·
xq (N)
x
(N)
 1
 ..
..
..
.
 .
.

x1 (N) · · · xq (N)




























(3.33)

For a better understanding of the proposed transformation, simple examples in dimensions 2 and 3 for the VT application are illustrated in Figure 3.7.

(a) Representation of intervals in 2-dimensional space.

(b) Representation of intervals in 3-dimensional space.

Figure 3.7: Vertices technique in dimensions 2 and 3 for number of observations N = 1.
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Let denote by NXH = N × 2q the number of samples included in XH according to the VT.
Hence, XH has the following form:


···
xq (1) 
 x1 (1)


..

XH = 
.


x1 (NXH ) · · · xq (NXH )

(3.34)

The VT is actually the backbone part from the statistical correction step, which is joined to
the standard Taylor expansion series. Henceforth, all the needed to assess the correlation
between interval variables is to determine the single-valued equivalent matrix X H of the
interval samples. Then, equations (3.29) and (3.30) can simply handle the obtained X H .
Undoubtedly, the pessimism affecting the ODE solutions will badly change the normal
evolution of correlation between variables. On the one hand, with interval analysis, all
variables are dealt without correlation assumptions, which may lead to dramatic pessimism as explained in section 2.4, page 46. Accordingly, some correlation relations
characterizing the system will be lost or under/over-valuated by reason of the “dependency effect” (cf. section 2.4, page 46). On the other hand, the pessimism-related to the
“wrapping effect” (cf. section 2.4, page 46) is unpredictable since it can impact separately
all or a part of the concerned system interval variables. Consequently, the deviation in
widths of the ODE solutions due to the pessimism may invoke important change in the
system correlation states. Hence, to enhance performances of the interval Taylor expansion series, the proposed method consists in narrowing recursively interval components
of [xi+1 ] = ([xvi+1 ], [yvi+1 ], [θvi+1 ])T . Alone sharp bounds of solutions are able to maintain
the proper and real correlation properties.
To assess the evolution in correlation, which is outlined by the interval solutions at ti ,
the VT is practiced. As soon as equivalent matrices representing each couple from
([xvi+1 ], [yvi+1 ], [θvi+1 ]) are arranged, the evolution in correlation can be easily evaluated by
equations (3.29) and (3.30). For each distinct couple, the interval with the largest width is
concerned with iterative narrowing. Narrowing is aborted only when the evolution in correlation, resulting from the tightened solutions, does not exceed the reference maximum
values provided by the offline library. Access to the adequate data from the established
library is ensured by selecting statistical references recorded within the closest Vk to the
actual admissible interval velocity [V] (Vk ' mid([V])). Thus, narrowing is ended once the
following conditions are satisfied:


χ([xV ], [yV ])ti+1 |ti ≤
max
χ(xV , yV )T


∀T |Vk 'mid([V])





χ([xV ], [θV ])t |t ≤
max
χ(xV , θV )T
i+1 i


∀T |Vk 'mid([V])






max
χ(yV , θV )T
χ([yV ], [θV ])ti+1 |ti ≤

(3.35)

∀T |Vk 'mid([V])

For more details, Algorithm 3 summarizes how to derive sharp enclosures for the ODE
problem, denoted [ x̃i+1 ], starting from results of the standard interval Taylor method.
The introduced step may be considered as a data-driven validation of solutions [xi+1 ]. A
more realistic evolution of the uncertainty into the reachable sets is obtained thanks to
statistical constraints implied on the progress of correlation. Note that solutions [ x̃i+1 ] are
neither underestimated nor overestimated, since they are validated through the navigation
system historic proprieties.
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Algorithm 3: ITbCCRA method: Optimized interval Taylor extension
Inputs : ti , ∆ti , and [xi ].
Outputs: [ x̃i+1 ].
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

-Estimate [xi+1 ] via the standard interval Taylor method.
-Search for the closest value of Vk , where Vk ' mid([V]).
-Load offline reference values ΥVk corresponding to the selected Vk .
for each couple ([xVi+1 ], [yVi+1 ]), ([xVi+1 ], [θVi+1 ]) and ([xVi+1 ], [θVi+1 ]) do
repeat
-Apply the vertices technique.
-Calculate the correlation relating the interval variables (see equation (3.29)).
-Estimate the progression in correlation χti+1 |ti (see equation (3.30)).
-Proceed one narrowing step for the largest interval.
until Conditions from system (3.35) are satisfied
end
-Return [ x̃i+1 ].

According to the ITbCCRA novel extension of interval Taylor method, a reachability framework is integrated into the waypoint-based navigation system. The architecture of the
whole developed framework is illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Reachability computation via ITbCCRA for NSbSWR.

3.3.3.2/

C OMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The computational performances of the ITbCCRA-based safety verification layout for NSbSWR is discussed in this part. In fact, the complexity issue is toughly linked to three
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principle steps from the proposed extension of interval Taylor method:
• Complexity of the standard interval Taylor method: The computational cost of
a single integration step from the standard interval Taylor method (cf. equations
(3.27) and (3.28)) is O(k2 ) [240]. Hence, the overall computational complexity of
the interval Taylor expansions applied between the interval time [t0 , t f ] is O(αk2 ),
where α is the number of the proceeded integration time steps. Since a constant
t −t
time integration step ∆ti = ti+1 − ti is used, so α = f∆t 0 . Note that a second order
i
expansion is sufficient to achieve the reachability computation. Thanks to the proposed correlation-based validation step, the integration accuracy is not influenced
by setting (k = 2).
• Complexity of the correlation assessment for interval-valued variables: Due
to the VT method simplicity, there is no excessive additional computational complexity resulting from the correlation evaluation for interval data. For each couple
of variables, the VT computational cost is O(8 × N), where N is the number of the
observation samples. Further, the evolution of the correlation can be characterized
with a fixed and small number of continuously updated samples N.
• Complexity of the interval narrowing phase: Let assume β the narrowing step
for a given interval variable ([a] := [a + β, a − β]). Although the narrowing computational cost is unpredictable, few iterations are proceeded to accomplish this step,
especially when β is carefully chosen (neither small nor huge value of β).
According to the analysis above, there is no complications arising from the computational
performances of the ITbCCRA method. Furthermore, readers should pay attention to an
important issue related to the computational analysis. An apparent advantage from the
flexibility offered by the NSbSWR is removing the complexity problems. As soon as a
target is assigned via the Algorithm 1, the navigation can be carried out with initial values
of Ed and Eangle . Intuitively, these provisional values are obtained based on the analytical
analysis depicted in Appendix B (by only considering the maximum error of the initial
conditions of the vehicle position and orientation). Thus, there is more available time to
carry on the RA. Once the reachable space prediction is completed, the temporary fixed
Ed and Eangle can be updated to take into account the uncertainty propagation into the
navigation system.

3.3.4/

IT B CCRA

SIMULATION - BASED VALIDATION WORK

To demonstrate the ITbCCRA scheme interest in ensuring the NSbSWR safety, the results of an extensive simulation work are exhibited in the sequel. From a technical point
of view, the interval computation is proceeded via the numerical package INTLAB (INTerval LABoratory). This interval-based computing environment is selected due to its
high portability with Matlab, its provable performances, rigorous results and fast computation [252]. Otherwise, the representation of the navigation system reachable sets in the
2-dimensional space domain is ensured by the Matlab computational geometry toolbox.
Mainly, the realized simulations are dedicated to analyze the ITbCCRA limitations in terms
of prediction horizon. Quantitative analysis to evaluate the ITbCCRA reliability and consistency via a set of batch simulations is also tackled. It is assumed for all the simulation
scenarios presented in this subsection that Vmax = 3 m/s, γVmax = 20◦ and VT = 1 m/s.
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P REDICTION HORIZON OF THE PROPOSED IT B CCRA METHOD

Exploiting the navigation system historical features to face the interval analysis pessimism
is expected to improve the ITbCCRA prediction horizon. Nevertheless, the proposed
approach is still has limits. The size of boxes wrapping the ODE solutions increases
from an iteration to another during the ITbCCRA execution. Based on equation (3.27),
the growth of regions bounding the ODE solutions is proved by the following relation that
governs the enclosures’ widths:
wid([xi+1 ]) = wid([xi ]) +

k−1
X

∆ti wid( f ( j) ([x j ], [s], p, ti ])) + ∆ti wid( f (k) ([ x̂i ])) ≥ wid([xi ]) (3.36)

j=1

Examining the ITbCCRA method limits in terms of prediction horizon is very important.
Even after overcoming the pessimism, dimensions of the reachable space will be enormously extended since more and more uncertainty is involved by time in the navigation
states. Nonetheless, bounds of the NSbSWR reachable space must ensure always that
the vehicle is navigating within the road borderlines. Thus, extensive simulations are
elaborated in order to characterize the growth of the ITbCCRA-issued enclosures with
respect to the proceeded integration steps and the amount of uncertainties impacting the
studied uncertain ODE system (initial conditions, noises wi=1..3 , etc.). In such a manner,
the waypoints’ configurations may be adapted for a more relevant and reliable use of the
ITbCCRA.
Intuitively, the ITbCCRA prediction horizon is mainly linked to the uncertainty in the vehicle
position ([xv ], [yv ]) and its orientation [θV ]. Hence, widths’ evolution of ([xv ], [yv ]) and [θV ])
in function of errors in initial conditions and noises wi=1..3 are studied separately hereafter.
To start with, let assume that the system reachable states are too large if:
wid([xV ]) > W xV or wid([yV ]) > WyV or wid([θV ]) > WθV

(3.37)

(W xV , WyV , WθV ) are thresholds that may be defined according to the geometry and dimensions of the road where the navigation is taking place. From a planning point of view, the
choice of (W xV , WyV , WθV ) should ameliorate the selection of waypoint configurations to not
emphasize collision risks. Uncertainty boundaries introduced in equation (3.37) must be
used to decrease chances of the reachable space expansion behind the road limits after
running many cycles from the ITbCCRA. It is worth noting that for the upcoming simulation work to validate the ITbCCRA method, W xV , WyV and WθV are respectively fixed at
1.5 (m), 1.5 (m) and 30◦ .
In this sense, let define dIT bCCRA the maximum distance that can be covered by the navigation reachable space during an interval of time [t0 , t] without violating the constraints
of equation (3.37) (see Figure 3.9). The distance dIT bCCRA (which is explained in more
details below) is used in the sequel to figure out factors governing the growth of the IV
reachable space.
For a better characterization of dIT bCCRA (cf. Figure 3.11), it is important to take into account the initial orientation error eθ0 between the target and the vehicle during simulations.
For configurations where eθ0 ' 0◦ , the distance that will be traveled by the navigation system is close to the Euclidean distance between the vehicle and the target. For values
eθ0 > 0◦ , the distance that should be traveled by the vehicle is more important. The
navigation system needs then more time (which means more integration steps for the
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(a) Example of a reachable space extent
inferior to dIT bCCRA .

(b) Example of a reachable space extent
superior to dIT bCCRA .

Figure 3.9: Prediction horizon characterization of ITbCCRA method.

reachability computation process) to ensure the convergence of eθ to zero. In that case,
the expansion of the reachable space at the arrival time to the waypoint would be greater.
Figure 3.10 illustrates examples of the obtained reachable space from tests conducted
with different initial eθ0 values. For both examples (eθ0 = 0◦ , 40◦ ), bounds of the intervaltype uncertainties (in initial conditions and at every iteration) attributed for xV , yV and θV
are respectively ±0.1(m), ±0.1(m) and ±0.5◦ . Although same simulation setups are used
while just varying eθ0 , a considerable difference in the growth of the system reachable
space in both cases is noticed.

(a) Reachable space with eθ0 ' 0◦ .

(b) Reachable space with eθ0 ' 40◦ .

Figure 3.10: Reachable space behavior according to eθ0 .
To proceed the required simulations revealing the ITbCCRA permitted prediction horizon,
a waypoint (xT = 23 [m], yT = 5.5 [m], θV = 0◦ ) is located far away from the vehicle initial
position (xV = 7.5[m], yV = 5.5[m]). This important separation between the vehicle and the
assigned target is implied to always force the violation of constraints introduced by equation (3.37). After that, simulations are launched while varying recursively widths of the
interval-type uncertainties injected in initial conditions and instantaneous uncertainties
(w1 , w2 , w3 ) (cf. system 3.17). Since errors impacting (xV , yV , θV ) are mainly linked to the
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perception/localization imperfections, the uncertainties attributed to the initial conditions
and wi=1..3 are set equal. As earlier stated, dIT bCCRA depends also on eθ0 . Correspondingly,
simulations are undertaken iteratively within a large range of initial vehicle orientation values to reveal the ITbCCRA prediction horizon under different eθ0 setups.
Each iteration from the executed simulation corresponds to a particular setup of uncertainty injection. During a launched iteration, the reachability computation is aborted once
constraints of equation (3.37) are dissatisfied for the first time. Afterwards, the distance
covered by the reachable space in the previous cycle from the ITbCCRA is assumed as
the relevant value of dIT bCCRA corresponding to the simulated configuration in this iteration.
Among the whole tackled simulations, an example illustrating how to estimate dIT bCCRA is
depicted in Figure 3.11. In this example, the initial orientation error between the vechile
and the target is eθ0 = 20◦ . In addition, bounds of the interval-type uncertainties attributed
to (xV , yV , θV ) are respectively ±0.1(m), ±0.1(m) and ±0.1◦ . In fact, dIT bCCRA represents the
euclidean distance between the vehicle initial position and the center of the last reachable
box, where the constraints in equation (3.37) are still respected. In the delivered example in Figure 3.11, the reachable box drawn within red edges underlines the violation of
conditions of equation (3.37) for the first time, since wid([yV ]) > WyV . Hence, dIT bCCRA is
measured between the vehicle position at t0 and the center of the box drawn within green
edges preceding the box in red, where the defined thresholds are exceeded.

Figure 3.11: dIT bCCRA calculation.
Prediction horizon relatively to uncertainty in vehicle position:
The first test bunches are executed while enlarging progressively the uncertainty extent
attributed to the vehicle position ([xV ], [yV ]) whether for the initial conditions or (w1 , w2 ).
In the mean while, the uncertainty extent in [θV ] is kept the same. Among a large range
of performed simulations with distinct setups and different eθ0 values, a sample of result
examples is presented in Figures 3.12a and 3.12b while respectively setting widths of
[θV0 ] and [w3 ] to 1◦ and 2◦ .
Based on results presented in Figure 3.12a, the more uncertainty attributed to [xV ] and
[yV ], the smallest the distance covered by the reachable space before violating equation
(3.37). However, the fall in the distance dIT bCCRA in Figure 3.12b ,which is entailed by
doubling the width of uncertainties impacting [θV ], is more important compared to the
results of Figure 3.12a. Even through system (3.1), the vehicle position is depending on
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(a) Tests undertaken with uncertainty range attributed to θV = 1◦ (±0.5◦ ).

(b) Tests undertaken with uncertainty range attributed to θV = 2◦ (±1◦ ).

Figure 3.12: Horizon prediction relatively to uncertainty in position and eθ0 .

its orientation. Correspondingly, more details about the relation between the ITbCCRA
prediction horizon and the uncertainty in orientation are provided in the following.
Prediction horizon relatively to uncertainty in vehicle orientation:
At this stage, the amount of uncertainties attributed to ([xV0 ], [yV0 ]) and (w1 , w2 ) are fixed
respectively to 10 cm (cf. Figure 3.13a) and then 15 cm (cf. Figure 3.14). Afterwards,
wid([θV ]) is tuned by varying the uncertainty in vehicle orientation to have more precise
idea about the reachability prediction horizon relatively to [θV ].
The results shown in Figure 3.14 prove that the error in the vehicle orientation is the most
influencing factor on the reachability prediction horizon. Finally, all the horizon prediction
tests contribute in defining the ITbCCRA limitations and introducing an uncertainty-aware
selection of waypoint locations. Avoiding waypoints’ configurations that would violate the
assumed constraints is essential to provide strong safety guarantees for NSbSWR.
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(a) Tests undertaken with uncertainty range attributed to xV , yV = 20 cm (±10 cm).

(b) Tests undertaken with uncertainty range attributed to xV , yV = 30 cm (±15 cm).

Figure 3.13: Horizon prediction relatively to uncertainty in θV and eθ0 .
3.3.4.2/

C ONSISTENCY OF THE PROPOSED IT B CCRA METHOD

To prove the ITbCCRA consistency1 through quantitative testes, batch simulations are
tackled. The reachable space of a given configuration (of the vehicle and a specific target)
is calculated. After that, the vehicle real trajectory is estimated until reaching the chosen
target while injecting Gaussian noises into (xV , yV , θV ).
To more clarify the principle of the proposed batch simulations, two different examples
are presented in Figure 3.14. Without injecting uncertainties into the simulated dynamics, the trajectory tracked by the vehicle crosses the center of the reachable boxes as
shown in Figure 3.14a. This first simulation validates that the set-membership ITbCCRA
1

Consistency in this context means that the ITbCCRA findings always include all possible trajectories of
the ODE solutions regardless of the navigation circumstances and under all uncertainty states.
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and the deterministic reaching of the waypoint (within Gaussian noises) are conducted
within the same navigation setups. After that, as already said, random noises are injected into (xV , yV , θV ). The batch simulations aim then to verify whether all the vehicle
trajectories induced from executions within Gaussian noises are included into the preestimated reachability bounds or not. The magnitude of the injected random noises in
each sample time cannot exceed the maximum errors used to define the interval widths
in the reachable space computation.
During the batch simulations, important amounts of Gaussian noises are injected into the
NSbSWR framework. Under these uncertainties, it is impossible that any robotic system
can navigate steadily towards its target. Hence, an EKF is used during the simulations to
maintain the stability and smoothness of the NSbSWR trajectories. As shown in Figure
3.14b, the vehicle trajectory after injecting the required stochastic noises is still smooth
and enclosed into the ITbCCRA-issued reachable bounds.

(a) Reachable space and vehicle trajectory
without uncertainty injection.

(b) Reachable space and vehicle trajectory with
uncertainty injection.

Figure 3.14: Batch simulation principle.

Let consider a first test scenario, where Gaussian uncertainties are injected in the navigation dynamics according to the setups presented in Table 3.1. To estimate the system reachable space within same minimum/maximum values of stochastic uncertainties,
bounds of the interval noises attributed to (xV , yV , θV ) at every sample time are respectively
±10cm, ±10cm and ±1◦ .
Table 3.1: First scenario of batch simulation setups for Gaussian uncertainty injection
Variable
xv (m)
yv (m)
θv (degree)

Minimum
-0.1
-0.1
-1

Maximum
0.1
0.1
1

Mean
0
0
0

Standard deviation
0.05
0.05
0.5

Including 200 triggered execution, the batch simulation results in the 2-dimensional space
are presented in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: First scenario batch simulation results representation in 2D space.

Afterwards, the evolution of (xV , yV , θV ) obtained via batch simulations and their corresponding reachability-issued frames are illustrated in Figures 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18.

Figure 3.16: Evolution of xV compared to bounds of the reachable space with/without
narrowing (scenario 1).

Obviously, the depicted results show that ITbCCRA-issued bounds enclose perfectly the
data obtained via the undertaken batch simulations. Correspondingly, a successful estimation of the NSbSWR reachable state space is then carried out. During the execution of
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Figure 3.17: Evolution of yV compared to bounds of the reachable space with/without
narrowing (scenario 1).

Figure 3.18: Evolution of θV compared to bounds of reachable space with/without narrowing (scenario 1).

this simulation scenario, for both states xV and yV , there is no notable difference between
bounds of the solutions obtained by the standard interval Taylor method and the ITbCCRA method (within the correlation based narrowing of the ODE interval solutions). In
this case, the proceeded correlation-based phase validates the appropriate propagation
of the solution enclosures into the uncertain ODE system. Nonetheless, the correlation
supervision decreased slightly the extent of uncertainty in solutions of θV . The impact
of the introduced narrowing phase is more obvious after many steps from the ITbCCRA
(starting from instant 1.4s in Figure 3.18).
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To interpret in a better way the consistency of the proposed reachability approach, a more
critical second test scenario is launched. This time, bounds of the interval uncertainties
attributed to (xV , yV , θV ) are respectively ±5cm, ±5cm and ±0.5◦ . Likewise, Table 3.2 shows
the set of appropriate configurations to inject the required stochastic uncertainties into
the system variables to perform the batch simulations. For this scenario, since less uncertainties are propagated into the simulated NSbSWR framework, the enclosure of the
navigation system reachable space should be tighter. Thus, chances that the noisy states
exceed their corresponding interval-based thresholds are stronger.
Table 3.2: Second scenario of batch simulation setups for Gaussian uncertainty injection
Variable
xv (m)
yv (m)
θv (degree)

Minimum
-0.05
-0.05
-0.5

Maximum
0.05
0.05
0.5

Mean
0
0
0

Standard deviation
0.025
0.025
0.25

Analogously to the realized first scenario, together the ITbCCRA findings as well as the
batch simulation results in the 2D space domain of 200 executed simulations are illustrated in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Second scenario batch simulation results representation in 2D space.

As expected, the extend of the NSbSWR reachable space in the proposed second test
scenario is much tighter. Respectively, the progression of the (xV , yV , θV ) findings over
time for both batch simulation and the ITbCCRA method are depicted in Figures 3.20,
3.21 and 3.22. Since the extent of uncertainty in the initial conditions and wi=1..3 is tighter,
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there is no considerable difference entailed by the narrowing phase for bounds enclosing
the system states (xV , yV , θV ).

Figure 3.20: Evolution of xV compared to bounds of the reachable space with/without
narrowing (scenario 2).

Figure 3.21: Evolution of yV compared to bounds of the reachable space with/without
narrowing (scenario 2).

According to the results of the realized consistency tests (scenario 1 and 2), the simulated
uncertain system states, are perfectly enclosed between the set-membership ITbCCRA
bounds. These results prove the reliability of the proposed method and its convenience
to ensure safety verification for the flexible NSbSWR strategy.
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Figure 3.22: Evolution of θV compared to bounds of reachable space with/without narrowing (scenario 2).

3.4/

IT B CCRA- BASED RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT

The proposed reachability approach permits to assess all potential risks that threaten the
vehicle navigation. More interestingly, it reveals whether or not the vehicle will cross the
road limits or collide with other road participants, which is essential for safety assessment. Once detected, collision risks or leaving the road boundaries must be managed.
The risk management solution, which is detailed in the sequel, aims to take advantage
of the ITbCCRA outputs to ensure that the vehicle maintain a predefined Lower Distance
(LD) with the borders or to the obstacles. LD is chosen in order to play as a marginal
safety distance to the NSbSWR (cf. Figure 3.23). The remaining of this section is dedicated to explain and validate the suggested ITbCCRA-based risk management layout for
NSbSWR.

Figure 3.23: ITbCCRA-based risk management principle.
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3.4.1/

R ISK

MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM FOR

NS B SWR

Parameters that influence the reachable space evolution may be exploited to guarantee
the navigation safety regarding to the uncertainty-induced risks. Hence, the introduced
risk management acts on the control parameters to lead the NSbSWR to a safe progression of its reachable space. Let recall that the navigation is ensured through a Lyapunovbased asymptotically stable control law [20, 299]. The control stability is guaranteed for
all positive values of parameters included in vector K = (Kd , Kl , Ko , K x , KVT , Kθ ). In this
context, the control parameter Kθ is the positive parameter, which is related to the vehicle maximum angular velocity. Notably, eθ is assumed to always converge asymptotically
towards zero. Then, through equations (3.10) and (3.12), it is possible to deduce the
following:
• For eθ ∈ ]0, π/2[, the term kθ tan(eθ ) in equation (3.12) is positive. Hence, rising
kθ will deviate the reachable space orientation to the anticlockwise direction (since
γV = arctan(lb cc ) −→ π/2). Contrarily, if kθ drops to zero then the orientation of the
vehicle reachable space will move towards the clockwise direction.
• For eθ ∈ ] − π/2, 0[ and based on the sign of kθ tan(eθ ), increasing/decreasing the
value of kθ will entail respectively the re-orientation of the vehicle reachable space
to the clockwise/anticlockwise direction.
From this scope, one way to satisfy the safety constraints, stay within the road boundaries, and avoid collisions consists of changing slightly the global orientation of the vehicle reachable space (to avoid any risk to go outside the defined safe/free area). As
illustrated in Figure 3.24, the direction of the reachable space evolution is given by the
line that passes through the center of the initial condition box C0 and the center C f of the
reached box at instant t f . As a main assumption to perform the risk management, linking
the starting and the arrival point represented respectively by C0 and C f is supposed to
outline approximately the orientation of the reachable space bounding shape.

Figure 3.24: Orientation of the bounded reachable space.
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As soon as a collision is predicted and starting from its nominal value, a new value of
Kθ is selected to manage the risks and guide the navigation system to safe reachable
zones. Acting on other control parameters to guarantee a free-collision navigation is possible. Nonetheless, tuning only Kθ relieves the complexity costs of the risk management.
Characterizing also the effect of adapting one single parameter is more practical than anticipating the NSbSWR behavior after simultaneously altering several control parameters.
Roughly, the navigation through waypoints and the reachable space calculation via ITbCCRA should be proceeded through the nominal values of K = (Kd , Kl , Ko , K x , KVT , Kθ ).
At instant t f that indicates the end of each reachability estimation cycle (cf. Flowchart
3.6), intersections between the both road boundaries and the navigation system reachable space should be verified. If no intersection is found, the navigation is assumed as
safe and the nominal value of Kθ is kept unchanged. In the other case, Kθ is temporally
tuned until reaching the current assigned waypoint without having intersection with any
undesirable area (in our study, it corresponds to the border of the road).
The new Kθ aims to rotate the reachable space bounded shape around the center C0
associated to the initial condition domain with an angle θR to avoid any collision. The
required rotation angle θR to the initial unsafe reachable space maybe appropriately determined via the angle between the following lines (see Figure 3.25):
• The line crossing the center C0 and the point I1 , which is the closest point from
the road boundary (in intersection with the system reachable space) to the convex
shape global orientation line.
• The line crossing the center C0 and the point I2 . This latter is the most distant point
belonging to the convex hull bound (located behind the road margins) from the road
segment in intersection with the road borders.
Technically speaking, the road boundaries may be presented as a poly-line that relates
points from the road extremities. Hence, points I1 and I2 can be determined through
fundamental computational geometry algorithms.

Figure 3.25: θR estimation method.
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At this stage, it remains to clarify how to select the new value of Kθ once the desired θR is
estimated. This goal is met by characterizing in offline the effect of increasing/decreasing
the nominal value of Kθ on the global orientation of the reachable space bounding shape
(cf. Figure 3.24). Through extensive simulations, a large equally spaced values Kθ are
applied and the different changes in the reachable space orientation are stored. According to the recorded offline results, the most new suitable Kθ that may achieve the rotation
angle θR is picked up.
Finally, the whole risk assessment and management strategy that warrants the safe
reaching of waypoints under uncertainties is summarized in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: ITbCCRA-based risk management strategy
Require: Waypoint series, vehicle pose, current target Pi .
Ensure : ITbCCRA safety guaranteed navigation through waypoints.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

while NSbSWR process is running do
if new waypoint is assigned then
-Compute the ITbCCRA-issued reachable space within nominal kθ .
-Check collision risks.
if no collisions are admitted then
repeat
-Proceed navigation with nominal kθ .
until reaching the assigned waypoint
else
repeat
-Estimate θR .
-Proceed navigation with the adapted kθ based on the offline results.
until reaching the assigned waypoint
end
-Switch to new waypoint Pi := Pi+1 .
end
end

3.4.2/

S IMULATION

SETUPS AND RESULTS

In this subsection, the proposed risk management performances in terms of collisionavoidance are assessed in presence on uncertainties. Accordingly, an NSbSWR simulation scenario consisting of crossing dangerous road bends is tackled. Evidently, pathway
holding on bends and rough road curvature is crucial. Under uncertainties, accidents and
road sliding are common in such a driving critical situation. More particularly, the navigation test scene, designed under Matlab, includes two sharp bends. As shown in Figure
3.26, the risk-level of crossing the first road deviation is increased by the presence of another road participant (assumed as a static obstacle). Remarkably, the pathway borders
represented in grey color in Figure 3.26 are the concrete road limits. The borders drawn
in green are the navigation road boundaries after taking into account the additional safety
distance LD. Notably, LD is set to 1 m in this test scenario. To launch the introduced test
scenario, the exact initial pose of the navigation system is fixed as follows: xV = 7.69 m,
yV = 16.87 m and θV = −70◦ .
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Figure 3.26: Simulation test-scene.

Hence, a set of twelve waypoints are designated to guide the vehicle towards the end of
the introduced navigation scene. All positions of the predefined sequential waypoints are
given in Table 3.3. It indicates also the orientations of all waypoints, which are determined
through equation (3.13). Most importantly, the waypoints designation is accomplished in a
manner to assure that the orientation error between the vehicle and its currently assigned
target always satisfies: eθ ∈ ]−π/2, π/2[ [297]. It is imperative to verify the presence of the
target in front of the vehicle to guarantee the navigation stability, smoothness and safety
(see Appendixes A and B for details). Otherwise, every waypoint’s configuration is joined
with specific error values to define its own error circle.
Table 3.3: Waypoints configurations
Waypoint
xT (m)
yT (m)
θT (degree)

P1
9.615
11.25
-55.63

P2
13.46
5.62
0

P3
19.23
5.62
0

P4
23.07
5.62
55.63

P5
26.92
11.25
55.63

P6
30.79
16.87
62.85

P7
32.69
20.62
44.27

P8
34.61
22.50
0

P9
36.53
22.50
-44.27

P10
40.38
18.75
-71.12

P11
42.30
13.12
-75.61

P12
44.23
5.62
-90

As clear from Figure 3.26, the waypoints’ locations are selected in many occasions very
close to the road borders in order to invoke critical situations. Besides, the waypoints’
poses are defined without any consideration of the previous characterization of the ITbCCRA prediction horizon (cf. subsection 3.3.4.1). In such a manner, overstepping the road
limits by the navigation system is more probable under severe uncertainties.
The remaining part of this subsection focuses on interpreting consequences of adapting Kθ on the Lyapunov function selected for the control law. Besides, attention is paid
to analyze changes entailed by the risk management scheme on the convergence rate
of the navigation errors (distance to reach the target and eθ ). In such a manner, it is
possible to evaluate the ITbCCRA-based risk management performances in ensuring the
navigation stability and the safe convergence towards targets. The assessment of the
control performances is not the main purpose of this work. For more details about the
complete respect of the navigation system kinematic constraints by the adopted control
law, readers are referred to [301].
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In a first phase, the simulation test designed for NSbSWR is executed without applying
the risk management approach proposed in Algorithm 4. The nominal control parameters
are maintained all along the navigation run-time. Only the vehicle reachable space is estimated based on the ITbCCRA method to capture potential collisions. The navigation is
proceeded with a maximum velocity value Vmax = 10 m/s, a maximum front wheel orientation γVmax = 20◦ , and a sampling time step equal to 0.02 s. In addition, all the waypoints’
velocities are set to VT = 5 m/s. Practically, the nominal values of the control parameters
associated to vector K are as follows: Kd = 0.1, Kl = 1.8, Ko = 60, K x = 0.4, KVT = 0.01
and Kθ = 0.19. Otherwise, let denote by Pi |Pi+1 the period of time when the vehicle is traveling starting from the already reached waypoint Pi until reaching the next target Pi+1 . In
particular, P0 |P1 refers to the period corresponding to the travel time between the vehicle
initial position and waypoint P1 . Correspondingly, the extent of interval-type uncertainties
injected into the NSbSWR framework to conduct the ITbCCRA method during the different travailing periods Pi |Pi+1 are detailed in Table 3.4. These extents are attributed to the
system initial conditions as well as noises (w1 , w2 , w3 ) (cf. equation (3.17)).
Table 3.4: Interval-type uncertainty injection setups
Period
Uncertainty extent
Period
Uncertainty extent
Period
Uncertainty extent

P0 |P1
(±15cm, ±15cm, ±0.8◦ )
P4 |P5
(±15cm, ±15cm, ±0.5◦ )
P8 |P9
(±10cm, ±10cm, ±0.5◦ )

P1 |P2
(±15cm, ±15cm, ±1◦ )
P5 |P6
(±10cm, ±10cm, ±0.5◦ )
P9 |P10
(±15cm, ±15cm, ±0.8◦ )

P2 |P3
(±10cm, ±10cm, ±1◦ )
P6 |P7
(±10cm, ±10cm, ±0.5◦ )
P10 |P11
(±15cm, ±15cm, ±1◦ )

P3 |P4
(±10cm, ±10cm, ±0.5◦ )
P7 |P8
(±10cm, ±10cm, ±0.5◦ )
P11 |P12
(±15cm, ±15cm, ±0.5◦ )

Aside from the interval uncertainties to compute the reachable space (cf. Table 3.4),
configurations of the stochastic uncertainties injected into the navigation system variables
to estimate its real trajectory are depicted in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Simulation setups of Gaussian uncertainty injection
Variable
xv (m)
yv (m)
θv (degree)

Minimum
-0.03
-0.03
-0.02

Maximum
0.03
0.03
0.02

Mean
0
0
0

Standard deviation
0.01
0.01
0.01

Figure 3.27 illustrates the overall results of this first simulation scenario in the 2-dimension
space. These results include mainly:
• The navigation system reachable space (issued from the ITbCCRA method) to
reach every single waypoint.
• The whole trajectory tracked by the vehicle during the simulation execution.
• The separation between the NSbSWR reachable space and the predefined safety
margins to the road borders.
In this context, the thick green segments in Figure 3.27 represent the shortest distance
separating bounds of the navigation system reachable space and the road boundaries
(from both sides). These segments approve the safety of the navigation towards the next
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waypoint. In contrast, the red thick segments underline the regions in intersection with
the road safety margins. Accordingly, four potential collisions between the vehicle and the
road borders are captured during the simulation run-time. Actually, these collisions are
estimated respectively in periods P2 |P3 , P6 |P7 , P7 |P8 and P10 |P11 .

Figure 3.27: NSbSWR simulation results within nominal control parameters.

Based on the above depicted results, the risk assessment step through the ITbCCRA
method is succeeded. The estimated reachable space may provide valuable warnings of
future in-road hazards. Nerveless, the control performances of the NSbSWR framework
should be also examined. In that regard, the results illustrated in Figure 3.28 are devoted
to examine the stability of the adopted control law. As a fact of matter, the controller stability is analyzed based on a convenient Lyapunov function. The analytical formalization
of this latter is detailed in Appendix A. According to Figure 3.28, the generated controls
for the NSbSWR are able to ensure the asymptotic stability and the convergence to every
static target (cf. subsection 3.1.2).

Figure 3.28: Lyapunov function evolution based on proposed control law for NSbSWR.
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To evaluate the navigation performances in a more effective way, Figure 3.29 exhibits the
evolution of the navigation errors in terms of distance to the target and the difference in
orientation between the target and vehicle. Accordingly, the proposed control serves to
decrease steadily the mentioned errors to ensure a smooth waypoint reaching. Noticeably, the distance to target never reaches zero since the switch between the sequential
waypoints is triggered as soon as the vehicle crosses the circle of error associated to a
given target.

(a) Evolution of distance to current assigned target.

(b) Evolution of angular orientation error.

Figure 3.29: Evolution of distance/angular errors.
At this level, a second simulation scenario is realized to test the introduced risk management in terms of safety assurance. As seen in Figure 3.30, all the collision risks are
handled by acting on the control parameters (cf. Algorithm 4). The nominal value of Kθ
was tuned in three occasions (periods P2 |P3 , P6 |P7 and P10 |P11 ). The earlier captured collision in period P7 |P8 was systematically mastered since the vehicle changed its trajectory
during period P6 |P7 . Table 3.6 reveals the applied modification in the control parameters
based on the offline results and the re-orientation angle of the initial reachable space.
In respect to the control performances, the evolution of the Lyapunov function presented
in Figure 3.31 confirms the navigation asymptotic stability even within the modification in
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Table 3.6: Risk management modifications in control parameters
Period
θR (degree)
Offline-based adapted value of Kθ

P2 |P3
3.34 ◦ (clockwise direction)
0.143

P6 |P7
8.26◦ (anticlockwise direction)
0.07

P10 |P11
3.89◦ (clockwise direction)
0.263

Figure 3.30: NSbSWR simulation results within ITbCCRA-based risk management.

Kθ value. Generally, the same shape of the Lyapunov function evolution is found compared to the results depicted in Figure 3.28. Remarkably, the fall in the Lyapunov function
during period P6 |P7 (interval time [7.22s, 8.14s]) is less important. It is worth reminding
that this period witnessed the most important change in the control parameters in order
to enable the required re-orientation angle θR . Despite of this change in the Lyapunov
function behavior, the NSbSWR stability is still maintained.

Figure 3.31: Lyapunov function evolution after acting on control parameters.

Finally, consequences of changes in the control parameters should be carefully analyzed
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to figure out their effects on the convergence errors. Figure 3.32 shows the evolution of
navigation errors (distance and orientation) w.r.t the target. Compared to the first simulation scenario results, the performed changes in kθ value invoked a slight decrease in
the convergence rate of eθ during P2 |P3 and P10 |P11 . The impacts of the applied modifications on the orientation error eθ is more obvious during period P6 |P7 . Otherwise, the error
in terms of final distance to the target is slightly more important than the nominal case
during periods P6 |P7 and P10 |P11 .
Through the realized validation work, it can be deduced that the ITbCCRA is quite suitable to ensure safety verification and risk management for the NSbSWR. The adopted
Lyapunov-based control law maintains, in a natural way, the navigation stability whatever
the value of kθ (which must be positive). Safety is guaranteed thanks to the proposed
solution with a harmless loss of precision in the convergence of the navigation system to
its target in worst cases (decrease in the navigation errors convergence rate).

(a) Evolution of distance to current assigned target.

(b) Evolution of angular orientation error.

Figure 3.32: Evolution of distance/angular errors with adapted control parameters.
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C ONCLUSION

The Navigation Strategy based on Sequential Waypoint Reaching (NSbSWR) is an emergent flexible navigation trend, which avoids frequent complex trajectories’ planning/replanning. In this chapter, a novel interval-based risk management strategy dedicated for
the NSbSWR framework is introduced. Foremost, the suggested risk management enables the explicit consideration of several sorts of navigation uncertainties (uncertainties
in modelling, perception, etc.). The interval-based reachability analysis was used for this
purpose to provide guaranteed risk assessment. An interval Taylor expansion model is
built to solve an uncertain Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) describing the navigation
system. The obtained interval-shaped solutions enclose all possible future trajectories of
the NSbSWR framework. Moreover, the correlation between the navigation process variables is characterized to avoid the interval arithmetic pessimism. Hence, an efficient risk
assessment based on the navigation reachable space is permitted. In case of collision
detection, the control parameters are tuned to influence on the extent of NSbSWR reachable space. The simulation work proved the safety, stability and efficiency of the proposed
Interval Taylor-based Correlation Constrained Reachability Analysis (ITbCCRA) solution
in handling uncertainties threatening autonomous vehicles.

4
R ELIABLE

RISK MANAGEMENT FOR

SAFE NAVIGATION :

A PPLICATION

TO

AN ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL

Following a given road participant is among the most carried out automated driving maneuvers. It represents also a fundamental task from the hierarchy of the majority of intelligent navigation processes. According to the recent survey presented in [282], the interest
on the car-following developments has a central role in heading towards reliable and fully
autonomous navigation approaches.
Actually, handling all sorts of uncertainties especially for the car-following scenario is substantial. Following a vehicle requires to be close enough to this latter. For this reason,
important number of road accidents are occurring during a car-following, which emphasizes the need for efficient anti-collision solutions dedicated for this driving context. The
follower motions are controlled in order to adapt the ego-vehicle’s velocity to the leader
vehicle. In this view, uncertain measurements or error sources related to the complicated composition of modern navigation systems can lead to fatal crashes or undesirable
discomfort for passengers during a car-following situation.
Correspondingly, the current chapter inspects how to exploit models and data-driven analysis conducted through the interval analysis in order to make the car-following situation
entirely safe. While following a vehicle, not only the safety requirements should be satisfied, but an optimal following behavior is necessary. Accordingly, the light will be focalized
also in this chapter on fulfilling the optimality requirements, which are convenient for the
car-following scenario.
Under the car-following context, practical solutions devoted to enhance the autonomous
navigation reliability through interval analysis-based risk management strategies are introduced. Mainly, all the suggested methods in the present chapter are based on several
novel interval-based formalizations for the Time-To-Collision (TTC) risk indicator. Various
comparative studies and simulation results are depicted all along this chapter to assess
the improvements brought by the suggested different TTC formalizations.
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N OVEL TTC OVER - APPROXIMATION FOR A CAR FOLLOWING
SCENARIO

The use of the TTC as a relevant risk indicator to detect collision probabilities is frequent [56], [349]. Thus, a huge effort has been done to improve methods of the TTC
computation over the last years. A comprehensive comparative study between divers
one-dimensional and two-dimensional TTC computing algorithms can be found in [144].
The depicted comparison has led to introduce a novel optimized TTC computing procedure in terms of computational complexity. The authors in [257] have considered the
employment of point-to-point distances as unrealistic to evaluate the TTC. Alternatively,
algorithms computing distances between boxes bounding vehicles have been proposed
to derive TTC for complex traffic scenarios. A similar research work, which has modeled vehicles through boxes to estimate TTC for various traffic scenarios, is reported in
[308]. To reach an extra-precise TTC approximation, the work proposed in [156] has
explored probable accident configurations i.e., the exact points-of-contact of a potential
crash between vehicles. The authors in [310] have taken advantage of a relative vehicle
motion-based concept to obtain a more precise TTC and diminish the collision warning
false alarm rate. Driving intentions of nearby vehicles have been predicted in [328] via an
established hidden Markov model in order to enhance accuracy of the TTC estimation.
At the best of our knowledge and after examining the literature, it has been observed
according to all our investigations, that the interval analysis has never been used to ameliorate the TTC computation. Consequently, a novel interval-based analytical formalization of this indicator is introduced in the sequel. Further, several improvements will be
integrated on the proposed set-membership TTC computation process.

4.1.1/

P ROBLEM

STATEMENT

Evidently, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) systems are designed specially to deal with the
car-following driving situation. Even though ACCs have become a mainstream equipment
for modern vehicles, proving their correct and comfortable operation is still an open area
of research [28]. Although ACCs are assumed to relieve drivers from the arduous driving
responsibilities, the human supervision for ACC mechanisms is up to now inevitable.
Let consider two vehicles i and j, which are respectively the leader and the follower (cf.
Figure 4.1). The car-following is indeed ensured via an ACC system mounted on the
follower vehicle. Let assume that Vi , V j , pi and p j are velocities and vector positions associated respectively to vehicles i and j. In the present case of study, all the navigation
dynamics are observed through sensor measurements. In particular, the follower vehicle
is equipped with a cyber physical tool, which in charge of measuring the separation distance between both vehicles, denoted di j . Besides, the ACC host vehicle is supposed to
receive instantaneously the Vi value through a Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication.
Technically speaking, the ACC should assign at every instant a target set-point to reach.
The chosen target allows maintaining a safe reference distance, denoted dre f , from the
in-front vehicle. Hence, this section ultimate goal is to define a guaranteed and optimal
risk management solution to be implemented on the ACC host vehicle. The designed
approach should cope with all the uncertainty sources and all the complexity-issued challenges, which were noticed from the state-of-the-art analysis (cf. section 1.2, page 23).
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Figure 4.1: Car-following via interval-based ACC system.

Instead of defining dre f in a deterministic manner, the interval analysis is employed to determine an enclosure for dre f to inspect the worst case of risks and uncertainty-induced
threats. More precisely, a novel set-membership formalization for the TTC is introduced
to perform a reliable risk assessment. Then, the control unit of the ACC-equipped vehicle
acts in order to avoid any critical situation based on the evaluated uncertainties and risks.
It should be noted that the concerned ACC operation is ensured by the transition between
two distinct modes:
• Cruise control mode: When there is no another road participant in the ACCequipped vehicle vicinity, a dynamic target reaching is performed. Indeed, at each
control cycle, the selected dynamic target is followed within a pre-defined velocity,
which is assigned according to the user preferences.
• Adaptive cruise control mode: This mode is triggered once a vehicle is detected
in the neighborhood of the follower car. In this case, a well-studied selection of
dre f must take place. In addition, dre f should take precautions from the uncertainty
impacts as well as any potential dangerous behavior made by the leader vehicle
such as a sudden hard braking.
Clearly, the control cruise mode does not include any sever risks. Therefore, focus in this
chapter is exclusively oriented towards ensuring safety for the car-following mode, where
collision risks are high.

4.1.2/

S ET- MEMBERSHIP TTC

FORMALIZATION AND ERROR QUANTIFICATION

STRATEGY

The TTC is often introduced as the ratio between the distance separating two vehicles
and their relative velocity. Rather, the evolution of the follower and leader inter-distance is
exploited here to perform more accurate collision prediction. The evolution of the follower
and leader spacing distance is exploited at this stage to perform an accurate collision
prediction for a car-following scenario. According to the study depicted in [310], the analytical formalization of the TTC based on the model of displacement between vehicles i
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and j is expressed as:
T TC = −

di j
ḋi j

(4.1)

where ḋi j is the change rate associated to di j and described by equation (4.2) (see [310]):
ḋi j =

1
(pi − p j )T (Vi − V j )
di j

(4.2)

However, the TTC formalization, given by equation (4.1) is still sensitive to uncertainties. It is also estimated through observations issued from sensor measurements and
inter-vehicle communication. These observations are prone to important latencies. To
handle these issues, a TTC interval-based over-approximation is defined. To adequately
deal with uncertainties, the interval analysis is employed. With respect to measurement
conditions, upper and lower bounds of data are computed.
Before proceeding further, it is necessary to set a sound strategy to acquire a prior knowledge of the uncertainty associated to intervals. Interval widths should be correlated with
the environmental conditions emphasizing the uncertainty. In other words, a cause-effect
link between uncertainty sources and interval widths is created in order to found a risk
management of a high credibility. Accordingly, uncertainties are quantified at every sampling time through the following assumptions, which are made based on a deep knowledge of the navigation system properties. The assumptions below take also into account
changes of the surrounding environment.
• At first, the localization inaccuracy is assessed via a signal strength indicator. It
shows the satellite masking state and the signal attenuation in the navigation zone.
In the run-time, the localization interval measurements should be adapted relatively
to the available signal strength indicator. [Pi ] and [P j ] are over-approximated relatively to the value indicated by the signal strength indicator.
• The accumulated error impacting the separation distance measurement is considered by an uncertainty range of ±x% from the measured value of di j . The uncertainty extent attributed to [di j ] is based on the confidence interval provided by the
manufacturer of the distance measurement device. Hence, the value of x depends
mainly on the measurement technology.
• Several imperfections in the vehicular mechanical components (powertrain, combustion engine, torque, etc.) can take place. This can entail a slight difference
between the velocity selected by the vehicle control units and the real velocity transmitted by the vehicular mechanical motor. Based on a prior knowledge of properties
of the automotive mechanical part, V j and V j are assumed to be uncertain with a
range of ±y%.
By turning the single-valued variables of expression (4.1) and (4.2) to intervals thanks to
the defined assumptions, an interval-based formalization of the TTC is obtained:

1



[ḋi j ] =
([pi ] − [p j ])T ([Vi ] − [V j ])



[d
]

i
j

(4.3)


[di j ]





[T TC] = − [ḋi j ]
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Even with the consideration of multiple uncertainty sources, the formalization given by
system (4.3) does not consider any sort of communication latency. In several circumstances, communication delays can threaten the navigation safety and slow down the
risk management reaction to abrupt in-road hazards. This issue is handled in the sequel.

4.1.3/

M ATERIAL

CONSTRAINTS - ISSUED UNCERTAINTIES

As early stated, the material constraints imposed by the modern Intelligent Vehicles (IVs)
consist mainly of latencies impacting the intra/inter-vehicular1 communication. In accordance with the interval-based handling of uncertainty, the min/max variation of these
delays over time should be properly defined. To meet this purpose, root causes and factors influencing the automotive communication delays should be well-analyzed. Based
on the carried analysis, the development of an efficient latency-aware in-road risk management for autonomous navigation can be tackled. In this view, the methodology of how
to include the latencies of the V2V communication and respectively the intra-vehicular
communication into the risk management-level is detailed below.

4.1.3.1/

I NTER - VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION RELATED LATENCY

As the vehicles are traveling, observations issued from communication are assumed to
be valid only during a short period. These temporary observations unfortunately do not
furnish any information about the evolution of the vehicle states over time. Hence the
operation of connected vehicles is extremely sensitive to communication latency. Indeed,
performances of the communication channel between two connected vehicles depends
on the relation ruling the signal strength and vehicles relative location, where one of the
vehicles can have a low signal strength or may be out of communication range [68].
Certainly, making connected vehicles aware about the potential latencies that may occur
with nearby vehicles should permit a more reliable data exchange and inter-vehicular
communication. Without any exception, the existing risk management strategies do not
incorporate the communication latency on the risk assessment process. Contrarily to the
existing literature, the proposed safety verification method aims to consider uncertainties
invoked by communication delays.
Due to the signal interference and disturbances impacting data emission/reception, finding an analytical relation that rules the signal strength and vehicle locations is not evident.
Instead, latencies affecting the communication range can be characterized empirically
in respect to the velocity of the vehicle broadcasting periodically the required data. At
present time, the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) is the common wireless technology that ensures the vehicular connectivity. The proposed method here pays
attention in particular to the delay analysis of the DSRC technology due to its widespread
usage in the automotive applications. To meet this goal, the results of a pioneer research
work reported in [81] are exploited. The in-field tests carried out in [81] have provided a
valuable description of the minimum/maximum variation of the DSRC latencies.
On the one hand, the DSRC latencies have been characterized relatively to the velocity
of the connected vehicle transmitting data. Table 4.1 presents the empirically recorded
1

The intra-communication refers to the data exchange inside the IV embedded system via CAN for example. The inter-communication includes interactions between the IV and other vehicles or the infrastructure.
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latencies affecting the V2V communication for distinct vehicle velocities during real world
driving scenarios according to the study depicted in [81].
Table 4.1: DSRC delays within different speeds
Vehicle speed (m/s)
9
15
22
31

Minimum
latency (ms)
89.35
93.35
96.10
101.47

Maximum
latency (ms)
89.39
93.84
96.16
101.54

On the other hand, the presence of additional connected vehicles in a same navigation
area raises the communication density. When numerous vehicles transmit messages
simultaneously, the communication conflicts occurring to reply to data transfer requests
provoke supplementary latencies. Thus, for more reliable characterization of the min/max
bounds of the DSRC delays, the experimental study conducted in [81] has also quantified
latencies issued from the increasing number of connected vehicles present in the close
proximity of the communication range. In this sense, Table 4.2 depicts bounds of the
DSRC communication delays in function of the number of nearby connected vehicles.
Table 4.2: DSRC delays within distinct number of vicinity vehicles
Neighborhood vehicles
number
10
20
30

Minimum
latency (ms)
35.47
50.66
66.63

Maximum
latency (ms)
35.54
50.70
66.66

It is important to remind that the follower vehicle acquires the Vi value through a V2V
communication (more precisely through a DSRC tool). Therefore, the results exhibited in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are exploited to consider the additional uncertainties in the temporal
space that may originate from communication latencies. Henceforth, [T V2V ] designates
latencies related to the V2V communication. To properly define [T V2V ], both the vehicle
speed and the number of nearby-connected cars are checked at each sample time to
derive the appropriate experimental min/max delays corresponding to these factors.

4.1.3.2/

I NTRA - VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION RELATED LATENCY

Especially for large scale automotive Networked Control Systems (NCSs), the data proliferation contributed recently to more important network-induced imperfections. Similar to
the inter-vehicle communication delays, an approach to define intervals of the in-vehicular
latencies is extremely needed. To bound the latency that may happen during the data
propagation through the embedded system of the navigation process, it is indispensable
indeed to master all the system timing-properties, including sensors update time and the
end-to-end data transfer time through components, etc.
Let denote by [T L ] the constant interval representing the delay of the onboard embedded
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system. [T L ] is fixed by the automotive designer at an early design phase of the navigation process. In fact, multiple alternatives are available to pre-estimate [T L ]. This is may
be accomplished through extensive testing. Otherwise, several advanced computer aided
design tools, which perform automotive network simulations, may approximate [T L ] [195].
Differently, [T L ] may also be fixed based on theoretical analytical models [210]. At this
stage, bounds of interval [T L ] are supposed to be well-known. Due to the importance of
the materials constraints related to the intra-vehicular data traffic, an illustrative example
that illustrates how to calculate the data propagation time through an onbord automotive
system will be delivered in chapter 5. The communication delays may emphasize unpredictably a given in-road situation criticality. To avoid risks induced from the communication
latency in the temporal space, [T V2V ] and [T L ] must be subtracted from [T TC]. The final
TTC interval expression is given as:
[T TC] = −

[di j ]
[ḋi j ]

− [T V2V ] − [T L ]

(4.4)

The [T TC] given by equation (4.4) represents the interval to which the exact TTC value
belongs. This interval allows incorporating various uncertainties and latencies independently of a particular probabilistic distribution of the noise features, which may change in
the run-time. Definitely, the [T TC] over-approximation permits taking precautions against
the worst case of uncertainties. Figure 4.2 summarizes the adopted uncertainty quantification strategy used for the set-membership TTC-based risk assessment.

Figure 4.2: Uncertainty assessment strategy for interval-based TTC.

4.1.4/

I NTERVAL - BASED / DATA - DRIVEN TTC

Similar to the previously proposed solution to obtain sharper bounds for the reachability
space of an IV (cf. subsection 3.3.2, page 63), the car-following behavior is characterized
by the correlation that relates variables to eliminate over-estimated uncertainties. It is
quite useful to recall that a smooth progression of correlation underlines a correct behavior of the considered system (cf. subsection 3.3.2, page 63). Thus, a correlation-based
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narrowing is proceeded to regulate uncertainty amounts assigned to interval measurements. This measure prohibits any divergence from the real progression of correlation.
It is also worth reminding that an at instant tk , the dependency between two variables a
and b are practically measured through the correlation coefficient CORa,b|tk (cf. equation
(3.29), page 65). The calculation of the correlation factor for interval data is also conducted via the interval vertex-based computation. [pi ], [p j ], [Vi ], [V j ] and [di j ] are actually
the interval variables that are concerned by the correlation-based narrowing.
Let denote by XH the obtained equivalent matrix for an interval matrix of N × m measurements samples, where m is equal five in this case. Note also that NXH = N × 2m is
the number of samples included in XH according to the Vertices Transformation (VT) (cf.
subsection 3.3.3.1, page 66). Immediately after constructing XH , the covariance values
of each couple from the system variables ([pi ], [p j ], [Vi ], [V j ] and [di j ]) must be evaluated. The simplest way to determine the requested covariances is through computing the
covariance matrix Σ associated to XH :
Σ=

1 T
X XH
N XH H

(4.5)

By definition, Σ is a (m × m) square matrix, which is written as a function of covariances
between each pair of variables (x1 , · · · , xm ) as follows:


COV x1 ,x2
···
COV x1 ,xm 
 Var x1


..
..
 COV

.
·
·
·
.
x
,x
2 1

Σ = 
(4.6)

..
..
..
..

.

.
.
.


COV xm ,x1
···
COV x1 ,x2
Var xm
It is worth noting that the covariance COV xi ,x j = COV x j ,xi and Var xi is the variance of xi .
As shown in equation (4.6), the required covariance values can be easily extracted from
Σ. At this stage, the evaluation of correlation CORa,b|tk can be proceeded for all couple
of variables a, b ∈ ([pi ], [p j ], [Vi ], [V j ], [di j ]), where a , b. Thereafter, the width of each
interval measurement is narrowed. The interval with the largest width is concerned with
iterative narrowing. Quite simple narrowing is proceeded by means of a preselected
narrowing step αi for each interval variable: ([ai ] := [ai + αi , ai − αi ]). After that, the VT is
practiced. The gap in the correlation χ(a, b)tk |tk−1 between instants tk and tk−1 is estimated
(cf. equation (3.30), page 65). It is also worth mentioning that narrowing is aborted in
two conditions:
• Condition 1: When χ(a, b)tk |tk−1 decreases from one iteration to another and suddenly starts to raise; i.e., the interval is narrowed as much as possible. Extrareduction in the interval width may cause an undesirable modification in the correlation structure.
• Condition 2: Once χ(a, b)tk |tk−1 exceeds the minimum variation of correlation, which
is recorded during off-line simulation of a normal system operation.
Finally, Algorithm 5 summarizes the main steps from the optimized TTC overapproximation. Thanks to the proposed interval-based/data-driven method, chances to
obtain neither too conservative nor optimistic approximation for the TTC are definitely
higher. Likewise, the credibility and consistency of the TTC bounds reached through Algorithm 5 are validated via the navigation system historical properties (correlation features).
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Algorithm 5: TTC optimized over-approximation
Inputs : pi , p j , Vi , V j , di j , [T L ], and αi .
Output: [T TC].
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

while Navigation process is running do
-Estimate [T V2V ], [di, j ], [Vi ], [V j ], [pi ] and [p j ].
repeat
-Apply the VT method (cf. subsection 3.3.3.1, page 66).
-Estimate the covariance matrix Σ.
for each couple of variables between tk and tk−1 do
-Calculate CORa,b|tk (see equation (3.29), page 65).
-Estimate χ(a, b)tk |tk−1 (see equation (3.30), page 65).
-Narrow interval data if needed:
[ai ] := [ai + αi , ai − αi ]
end
until Condition 1 or 2 is satisfied for all couples
-Calculate the [T TC] (see equation (4.4)).
end

By consequence, these bounds may play as certain inferior/superior safety margins in the
context of set-membership risk management strategy.

4.1.5/

I NTERVAL - BASED

RISK MANAGEMENT DEPLOYMENT INTO

ACC

As previously stated, the overall set-membership risk assessment developments proposed in this section are indeed dedicated to monitor ACC. The interval-based TTC
formalization joined with the correlation analysis are employed to enhance the safety
assurance for an ACC designed according to a multi-controller architecture introduced in
[19]. Figure 4.3 presents the designed ACC architecture that includes two main parts:
• Data acquisition and risk assessment: First, data received from the navigation
environment are transformed to intervals according to the measurement conditions.
Then, they are narrowed based on the correlation analysis performed on intervals.
By referring to the system statistical properties, the compact interval measurements
produced by the heuristic narrowing phase allow to assess in a guaranteed and
optimal way the situational in-road risk through the TTC over-approximation.
Consider [T̃ ] the required time to travel the reference distance [dre f ]. An important parameter that should be addressed while fixing [T̃ ] and respectively [dre f ] is the ACC-equipped
vehicle time to full breaking. Under a dangerous situation as the in-front vehicle hard
breaking, the follower vehicle needs a short period of time [T bre ] to stop completely after
breaking. According to [253], [T bre ] may be determined through equation (4.7):
[T bre ] = [V j ]/[a]

(4.7)

Note that a consists of the vehicle deceleration rate. For simplicity, [a] is assumed to be
as a constant interval. Afterwards, interval parameters [T̃ ] and [dre f ] should satisfy the
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relations given bellow:



[T̃ ] = [T bre ] + [T min ]


[dre f ] = [T̃ ] × ([Vi ] − [V j ])

(4.8)

Where [T min ] is a predefined temporal minimum safety distance. This latter permits maintaining a desired minimum security distance between vehicles according to their relative
velocity. The follower navigation is supposed safe in that condition where dre f is exploited
to assign the target set-point. This distance ensure indeed a safer TTC between vehicles
in a short term. Finally, the selected target set-point is reached thanks to a control unit.
Due to its high stability and flexibility, the control law presented in chapter 3 is adapted
here to reach a dynamic target (cf. subsection 3.1.1, page 52).

Figure 4.3: Architecture of proposed interval analysis-based ACC.

4.1.6/

S IMULATION

SETUPS AND RESULTS

In an effort to validate the proposed risk management, the simulation work is tackled
in the sequel. In this context, a 2D Matlab highway navigation simulator is developed
to play as a test environment for the car-following scenario. In addition, due to its high
portability with Matlab, the INTLAB package is trusted to ensure the required interval
arithmetic computation [252]. The developed environment uses a model of a freewayroad segment as a test scene to conduct the required simulation. Notably, all motions of
the vehicles involved in the validation work are simulated at ever sample time based on the
widely known tricycle kinematic model. In accordance with the operation principle of the
developed ACC system, the interval-based target assignment strategy combined with the
correlation-based narrowing for interval data are implemented in the proposed navigation
architecture to ensure the follower-car safety. Seemingly, the leader is assumed to be
freely guided into the highway according to a dynamic target reaching strategy.
Otherwise, a Gaussian noise is injected into measurements to conduct the validation
work. The different setups adopted for the overall simulation are kept simple as much as
possible. It aims to facilitate the interpretation of the quantitative results obtained from
the methods introduced in this section. The main setups implicated in the established
simulation are presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Simulation setups
Configuration
Time sampling step
Sensors update time
Leader maximum velocity
Follower maximum velocity
Follower in-vehicular delay
Minimum security distance
Uncertainty range ±x% (cf. subsection 4.1.2)
Uncertainty range ±y% (cf. subsection 4.1.2)

Default setting
0.1 (s)
0.01 (s)
22 (m/s)/ 79.20 (km/h)
23 (m/s)/ 82,80 (km/h)
0.025 (s)
3 (m)
±1%
±0.5%

In a first place, the role of the correlation analysis in delivering sharper bounds of
the TTC based on the system statistical properties is assessed. For this aim, the
over-approximated TTC values according to the expression given by equation (4.4) are
recorded all along the simulation run-time. Findings of the TTC computation process
with/without proceeding the narrowing phase are simultaneously exhibited in Figure 4.4a
to compare both interval results. This first test scenario serves not only to reveal the
reduced quantity of uncertainty amounts attributed to intervals by the proposed heuristic
narrowing, but it tends also to evaluate the consistency and correctness of the obtained
TTC set-membership approximations. In this context, Figure 4.4b presents the evolution of the exact TTC values over time i.e., single-valued TTC results obtained through
equation (4.1) in a deterministic manner (there is no use of the interval arithmetic) and
without injecting any type of noise into measurements. These exact values are regarded
as reference results since they reflect the certain state of situational risk. Thus, the exact
findings are compared to results of the proposed interval-analysis/correlation-based TTC
computation process (see Figure 4.4b).
Based on the results presented in Figure 4.4, the whole obtained outcomes show almost an identical global evolution of the TTC parameter, except the difference in the
uncertainty-level. Indeed, the established simulation starts with an initial separation distance of 9.5m between the host vehicle and the ahead car. After that, the ACC-equipped
approaches steadily to the leader. In the meantime, the TTC indicator begins to fall progressively due to the decrease in the distance separating both vehicles. In a few seconds,
the separation distance and respectively the TTC results are roughly maintained stable
since the ACC process imposes the stationary respect of the required reference distance.
As clear from Figure 4.4a, the correlation analysis applied on interval-data has effectively
reduced the uncertainty extent into the TTC over-approximation. In comparison with the
results reached without narrowing, performances of the risk management-level have been
largely optimized by exploiting the navigation process historical features. In average, the
TTC interval over-approximation has been tightened with a range of 60.40%. Such a
reduction in the uncertainty impacts on the risk assessment is valuable and leads to a
more efficient handling of potential threats. Much more significantly, all over the simulation
run-time, TTC bounds derived according to the suggested method may be considered as
tight frames for the exact TTC evolution (cf. Figure 4.4b). In that respect, it can be
concluded that the produced inferior and superior uncertainty margins of the TTC are
properly determined via the adopted risk evaluation strategy.
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(a) Interval-based TTC evolution with/without narrowing.

(b) Interval-based TTC evolution compared with exact results.

Figure 4.4: Interval-based/data-driven TTC enclosures.

To interpret in a better manner the suggested method capacities in dealing with uncertainties, a second test scenario is devoted to inject much more severe uncertainties in
the simulated navigation dynamics. More precisely, these important uncertainty amounts
have been implied at distinct periods (P1 , P2 , P3 and P4 ) from the simulation. Indeed, uncertainties of 0.03 m/s, 0.06 m/s, 0.12 m/s and 0.18 m/s have been respectively injected
during these periods into Vi . In practice, similar amounts of uncertainties may take place
because of an erroneous data transmission via the V2V communication or faulty sensor
measurements. Results recorded during this test are illustrated in Figure 4.5.
This time, the results of the non-interval TTC formalization (cf. equation (4.1)) estimated
under uncertainties are compared with findings of the proposed set-membership risk assessment technique. With respect to the vehicle’s relative velocity, Table 4.6 depicts the
error in the reference distance obtained by each method based on to the real dre f that
must be kept between vehicles.
Summing the whole results, the simulations proves the introduced risk management efficiency. The uncertainty-induced risks have been completely mastered or at least notably
mitigated. Unlike the existent approaches in the literature, the introduced interval-based
characterization of uncertainty does not imply any probabilistic calculation or linearization.
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Figure 4.5: Interval-based TTC results with high uncertainty injection.

Table 4.4: Error impacting dre f
Average of error in
dre f for deterministic
computing (m)
Average of error in
dre f for set-membership
computing (m)

4.2/

P1

P2

P3

P4

-0.385

-0.631

-1.435

-2.753

+0.324

+0.171

-0.319

-0.833

E NHANCED CORRELATION ESTIMATION FOR INTERVAL - DATA

As explained previously in subsection 4.1.4, the correlation properties are used to minimize the uncertainty extent into the interval observations. The VT approach permits also
deriving an equivalent sample matrix for the interval one (cf. subsection 3.3.3.1, page 66).
After that, as a key component from the proposed optimization strategy, the covariance
between system variables are assessed using a covariance matrix (cf. equation (4.5)).
As soon as the required covariances are obtained, the correlation that relates variables
may be approximated. Nonetheless, the suggested correlation characterization method
for interval data suffers from several drawbacks:
• To evaluate the covariance between interval variables in a simple manner, the
method introduced in subsection 4.1.4 uses the maximum likelihood estimator (cf.
equation (4.5)). This latter, known also as the Sample Covariance Matrix (SCM) in
the computational statistics literature, is relevant only for Gaussian data [190], [206].
When data alter to be non-Gaussian, the SCM becomes useless.
• Under the absence of a simple full interval method for correlation assessment, the
VT is used for this reason. Especially if widths of interval observations are important, the use of vertices (end-points of intervals) to calculate the correlation may turn
the observations into impulsive samples. Hence, the correlation estimation may be
degraded by the loss of local stationarity in the data distribution. Consequently, a
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regression technique for the impulsive observations is needed before proceeding
the covariance/correlation estimation.

• As illustrated in subsection 4.1.4, the proposed method to shrink the interval TTC
bounds exploits the correlation features of the navigation system. However, the occurrence of successive outliers might corrupt the historical features that describe
the navigation system dynamics. This can discredit the suggested method consistency. Misleading results can be outputted and may invoke the failure of the risk
management layout.

To overcome the disadvantages of the formerly suggested method, a more reliable way to
proceed the interval-based correlation analysis is presented in this section. The robustness of the correlation assessment for interval data against outliers is improved via advanced statistical methods. Although the employment of those techniques is mainstream
in the data analysis, they have never been applied before as pre-processing procedures
for the set-membership computation. The proposed enhancements have a great practical
importance for the accuracy and confidence of the set-membership results.

4.2.1/

S AMPLES

UPDATE

For a given couple of variables (a, b), COVa,b is computed by means of several previous
samples of a and b. In that regard, the work reported in [258] proved that the number
of samples used during the covariance computation has a great impact on the results.
By increasing the sample size to take into account the new incoming data describing the
system operation in run-time, the obtained covariance values may be saturated under the
influence of the large number of older samples. For this reason, the evaluation of the
covariance/correlation in our case of study should always be done with a fixed number
of samples rather than an increasing sample size. At each sampling period, the collected observations are updated with the newly incoming data, and the oldest samples
are excluded. In such terms, the sample size influence on the correlation assessment is
prohibited [258]. The fixed number of the examined observations must be well selected.
A large number of samples will lead to saturation and the correlation-based detection
of anomalies will become less sensitive to the instantaneous changes in the navigation
dynamics [258].

4.2.2/

S AMPLE

MATRIX CENTERING

The covariance between variables is determined by examining the collected samples.
However, different units and scales can be used for the observations. The scaling-related
ambiguity can be avoided simply via standardization. Sample centering is a common
practice that guarantees the correctness of the statistical analysis [33], [316]. For every
variable, samples are rearranged by subtracting their sample mean. At first, the mean
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value Mi=1..m and the standard deviation σi=1..m of each column from XH are calculated:

NXH

X


1



xi (k)
M
=
i



NXH k=1


(4.9)


NXH


X

1


2

(xi (k) − Mi )2


σi = NXH
k=1
The centralized matrix Xc = [Xc1 , · · · , Xcm ] is then constructed by taking into account the
calculated Mi and σi of each column of the initial dataset XH :
XCi = XHi −

Mi
σi

(4.10)

The resulting matrix is constructed from the observations of the same dispersion and
mean values. Thus, the samples collected in XC are independent of the scale and the
unit defined by the measurement channels. Remarkably, the use of centring as a preprocessing step is not imperative, but heavily recommended for a more reliable distributional analysis of data.

4.2.3/

R OBUST

EVALUATION OF COVARIANCE MATRIX

As already stated, the SCM is not sufficiently reliable in the presence of outliers and impulsive measurements. Alternative covariance computation structures, which are joined with
more advanced statistical techniques, have been introduced in the literature to handle
this issue [34, 58, 60]. Various probabilistic data classifiers were developed to distinguish
between significant and erroneous measurements to perform an outlier-free sample estimate [96]. Only significant data participate in the sample covariance estimation. However,
in some cases, regular observations may be excluded from the covariance estimation. In
addition, the most suitable probability function fitting the distribution of the studied samples must at first be determined [48]. Another way to mitigate the outlier effects is to
inspect the density of the data distribution over time [164]. Indeed, outliers, aberrant
values and noise disperse the real geometrical distribution of data. Since it describes
how variable attributes are spread out from their average value, the variance associated
to data samples has been used to derive regression techniques [151], [326]. According to the mean-variance optimization theory, data distribution is adjusted to minimize
the global variance of data. In this context, several variance majorization/minimization
algorithms have been put into practice to reduce the fluctuation in data variances.
To improve the study of the correlation between interval data, an alternative estimator
for the covariance matrix is used instead of the SCM. The adopted technique explores
the distributional features of observations in the data representation space. Contrary to
the conventional SCM estimator, observations have not the same relevance in the robust
covariance estimation. Every observation is weighted to prohibit its deviation from the
global distribution presented by most data. The re-weighted robust covariance matrix
associated to XH = [x1 , . . . , xm ] ∈ R(NXH ×m) , named Σrobust , is expressed as follows:
NXH −1 NXH

Σrobust =

P

P

i=1

j=i+1

ω(i, j)((x(i) − x( j))(x(i) − x( j))T )
NXH −1 NXH

P

P

i=1

i+=1

(4.11)
ω(i, j)
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where the weight terms ω(i, j) are written as:
β
ω(i, j) = exp(− (x(i) − x( j))T Σ−1 (x(i) − x( j)))
2

(4.12)

Note that β is a smoothing constant used to calibrate the rearrangement of the data
distribution. The criterion of optimality related to the selection of β are detailed in [251].
The weight expression (equation (4.12)) ensures a moderate sample arrangement, where
the weight drops down as a given observation gets more distant from the sample average.
The majority of methods in the literature have suffered from masking effect problems;
i.e., only a limited number of outliers can be detected and suppressed. Unlike these
methods, the proposed robust covariance estimation is efficient regardless of the number
of existing outliers. The relevance of the adopted method was demonstrated in [251]
through extensive tests on numerous well-known datasets. The robust estimation of the
covariance matrix for interval data can be summarized in Algorithm 6:
Algorithm 6: Robust covariance matrix estimation
Inputs : N, m, X.
Output: Σrobust .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-Update X (cf. subsection 4.2.1).
-Construct the interval data matrix XI .
-Apply the vertices technique.
-Standardize/center XH (cf. equations (4.9) and (4.10)).
-Calculate the standard covariance matrix Σ.
for i = 1 to NXH − 1 do
for j = i + 1 to NXH do
-Calculate ω(i, j):
ω(i, j) = exp(− β2 (x(i) − x( j))T Σ−1 (x(i) − x( j)))
-Calculate Σrobuste :
NX −1 NX
H
P
PH

11

Σrobust =

i=1

ω(i, j)((x(i)−x( j))(x(i)−x( j))T )

j=i+1
NX −1 NX
H
P
PH
i=1

12
13

ω(i, j)

i+=1

end
end
Algorithm 6 ensures in a natural way error mitigation and regression by fitting the data
distribution. Accordingly, the introduced correlation characterization of interval data is
resistant to outliers and less sensitive to impulsive disturbances. Then, the developed
ACC simulator is used to evaluate the role of the covariance robust estimation and the
proposed statistical steps in guaranteeing a satisfactory level of accuracy. Attention is
paid here particularly to the correlation that relates [Vi ] and [V j ]. This correlation value
has a qualitative impact on the performances of the studied ACC system. It is important to
recall that the correlation factor varies between [−1, 1] to indicate the dependency strength
between variables. The ACC adapts the follower velocity to the leader in order to maintain
the required safety distance and to ensure the navigation stability. Hence, it is important
to maintain a steady and smooth evolution of the correlation between [Vi ] and [V j ]. In
this view, the results of the correlation values for couple ([Vi ], [V j ]) narrowed according
to the correlation analysis proceeded based on the SCM approach and the proposed
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robust covariance estimation are recorded. In addition, multiple outliers are injected in
the samples of both variables. The evolution of the correlation based on both approaches
are then compared with the correlation assessed with the exact values of Vi and V j , where
no uncertainty is injected. The obtained results are illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Correlation assessment for interval variables [Vi ] and [V j ].

Obviously, the robust covariance estimation contributes strongly to narrowing the interval
widths of measurements with a better impact on the correlation evolution. Compared to
the SCM-based approach, the findings of the robust covariance estimation is closer to the
exact results. Furthermore, the re-weighted arrangement of the data distribution ensured
by the robust covariance computation leads to a smoother correlation progression.

4.3/

S ECOND - ORDER VS . FIRST ORDER INTERVAL TTC

Designing high fidelity models for dynamic systems and IVs in particular is not trivial. It
requires in fact the involvement of all the influencing parameters and physical quantities
into the studied system model. On the other hand, applying several simplifications on
models for practical aims is common. In this view, model reduction is among reasons that
stand behind modeling errors.
Given that the analytical formalization of the previously proposed interval-based TTC includes few simplifications, this section tends to analyze the interval-based/data-driven
modeling strategy in dealing with the model reduction-related errors. A higher-order
model to estimate the TTC is suggested. It describes in a better way the evolution of
vehicle motions for the car-following scenario. Henceforth, the first order TTC interval
model refers to the formerly proposed model (cf. section 4.1). Respectively, the highorder model joined with the correlation analysis, introduced in the current section, is denoted in the sequel by the interval second TTC model. From an analytical standpoint, the
second-order interval TTC model is a quadratic interval polynomial i.e., the polynomial
coefficients are in the shape of intervals. This is indeed the first utilization of the interval
polynomial to cope with safety verification and uncertainty characterization for IVs [5, 8].
In what follows, the second order interval TTC formalization is detailed. Then, the selected method to find roots of polynomials with perturbed coefficients is explained. Finally, consequences of the up-grade in the set-membership model formalization from the
first to the second order are studied through simulations. The analysis of the first and
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second order interval-based TTC results should reveals both of the interval analysis and
the correlation role in covering and compensating the modeling errors.

4.3.1/

S ECOND

ORDER INTERVAL - BASED

TTC

FORMALIZATION

By building on the vehicles’ separation distance model, one more additional parameter
can be derived to describe the evolution of interactions between vehicles. In addition
to equation (4.2), the variation of the change rate in the separation distance between
vehicles, denoted d̈i j is expressed as:
d̈i j =
For clarification, d̈i j
(4.2) and (4.13), it
approximated from
d̈i j is always equal
polynomial:

1
(Vi − V j )T (Vi − V j ) − ḋi2j
di j

(4.13)

is obtained by deriving equation (4.2). By putting together equations
has been proven in [310] that a more accurate TTC value can be
both vehicles motion equations. By excluding the assumption that
to zero, the relation linking di j , ḋi j and d̈i j is given by the following

1
2
di j + ḋi j T TCO2 + d̈i j T TCO2
=0
2

(4.14)

Actually, equation (4.14) represents the analytical formula of the desired higher-order
model. When d̈i j , 0, the T TCO2 consists of the second-order TTC value, which is
reached by solving the polynomial equation (4.14) [8]. Hereafter, T TCO1 is used to refer to the TTC value given formerly by the first-order model underlined by equation (4.4).
Indeed, the established model indicates instants of any collision manifestation with the
condition that both vehicles maintain their current velocities. In the case where the polynomial expression has multiple roots, only a single value should be held from the set of
roots. Hence, the appropriate value assigned to T TCO2 pinpoints the instant of the first
potential collision. Consequently, it matches the first time that the separation distance
between vehicles would be zero. According to this understanding, T TCO2 is determined
in the following manner. Whenever d̈i j = 0 or no root is found for equation (4.14), the
reduced model is used and T TCO2 is assumed to be equal to T TCO1 . Once two real
positive roots are obtained, the root of the lower value is selected. When a single root is
positive and the other one is negative, the positive one is admitted. A couple of negative
roots can be also found. In such a case, the root with the closet absolute value should be
selected since it represents the most recent interaction between vehicle motions.
Accordingly, the following system is obtained by extending equation (4.14) to handle
interval-data:

[di j ]



[T
TC
]
=
−

O1



[ḋi j ]




1


[di j ] + [ḋi j ][T TCO2 ] + [d̈i j ][T TC2O ]2 = 0
2

(4.15)

Let consider [<] the selected polynomial root of equation (4.14). In an identical manner
to the deterministic case detailed above, [<] is the root corresponding to the first collision
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interval time. To properly define [<], note that the absolute value of an interval variable
[x] is calculated as:
|[x]| = abs([x]) = max(|x|, |x|)

(4.16)

Similarly, to compare two distinct intervals [x1 ] and [x2 ], the following relation is used:
x1 < x2 =⇒ [x1 ] < [x2 ]

(4.17)

Eventually, by taking into account the communication latencies, the interval-based final
formalization of the second-order TTC adopted in this section is defined as:
[T TCO2 ] = [<] − [T V2V ] − [T L ]

(4.18)

More precisely, the set-membership second-order model is reduced and equation (4.4) is
used to define [T TCO2 ] solely if [<] = ∅ or [d̈i j ] = 0:
[T TCO2 ] = [T TCO1 ] − [T V2V ] − [T L ]

4.3.2/

S OLVING

(4.19)

QUADRATIC INTERVAL POLYNOMIAL

An important research work has been devoted to solve interval polynomials. However,
the majority of the proposed strategies are cumbersome and time-consuming [102], [339].
Another part from the literature focused in providing simpler and faster approaches to find
the interval roots [106]. Nonetheless, only a prior guess for regions enclosing the exact
roots have been estimated by these approaches.
Instead of the aforementioned solutions, the adopted method herein counts on interpreting the combination given by endpoints of the interval coefficients. It allows the determination of all possible framing boundaries functions associated to the quadratic interval
polynomial. Correspondingly, sharp bounds for roots are obtained rapidly without being
affected by the pessimism effects. Hence, let assume that the quadratic interval polynomial can be written as:
P([x]) = [a]x2 + [b]x + [c]
(4.20)
Indeed, the adopted method is based on the reformulation of the polynomial throughout
its boundary functions, such as P([x] = [P([x]), P([x])]. Initially, eight distinct real functions
can be distinguished directly through bounds of [a], [b] and [c]:


f1








 f3




f5





f
7

= ax2 + bx + c;

f2 = ax2 + bx + c

= ax2 + bx + c;

f4 = ax2 + bx + c

= ax2 + bx + c;

f6 = ax2 + bx + c

= ax2 + bx + c;

f8 = ax2 + bx + c

(4.21)

Based on the interpretation of the dominant term of P([x]), one can deduce that P([x]) is
framed by ( f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 ). Respectively, it is quite clear that functions ( f5 , f6 , f7 , f8 ) are
enclosures of P([x]). Otherwise, it important to notice that:



f3 ≤ f4
 f1 ≤ f2 ;
(4.22)


 f6 ≥ f5 ;
f7 ≥ f8
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To simplify the notation, let suppose that P1 = f1 , P2 = f3 , P3 = f8 and P4 = f6 . Consequently, it can be deduced that:

2


P1 = ax + bx + c, if x ≥ 0
P(x) = 
(4.23)

P2 = ax2 + bx + c, if x ≤ 0
and


2


P3 = ax + bx + c,
P(x) = 

P4 = ax2 + bx + c,

if x ≥ 0
if x ≤ 0

(4.24)

In such a manner, systems (4.23) and (4.24) permit together to simplify the original interval problem. Because Pi=1..4 are non-interval real functions, solving the interval polynomial is from right now feasible via standard real arithmetic. Figure 4.7 depicts illustrative
examples of quadratic interval polynomials presented through their boundary functions.

(a) Example 1.

(b) Example 2.

Figure 4.7: Examples of quadratic interval polynomials.
At this stage, it remains to look for sets satisfying P([x]) ≤ 0 ≤ P([x]) to solve the problem.
Hence, a simple algorithm introduced in [130] and [131] is adopted to define the interval
roots in function of the real solutions of Pi=1..4 . All roots of Pi=1..4 must be calculated
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through an interval analysis-based approach. Indeed, several theoretical and numerical
methods are available to isolate roots of real polynomials while considering rounding
errors. As soon as all the interval roots of every Pi are obtained, they must be arranged
in a list L. Multiple interval roots should be entered twice into L. Few instruction must
be followed to properly arrange elements of L. It is important to notice that P1 and P2
enclose P([x]) exclusively when x ≥ 0 (cf. equation (4.23)). Consequently, each negative
root or part of a root issued from P1 and P2 should be eliminated from L. In a similar way,
positive roots or parts of roots originated from P3 and P4 should be discarded. Besides,
there are few exceptions that must be considered. Notably, a double root is found at x = 0
for (P1 , P2 ) when c = 0 and respectively for (P3 , P4 ) if c = 0. For both cases, this root must
be added only once to L. In addition, in some cases, degenerate infinite intervals should
be placed in L. According to [130], −∞ should be inserted into L when equation (4.25) is
satisfied:
a < 0 ∨ (a = 0 ∧ b > 0) ∨ (a = 0 ∧ b = 0 ∧ c ≤ 0)
(4.25)
Seemingly, +∞ is placed in L in the following case:
a < 0 ∨ (a = 0 ∧ b > 0) ∨ (a = 0 ∧ b = 0 ∧ c ≤ 0)

(4.26)

Afterwards, let consider [S i ] = [S i , S i ] the intervals remaining in L. The set of intervals
[S i ] must be sorted in a way that S i ≤ S i+1 . Let denote by n the number of intervals held
in L (six interval roots in maximum). At the last stage from the interval root determination
algorithm, the final solution is obtained relatively to n. Table 4.5 recapitulates the algorithm
outcome according to possible values of n. Unlike the non-interval polynomials, quadratic
interval polynomials may have as a maximum three roots (see Figure 4.7).
Table 4.5: P([x]) interval roots relatively to n
List length
n=0
n=2
n=4
n=6

Interval roots
∅
[S 1 , S 2 ]
[S 1 , S 2 ], [S 3 , S 4 ]
[−∞, S 2 ], [S 3 , S 4 ], [S 5 , +∞]

Finally, the required steps to solve an interval polynomial are summarized in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7: Solving interval polynomial
Require: [a], [b] and [c]
Ensure : Solve P([x]) = [a]x2 + [b]x + [c]
1
2
3
4
5
6

-Designate Pi=1..4 (see equations (4.23) and (4.24)).
-Find interval roots of Pi=1..4 .
-Place results in L.
-Add infinite entries ±∞ to L, if needed (cf. equations (4.25) and (4.26)).
-Sort the interval elements in L (S i ≤ S i+1 ).
-Find out the length of L to determine roots of P([x]) (cf. Table 4.5).
Given the nature of the model describing the TTC evolution for a car-following scenario,
the interest has been only given in this section to solve a quadratic interval polynomial.
Remarkably, Algorithm 7 can be extended to deal with interval polynomials regardless to
their degrees. Full details about this issue can be found in [131].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To compare performances of the second and first order interval TTC models, Algorithm 7
is integrated into the already established car-following simulation framework. Accordingly,
the control architecture of the follower vehicle may adapt the reference distance from the
in-front vehicle based on the worst case of hazard assessed either through [T TCO1 ] or
[T TCO2 ]. The simulation setups shown in Table 4.3 are kept the same.
As illustrated in Figure 4.8, [T TCO1 ] and [T TCO2 ] are both tightened via the iterative narrowing. Narrowing reduced the initial uncertainties attributed to [T TCO1 ] with an average
rate of 60.30%. Seemingly, the average reduction in the uncertainty extent of [T TCO2 ] is
around 65.79 %.

(a) First order TTC model results.

(b) Second order TTC model results.

Figure 4.8: [T TCO1 ] and [T TCO2 ] evolution before/after narrowing.
After narrowing, the average widths of [T TCO1 ] and [T TCO2 ] all along the simulation execution time are respectively around 1.25s and 1.58s. With respect to these results, one
can deduce that the second-order set-membership TTC formalization is quite more pessimistic than the first-order interval model. It may be presumed that this fact is caused
by the “dependency effect”, which is emphasized by the model up-grade. The multiple
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appearance of several interval variables in the expression of the interval polynomial coefficients accentuates the “dependency effect” (cf. equations (4.3), (4.13) and (4.15)).
Respectively, Figure 4.9 compares the TTC narrowed interval results with the exact
T TCO1 and T TCO2 . Once again, it is worth to remind that the exact results (T TCO1 and
T TCO2 ) are estimated without injecting any sort of noises in the simulation dynamics. The
depicted results demonstrate consistency of the interval-based modeling allied with the
correlation analysis. For the whole time, both the [T TCO1 ] and [T TCO2 ] enclose tightly the
exact results. However, bounds of [T TCO1 ] are notably the sharpest enclosures for the
exact values. Definitely, the decision making for autonomous navigation is more reliable
with less uncertainties.

Figure 4.9: T TCO1 and T TCO2 enclosures compared with exact results.
Due to its simplicity, the first-order interval model is more computationally effective than
the higher-order model. At every sample time during simulations, about of 0.09s as an
average additional time is required to solve the interval polynomial to assess [T TC2 ].2
As obvious from simulations, the first-order TTC interval model permitted to master
the uncertainty-issued risks with more compact results. Consequently, combining the
interval-arithmetic with the correlation analysis can be regarded as an efficient methodology to compensate modeling errors. Without any need for complicated and time consuming models, the proposed modeling approach is convenient especially to perform risk
management for IVs since it compromise between accuracy and simplicity. All along the
remaining of this chapter, the first-order interval formalization of the TTC is admitted for
the risk management instead of the second-order model.

4.4/

C OMBINATION OF INTERVAL ANALYSIS / STOCHASTIC RESULTS

The final purpose of this chapter is to integrate uncertainty-robust risk management into ACC while guaranteeing safety and optimality. At this stage, a combined
stochastic/interval-based policy to define the TTC and respectively dre f is presented [3].
The idea of merging intervals with stochastic methods has been indeed poorly stud2

The simulations are conducted on an Intel i5 Processor with 3.5 GHz and 16 GB memory.
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ied in the literature. The motivations and steps to manage risks based on a combined
stochastic/interval-based policy are detailed in the following subsections:

4.4.1/

M AIN

MOTIVATIONS

It was demonstrated that correlation-based interval narrowing (cf. section 4.1) discarded
around 64% of overestimated uncertainties. Nevertheless, the obtained results remained
too conservative. Despite the heuristic narrowing of the interval data, the suggested approach is still pessimistic due to the initial exaggerated uncertainty assignment for intervals. Definitely, the pessimism would impact the choice of dre f . Even though the interval
analysis are guaranteed and the obtained bounds are validated through the system historical properties, sharper bounds for the min/max safety margins are needed.
For highway or urban driving areas, the spacing between vehicles should be minimized
to avoid the traffic distribution and congestion. In this context, the conservatism impacts
would be more important in a larger scale. For instance, an optimal control for platoons
is unfeasible via the proposed method. Maintaining a conservative separation distance
between vehicles is not efficient for platoon formation. In fact, problems related to traffic
jams and road congestion are getting currently more attention in the literature due to the
exponential increase in the number of vehicles in-roads. In rural or urban regions, the
expansion in the world population is entailing an extra-load on both public and individual
transport means. Referring to the predictions presented in [201], around 70 million of
connected vehicles will be present in the worldwide roads soon by the year 2023. Later in
the year 2030, the total number of vehicles (intelligent and common vehicles) in the entire
world roads is expected to exceed 2 billion vehicle.
Accordingly, it is mandatory to improve the proposed interval-based risk management
utility by decreasing the spacing between vehicles while ensuring safety. Herein, the
utility (or the optimality) means estimating the different states of the navigation while getting closer to the reality to define properly the safety measures. Besides, the proposed
interval-based uncertainty assessment is highly sensitive to changes in measurement
conditions. From a safety point of view, it is advisable to take more caution in case of
bad measurement conditions. However, the continuous change in the environmental factors, which are taken into account to quantify uncertainties, may cause the degradation
of other important aspects of the navigation process. For instance, the environmental
changes may entail an irregular evolution of the spacing between vehicles, which leads
to large jerk values. By definition, the jerk consists of the longitudinal acceleration oscillations [255]. Under these oscillations, a non-smooth and abrupt change in the vehicle
motion take a place due to the repeated bounding between acceleration/deceleration.
One way to face the pessimism effects of the set-membership computation is to combine
the interval analysis with stochastic approaches. Several approaches have been introduced in the control engineering literature that merge interval analysis and probabilistic
methods [93], [198]. However, a clear and methodological layout to merge the results of
the distinct approaches has never been defined.
Thus, a relevant policy to combine the interval analysis with stochastic methods is
proposed in the sequel to overcome pessimism and to ensure the navigation stability
and passengers comfort. Since it is based on the credibility assessment of results,
the proposed method may be seen as a reliability-oriented merging model for the setmembership/stochastic findings.
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C ONFIDENCE

METRICS FOR MERGING INTERVAL - BASED AND STOCHAS -

TIC RESULTS

To optimize the car-following impact on the traffic flow, an interval-based/stochastic target
selection for ACC is introduced. In this view, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to
estimate the states of vehicles. Correspondingly, the vehicle motions are represented in
the following model:



 xk+1 = f (xk , uk ) + wk
(4.27)


zk = h(xk ) + vk
where xk , zk and uk are respectively the vehicle state vector, the observed state and
the control input, and wk and vk are respectively the process noise and the measurement
noise. The evolution of the system states and the observations are estimated respectively
thanks to f and h.
Optimal uncertainty characterization implies neither underestimating nor overestimating the uncertainty affecting the navigation. Respectively, the arbitrary merging of setmembership/stochastic findings may raise the error rate in final estimates. Subsequently,
both approaches should be relevantly merged according to a confidence weighting strategy. In fact, the consistency check of the uncertainty evaluation has been rarely studied.
Mostly, the existing contributions rely on a simple comparison with true ground results,
which are not always available in reality.
In the following, two confidence evaluation metrics are introduced to decrease the nonoverlapping ratio of the set-membership and stochastic methods. Notably, the interval
analysis results are guaranteed, so the consistency assessment is restricted for the EKF.

4.4.2.1/

C UMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION - BASED CONFIDENCE ASSESSMENT

Roughly, the stochastic filtering is carried out by propagating the covariance of the system parameters through a particular model. Nevertheless, the way the covariance is
propagated is not further verified. Mainly, the system non-linearity and non-Gaussianity
of parameters are the origins of the inexact covariance propagation over time [345].
Consequently, a metric evaluating the accumulated error in the propagated covariances
is put forward. It is inspired from confidence-weighted learning practiced by several classification approaches [85], [88]. These methods are usually conjoined with the probability
estimation of correct classification. The cumulative error rate in the estimates is frequently assessed through the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) [291]. Notably, the
CDF estimation is widely used for evaluating novel filtering techniques and developing
several statistical normality tests [205], [311].
Indeed, the CDF examines the data distribution via the Gauss error function, named er f .
It represents the probability that an estimated variable may be greater than a certain
value. Intuitively, the CDF may be interpreted to judge whether the EKF estimates have
been over/under-estimated.
Consider a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation and a mean, noted respectively σ and µ. Actually, xi=1... j is a set of j states estimated by the EKF at instant tk . The
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CDF associated to a given state is expressed by:
∀i = 1 . . . j, CDF|k (xi ) =

1
xi − µ i
∗ (1 + er f (
√ ))
2
σi ∗ 2

(4.28)

Afterwards, a reliability metric, denoted ξCDF|k , is derived based on the CDF concept. It
characterizes the global error in the covariance propagation into the EKF at instant tk :
ξCDF|k = mean[CDF|k (x1 ), . . . , CDF|k (x j )]

4.4.2.2/

(4.29)

R EDUNDANT MODELING - BASED CONFIDENCE ASSESSMENT

As a model-based estimator, the EKF uses a motion model to predict transitions in the
vehicle states. Then, it is susceptible to severe modeling imperfections due to common
practices, as linearization and discretization. Accordingly, a redundant modeling is proposed to capture the EKF errors. Through deviations between both models, a relevant
trust estimation for the EKF performances is derived. For the sake of credibility, the backup model should be analytically different from the original one. Despite their dissimilarity,
a correct filtering should be approved by a great similarity in the predictions of distinct
models. The mismatch between models is exploited to assess the filtering quality.
In practice, a tricycle kinematic-based motion model is adopted for the EKF. Similarly,
a back-up motion model using the road curvature as a predictive variable is selected to
apply our confidence assessment method [313]. After that, the vehicle’s traveled distance
between successive instants tk−1 and tk , denoted ∆d , is predicted by both models. ∆d
presents the relative transition in the navigation dynamics between a past state and a
current one. For the back-up model, ∆d is determined by equation (4.30) [313]:
∆d =

CR0 (k) − CR0 (k − 1)
CR1 (k − 1)

(4.30)

where CR1 (k − 1) is the corresponding curvature change rate, and CR0 (k − 1) and CR0 (k)
are respectively the vehicle’s local curvature at instants tk−1 and tk . Notably, the road
curvature is measured in the run-time by cyber physical systems. Finally, an error rate
between both models, denoted by ξm , is obtained to report the filtering confidence. Figure
4.10 illustrates the EKF modeling reliability assessment principle.

Figure 4.10: Reliability check for EKF modeling performances.
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I NTERVAL - BASED /S TOCHASTIC

RISK MANAGEMENT FOR

ACC

SYSTEM

The interval-based/stochastic uncertainty handling and confidence weighting are exploited to monitor ACC. An adaptive target assignment is introduced to maintain a reference distance from the leader. This distance must ensure a safe TTC between vehicles
in a short term. Hence, [T TC1 ] and [dre f 1 ] denote the intervals issued from the overapproximation without narrowing. [T TC2 ] and [dre f 2 ] are intervals obtained through the
correlation-based optimization step. Similarly, T TC EKF and dEKF designate the TTC and
dre f obtained through the EKF outputs.
Since the EKF results are uncertain, it is not possible to use a formal model to combine
the results of the interval-based and stochastic approaches. Instead, the convergence
rate between both approaches is interpreted. Especially in case of a conflict between the
outputs of both approaches, the results are heuristically combined based on the confidence level of the EKF findings.
The proposed method in this section creates a sort of complementarity between the setmembership and stochastic approaches. The interval-based method defines the min/max
safety thresholds. Once the EKF estimations are out of regions determined via the interval
analysis, the filter findings are merged with the interval-based results to compensate
inaccuracy. The EKF results contribute also to improving the optimality. Accordingly, an
adaptive algorithm is adopted herein to ensure a safe and optimal target selection by
treating the following cases:
• Case1:
dEKF ∈ [dre f 2 ]
When dEKF is jointly enclosed inside [dre f 1 ] and [dre f 2 ] ([dre f 2 ] ⊂ [dre f 1 ]). It means
that the EKF outputs agree with the set-membership results. Looking for optimality,
the target is assigned through dEKF to reduce pessimism.
• Case2:
dEKF < [dre f 1 ]
In this case, the EKF outputs diverge away from the largest bounds obtained by the
interval analysis. Thus, the worst risk case is admitted by re-initializing the initial
EKF states and selecting dre f 1 to determine the target.
• Case3:
dEKF ∈ [dre f 1 ] and dEKF < [dre f 2 ]
This is the most confusing situation. The EKF outputs are not entirely diverging,
but they are far away from correlation-issued bounds. Consequently, the results are
merged based on a confidence assessment process (see subsection 4.4.2) without
over/under-estimating uncertainties.
The result combination in case 3 at instant tk is achieved by reducing the gap between
dEKF and mid([dre f 2 ]). This latter is denoted by Υ =| dEKF − mid([dre f 2 ]) |. Hence, the new
adaptive value of dre f , noted dadap , is defined as follows:



dEKF − (ξCDF|k + ξm ) × Υ, if dEKF > mid([dre f 2 ])
dadap = 
(4.31)

dEKF + (ξCDF|k + ξm ) × Υ, if dEKF < mid([dre f 2 ])
Equation (4.31) ensures the closeness of the results to the true values, which are represented by the interval regions validated via the statistical system properties. Eventually,
the merge results are fixed based on the inaccuracy range indicated by the confidence
metrics associated to the EKF. Finally, Figure 4.11 depicts the follower target generation
principle.
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Figure 4.11: Suggested ACC principle.

Afterwards, all the required steps to put in practice the proposed interval-based/stochastic
approach are recapitulated in what follows:

Figure 4.12: Flowchart of target set-point generation strategy.
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On the other hand, Figure 4.13 presents the designed ACC architecture. By examining
the EKF findings and these enclosures, the adaptive algorithm selects an optimal and
safe target, which is finally reached by the control unit with a desired orientation and
velocity.

Figure 4.13: Set-membership/stochastic ACC architecture.

4.4.4/

S IMULATION

RESULTS

In the following test scenario, the dre f results according to different formalizations are
analyzed (see Figure 4.14). These results are compared first with the exact dre f values,
which are calculated without injecting any noise in measurements. The results show a
fall in the uncertainty extent due to the correlation analysis. The average width of [dre f 2 ]
is around 0.985 (m). Such an uncertainty marge is still considerable, which proves the
need to overcome the pessimism of the proposed interval-based approach.

Figure 4.14: dre f evolution.
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Next, the combined interval-based/stochastic approach advantages in compromising between safety and optimality are evaluated. As shown in Figure 4.15, dEKF and dadap are
coincident, since dEKF is almost enclosed inside [dre f 2 ]. Therefore, the filtering quality is
validated. The confidence weighting (case 3 in subsection 4.4.3) is not proceeded. In
terms of optimality, the gain in the spacing between vehicles by assuming dadap rather
than dre f 2 reaches 1.33 (m) as a maximum and an average of 0.349 (m) in each control
cycle.

Figure 4.15: dre f evolution for EKF correct behavior.

To comprehensively validate the proposed approach, the next simulation scenario is carried out with an improper conditioned EKF due to an imperfect characterization of initial
states and noise features. Such problems entail definitely poor performances in handling
severe uncertainties. Then, additional uncertainty amounts, which may reach 0.12 m/s
(around 0.55% of the real value), are incorporated in the measurements of Vi at P1 , P2
and P3 . The obtained results are depicted in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: dre f evolution for EKF imperfect behavior.
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The confidence weighting to merge the EKF and the set-membership results is extensively applied at P1 , P2 , and P3 . Table 4.6 illustrates the error in the reference distance
given by each method relative to the exact dre f .
Table 4.6: Error impacting dre f
Average error impacting dEKF (m)
Average error impacting dadap (m)
Maximal error impacting dEKF (m)
Maximal error impacting dadap (m)

P1
0.322
0.033
0.423
0.080

P2
0.613
0.178
0.774
0.255

P3
0.476
0.121
0.575
0.151

Compared to the EKF, the combined risk management guarantees navigation safety and
optimality. Uncertainty-induced risks are mastered with particular optimization in spacing
between vehicles. The set-membership/stochastic car-following ensures a strongly safe
navigation, by depending not only on the filtering process, but also on the interval safety
margins. In such a way, the EKF approach inaccuracy has been compensated and the
pessimism of the proposed interval-based safety verification layout has been decreased.

4.5/

C ONCLUSION

This chapter presented guaranteed solutions to handle uncertainties and risks endangering Intelligent Vehicles (IVs) during car-following situations. As an approach to meet safe
and reliable autonomous navigation in the car-following context, a novel set-membership
strategy to assess situational risk through the Time-To-Collision (TTC) computation was
introduced. This new concept of the set-membership TTC combines the best features
of the interval-based modeling of uncertainty evolution and the data-driven/correlationbased analysis of the system historical properties. Unlike the existing risk management
and uncertainty handling methods, the defined strategy to quantify uncertainties and errors in the navigation dynamics relies on a careful consideration of sever new emergent
challenges such as Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication latencies and automotive
embedded system delays. Further, several enhancements for the statistical process devoted to calculate the correlation for interval data were applied. For more relevant data
analysis via the correlation assessment, robust statistical instructions were exploited to
interpret the structure and distribution of the interval-type data. Compared to the standard estimation of covariance/correlation, the simulation results proved the efficiency of
the adopted statistical procedures in analyzing the system historical features, even under the presence of outliers. Nonetheless, the proposed interval-based schema for risk
management may be too conservative due to the pessimism. In an effort bridge this gap,
the interval-based modeling was combined with the stochastic characterization of uncertainty. Hence, a methodological merge between the two proposed approaches has been
performed based on several reliability and confidence oriented metrics. The carried out
simulations demonstrated that the combined approaches high ability in ensuring safety,
robustness against uncertainty and satisfying requirements of optimal navigation.

5
M ATERIAL

CONSTRAINTS - RELATED

RELIABILITY ISSUES : FAULTS AND
ON - BOARD COMMUNICATION DELAYS

In previous chapters, guaranteed navigation approaches and risk management schema
have been introduced. These latter are high level software solutions targeting the navigation safety assurance. Nonetheless, once these strategies are well defined, it is important
to handle material constraints related to the on-board equipments, where the high level
navigation algorithms are deployed. Although the high level approaches are sufficiently
reliable, the Intelligent Vehicle (IV) safety is still tightly linked to the proper operation of its
embedded system. This issue is emphasized by the deep complexity of modern IV embedded systems, where several strict material constraints must not be violated. Hence,
increasing the high level software awareness of the IV material constraints is now required
more than ever. As a complementary contribution for the already proposed work in previous chapters, the material aspects related to IVs internal composition/communication are
considered in this chapter in a more detailed manner.
Despite the high level algorithms capacities in mastering uncertainties, the measurement
errors may exceed the normal rate due to fault occurrence at the material level. Correspondingly, the high level uncertainty handling approaches must be reinforced by a fault
detection layer. Side by side, the diagnosis and uncertainty handling approaches should
collaborate to ensure robustness to uncertainties and faults.
Aside from faults, intra-communication latencies are another important sort of material
constraints imposed by the IV on-board composition. Such delays may slow down reactions made by the IV high level safety verification techniques. In chapter 4, an intracommunication latency aware risk management for IVs was presented. However, there
was no clear strategy permitting to quantify and characterize such delays. In this view,
the current chapter is dedicated to deal with the mentioned material constraints, which
are faults and intra-vehicular delays.
Indeed, a fault may be defined as an anomaly that entails a deviation in the system
behavior compared to its expected performances. In the literature, faults are usually classified according to their origins, such as sensor faults, actuator faults and component
faults [115]. Differently, faults can be categorized also as permanent (failures that touch
the computational/functional capacities of the system) or intermittent (wiring and connectors imperfections) [278]. Intuitively, it is mandatory to prohibit faults from interrupting
the control instructions and modifying randomly the system input/output features. Ac123
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cordingly, an interval-based diagnosis method, which has a great compatibility with the
already proposed risk management approaches, is detailed in the first part of this chapter. Thus, threats induced from uncertainty and faults are simultaneously handled by the
introduced navigation architecture ( cf. subsection 5.1.3). The computational complexity
and the overall performances of the interval-based diagnosis are discussed and evaluated
through simulations.
Afterwards, the second part of this chapter is devoted to present a Response Time Analysis (RTA)-based algorithm permitting to characterize the variation of the intra-vehicular
communication latencies. A proof of concept of this algorithm is presented by conducting
experiments on an industrial automotive system within a diagnosis context. The evaluation of the diagnosis messages transmission time is indeed crucial, since the violation of
the on-board diagnosis hard deadlines can be destructive. The main advantage of the
suggested RTA method is the characterization of the minimum and maximum potential
delay that may impact a given intra-vehicular message. Hence, the proposed method has
a wide application in the benefits of the diagnosis and the risk management strategies
(especially the set-membership approaches).

5.1/

I NTERVAL - BASED DIAGNOSIS FOR RELIABLE IV S

For any automated process, diagnosis is a central part from the abnormal event management level. In particular, seeking for the most appropriate approach to monitor IVs
is essential. This should be achieved with respect to the IV nature and specific features. Besides, the selection of the relevant diagnosis approach for a given IV depends
on the manner of extracting the required knowledge about the system to report its correct/incorrect functioning. According to this understanding and in order to discuss each
category pros and cons, the existing diagnosis approaches are reviewed in the sequel.

5.1.1/

D IAGNOSIS - RELATED

WORK

Through a deep examination of the literature, the diagnosis methods may be classified
into the different categories detailed in below. For each category, several examples of
fault detection methods are delivered.
• The physical redundancy is a simple approach that duplicates the hardware material
to obtain certain feed-backs about the state of the diagnosed system. In case of
conflicts between each material outcomes, the final diagnosis decision is made
according to a predefined arbitration scheme, such as the limit checking or the
majority voting approaches [115]. Despite its reliability and simplicity, the material
redundancy is definitely expensive and impractical for a whole navigation system.
• A large part from the diagnosis approaches consists of a qualitative procedures.
The main purpose of any qualitative diagnosis is to present a logical formalization
of the causal relation between faults and their corresponding symptoms. Intuitively,
these qualitative models conduct a diagnosis operation without any need for mathematical procedures. Instead, they rely on a symbolic description for the process
distinct operation modes. This allows to detect and localize failure sources by a
simple examination of the diagnosed system measured outputs. In that sense, this
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methodology can be also categorized as a knowledge-based diagnosis. The expert
system is the most known qualitative diagnosis approach in the literature [321]. It
consists of transforming the human expertise to a rule-based reference data-set.
The diagnosis decisions are directly made via a knowledge-based set of rules. The
fault tree analysis is also another qualitative diagnosis method that has been largely
adopted for various systems [295]. Faults are detected thanks to a logical treebased graphical representation of the studied system events. The evaluation of a
given situation via this approach is done by propagating the primary events through
the layers of the constructed tree by means of logic operators. To conclude, the
major advantage of the qualitative approaches is the simplicity of handling a large
number of events/symptoms in short periods of time. However, such qualitative
methods are system specific and cannot be generalized easily.
• Aside from the qualitative strategies, another diagnosis direction has paid attention
to the quantitative methods. In a first step, developing a fault-self-aware system
in this case is met by carrying out a system identification phase. A mathematical
description, which may be built on a statistical or non-statistical formulation, is requested to succeed this step. This description should reveal the system inherent
operational features and/or the analytical redundancy between variables. Afterwards, the mathematical description of the system behavior may be joined with a
set of physical principles to derive quantitative information, known in the literature as
residual or signature. In a such a way, the quantitative diagnosis produces a sort of
fault indicators by interpreting the system parameters and measurable data. Owing
to the simplicity of the state estimation techniques and since faults generally invoke
changes in the state variables, the use of observers as non-statistical fault detectors
was mainstream in the literature. Several varieties of early fault detection methods
were developed based on the sliding observer, adaptive observer, unknown input
observer, etc. [91]. The parity equation approach is another non-statistical diagnosis technique that captures faults starting from the conventional system state space
representation. Thus, the state model is arranged to highlight the analytical parity
relations, where parity means the redundancy between variables [272]. Through a
sort of a residual structuration, faults are detected and easily isolated, since simple
separable fault signature can be deduced from the parity space. Without any use
of statistics and joined with a residual generation phase, the Fuzzy logic and neural
networks have been also used for diagnosis purposes [163], [186]. As obvious, the
non-statistical quantitative diagnosis approaches are relying on models, learning
approaches or analytical redundancy to generate residuals. For the sake of simplicity and to leverage the residual generation, a large number of quantitative diagnosis
approaches have recourse to statistics. The partially least squares, the support
vector machine and the statistical pattern classifiers are among these techniques.
Instead of concentrating on the analytical redundancies, static and/or dynamic historical relations between the measurable variables are assessed through statistical
descriptive metrics [115]. The use of the statistical quantitative diagnosis approach
is becoming more popular recently in many application fields. Since they skip the
modeling or learning phase, these approaches are more quick and less demanding
computationally than the rest of diagnosis strategies.
In particular, the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is the more widespread statistical quantitative fault detection and identification technique. It ensures anomaly detection
regardless to the type and source of fault (sensor, actuator, materiel, etc.). This fact
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discards the need to a large expertise about the diagnosed system and the probable
faults that may impact it. Instead, failures are easily captured by examining the considered system inputs and outputs [218]. Additionally, the PCA method scales down the
measurement dimensionality. It arranges the available data into principle and residual
components [182]. Therefore, only the meaningful and influenceable part of data is kept
to check the system correct operation. As a data-driven approach, the PCA avoids the
complicated system modeling phase. For all its stated advantages, the PCA is highly
recommended to ensure diagnosis for autonomous systems and especially IVs.
With time, the PCA has been adapted in several ways to be convenient for various applications. Thus, a multitude of new PCA extensions have been formulated [191]. The
classical PCA relies on linear projection of data towards a new space of a reduced dimensionality, which facilitates the data interpretation. With accordance to this reasoning,
a new PCA extension was developed to reveal the non-linear dependencies between variables [315]. One of the concerns that preoccupied researchers during the last years is
overcoming the missing data problem while conducting a PCA-based analysis. Evidently,
the PCA process may be aborted due to missing run-time data and measurements. The
iterative PCA has been proposed to face such an issue by initially choosing random data
to fill gaps in incomplete databases [216]. Through a recursive test of the variances of
data, the inserted values are adjusted until reaching a minimum of convergence towards
an appropriate density of the variance [215]. Several researches agree that relying on
the static dependencies between variables is not enough to carry out sound data-based
procedures [86]. From this scope, the dynamic PCA has been introduced to capture the
latent dynamic variation in the correlation relating variables [294]. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is another statistical component inspection approach. It has been
introduced not only for dimensionality reduction, but also to ensure component separation [41]. Usually, ICA is used to distinguish between several sources of signals while
discarding noises [230].
As a fact of matter, all the stated PCA extensions may only handle single-valued data.
From a practical point of view, several cases require processing interval-type data to avoid
loss of information and overstep data inaccuracy. It has been proved also that performing diagnosis in a bounded error context, to consider measurements variability’s, boosts
the accuracy and sensitivity to faults [55], [287]. Correspondingly, the standard PCA is
adapted in the following to take into consideration uncertain/erroneous measurements.

5.1.2/

V ERTICES P RINCIPLE C OMPONENT A NALYSIS (VPCA)

DIAGNOSIS

Since it belongs to the data-driven approaches, the PCA reliability is tightly related to the
measurements accuracy. To face the PCA vulnerability to uncertain data, this section
presents a PCA extension permitting to proceed failure analysis with interval-type data.
Such an extension is expected to enhance the sensitivity to faulty data. In the following,
all the required steps to apply this method are detailed.

5.1.2.1/

VPCA IMPLICIT MODEL AND DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION STEP

The PCA interval extension transforms the measurements from single-type to intervaltype data. Hence, the Vertices Transformation (VT) is used to construct a new singlevalued matrix (cf. subsection 3.3.3.1, page 66). Due to the use of the Vertex-based
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computation, the proposed extension is called VPCA. Indeed, the VPCA is composed
from two fundamental phases. The first step is proceeded in offline to characterize the
system nominal functioning through statistics. Let suppose that the system is described
through its interval-valued variables, inputs and outputs. Accordingly, interval-data matrix,
constructed from N samples of m interval measurement, is obtained. It is worth reminding
that a second single-valued matrix X ∈ [N×2m , m] may be produced via the VT to substitute
the initial interval matrix (cf. subsection 3.3.3.1, page 66). Henceforth, let note by N1 , the
new number of samples in X (number of rows in X), where N1 = 2m × N.
The VPCA offline phase consists of building an implicit data-driven model for the statistical
dependencies between the system variables. This implicit model do not only characterize the system correct operation, but also serves to split the data representation space
into principle and residual components for dimensionality reduction aims. To distinguish
between the significant and non-significant components, the calculation of the covariance
matrix Σ, which is associated to X, is necessary (cf. equation (4.5), page 99). The VPCA
procedure uses also the matrix P = [p1 , p2 , . . . , pm ] ∈ R(m×m) , which is the eigenvector
matrix of Σ, to capture statistical features of the system nominal functioning. Afterwards,
fulfilling a linear transformation into another data representation space is required:
T = XP and X = T PT

(5.1)

where T = [t1 , t2 , . . . , tm ] ∈ RN1 ×m . Then, different statistical analysis, which are applied on Σ
and P, permit to determine the real number of the system principle components, denoted
l. A correct estimation of l is decisive for succeeding the VPCA-based fault detection. A
wrong reduction in the dimension of the data representation space induces definitely misleading diagnosis results. Reader is referred to [292] for a detailed comparison between
approaches allowing to recognize l. In this stage, the Variance of the Reconstruction Error (VRE) method is adopted to explore this parameter [123]. Initially, the mean value of
variance between the system variables is estimated for all l ∈ [1, . . . , m − 1]. Finally, the
value of l that corresponds to the lowest possible variance is admitted. The identification
of l allows immediately to decompose P and T . Henceforward, (P̂, T̂ ) and (P̃, T̃ ) indicate
the principal and the residual spaces associated to P and T . Equations (5.2) and (5.3)
designate dimensions of the principle/residual components:
h
i
P = P̂[m×l] P̃[m×(m−l)]

(5.2)

h
i
T = T̂ [m×l] T̃ [m×(m−l)]

(5.3)

It is worthy to point that the initial data-set can be represented in the following shape
thanks to the latest decomposition of the system components:
X = P̂T̂ T + P̃T̃ T = X̂ + X̃

(5.4)

Finally, the VPCA implicit model within its both principle and residual parts (Ĉ, C̃) is revealed by the expressions below:
Ĉ = P̂P̂T

and

C̃ = P̃P̃T = (Im − Ĉ)

(5.5)

Since the VPCA implicit model extraction is an offline step, the expansion in the dimension
of the data-set X via the VT method does not bring any computational complications.
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5.1.2.2/

VPCA STATISTICAL / THRESHOLD - BASED FAULT DETECTION STEP

The remaining steps from the VPCA technique are dedicated for the run-time. The VPCA
exploits in fact the realized implicit model to capture faults. In that case where the newly
incoming data from measurement tools show an enormous change in the dependencies
between variables, a fault occurrence is admitted. The deviation between the system
nominal and run-time behaviors is assessed through a statistical index generation step.
In this context, various expressions for the PCA-dedicated indexes have been proposed
in the literature (see Table 5.1). For each statistical index, there is also a well-defined
threshold value that must not be exceeded by the index during a system anomaly-free
operation. Table 5.1 presents the most known indexes/thresholds used within the PCA.
Table 5.1: PCA-based fault detection step: indexes/thresholds
Index
Squared Prediction Error (SPE)
Squared weighted error
Hotelling index
Mahalanobis distance

Index expression
x(k)(I − P̃P̃T )x(k)T
x(k)(P̃Λ̃−1 P̃T )x(k)T
x(k)(P̂Λ̂−1 P̂T )x(k)T
x(k)(PΛ−1 PT )x(k)T

Threshold expression
δ2α = g χ2h,α
2 = χ2
TH,α
(m−l),α
Tα2 = χ2l,α
Dα = χ2m,α

Note that k is the index corresponding to the newly up-coming measurements. Λ consists
of the eigenvalue matrix associated to Σ. χ is the chi-square distribution function and α
is an empirically predefined freedom degree parameter [123]. Let assume that λ j are the
eigenvalues of Σ. Then, g and h are calculated in function of λ j as follows:

m
X





θ
=
λij
i





j=l+1




h = f loor(θ1 /θ2 )





g = θ1 /θ2

(5.6)

In the sequel, the SPE index is adopted to perform the fault detection step because of its
low rate of false alarms [1]. As shown in Table 5.1, each new collection of measurements
must be verified and pass the threshold-based diagnosis test. However, the measurements are interval-shaped sets to consider measurement errors. In the meantime, the
VT should be applied locally on the new measurements acquired at instant k. Hence,
as illustrated in Figure 5.1, the estimation of the SPE index is repeated 2m time to verify
every row from the obtained VT-induced matrix.
Compared to the generalized PCA method, the use of the VT in run-time entails an increase in the required number of SPE index-based tests that must be accomplished to
monitor the concerned system. To reach a final diagnosis decision, the highest value
recorded for the SPE index among the 2m obtained values at the instant k is retained.
Such a choice reinforces the VPCA sensitivity to faults. In other words, the VPCA permits to approve or disapprove the system correct behavior regarding to the most critical
situation of uncertainty.
In terms of real time computational constraints, the 2m index values may be calculated
based on a concurrent computing strategy (hardware or software concurrency) [42]. In
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Figure 5.1: VPCA-based run-time fault detection principle.

case of the sequential computation, the VPCA-based fault detection process must satisfy
the following constraint:
∆S ys
∆V PCA ≤ m
(5.7)
2
Where ∆V PCA is the VPCA diagnosis task sampling time and ∆S ys is the monitored system
sampling period.

5.1.2.3/

VPCA FAULT ISOLATION STEP

In presence of faults, succeeding a diagnosis mission requires imperatively to isolate
the anomaly source (faulty variable or parameter). To meet this goal and ensure the
fault localization, the VPCA takes advantage of the statistical redundancies between the
system components. Through the dependency relations captured via the system implicit
model, the VPCA fault localization step assumes that every variable may be erroneous.
Then, it triggers a sort of reconstruction operation for the whole system variables (one
by one). Let suppose that XR is the reconstructed vector associated to one variable from
the initial data-set matrix. Hence, R = 1 · · · m refers to the index of the variable concerned
by the reconstruction. Besides, ΞR represents the matrix that indicates the reconstruction
direction. At a given instant k, the principal part from XR , denoted X̂R , is estimated through
the relations described by equation (5.8):


X̂R = GR X





GR = Im − ΞR (Ξ̃TR Ξ̃R )−1 Ξ̃TR





Ξ̃ = (I − P̂P̂T )Ξ
R
m
R

(5.8)

After proceeding the reconstruction phase, a fault localization index denoted AS PER is
employed. Using the reconstruction-induced data, the AS PER expression at an instant k is
given by equation (5.9):
AS PER (k) =

S PER (k)
δ2α (k)

(5.9)

It is worth noting that the S PER (k) is computed through the same formalization of the SPE
index utilized in the fault detection phase (cf. Table 5.1). By checking the index values for
all R = 1 · · · m, a variable is supposed erroneous once the isolation index is lower than 1.
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VPCA- BASED DIAGNOSIS INTEGRATION
TROL (ACC) ARCHITECTURE

INTO

A DAPTIVE C RUISE C ON -

In previous chapter, a specific ACC architecture was proposed to master efficiently collision risks and uncertainties. The simulation results proved the efficiency of the intervalbased risk management. Despite its robustness to uncertainties, the suggested risk management remains sensitive to system deficiencies. Due to failures, the error rate in measurements and in system parameters may overstep the normal level of uncertainty. Thus,
both the reliability and safety requirements can be violated. To face such a vulnerability,
the proposed VPCA diagnosis method is adopted to ensure robustness against faults. It
permits to report the system state while considering the most critical level of uncertainty
that impact measurements. Hence, the VPCA is exploited to surveil the previously introduced ACC system (cf. subsection 4.1.5, page 100). The set of variables (pi , p j , Vi , V j
and di j ) are selected to characterize the system. After the integration of the VPCA diagnosis scheme into the risk management layer, the ACC control architecture is illustrated
in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Interval-based ACC fault aware control architecture.

Most of the existent IVs risk management strategies neglect the probability of fault occurrence and focus only on uncertainty in measurements and driving behaviors. Thus, the
proposed interval-based ACC architecture aims to present a fault-aware safety verification
layer, which simultaneously detects faults and discards uncertainties. The interval-based
computation guarantees a particular robustness to uncertainties of both the diagnosis and
risk management components. Even more, the reliability and safety are increased due to
the considerable mutuality between the diagnosis and uncertainty handling approaches.
The sound relation between the interval-based handling of uncertainties and diagnosis
permits to distinguish easily between faults and uncertainty. The employed statistical
threshold (associated to the SPE index) serves to decide whether the uncertainty level
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is acceptable or it is sufficiently high to admit a system failure. As soon as a fault is
identified, warnings are transmitted to the risk management layer. Thus, the worst case
of risk is approved and the ACC functioning is aborted.

5.1.4/

D IAGNOSIS

RESULTS

The simulation work is tackled at this stage to prove the VPCA efficiency in capturing
and locating faults. As already stated, the VPCA initial step consists of constructing an
implicit model for the navigation system to explore its inherent features. Interval samples corresponding to variables [pi ], [p j ], [Vi ], [V j ] and [di j ] are stored and transformed
to single-valued data-set via the VT. Evidently, the stored data describe the ACC system
fault-free operation. Besides, matrix centering (see subsection 4.2.2, page 105) is practiced on the obtained data-set for more relevant and confident statistical analysis. Note
that the VPCA implicit model in the current simulation work is built through an interval
data-set with a dimension of 2000 × 5, which corresponds to a single-valued data set of
64000 × 5 (since N1 = 2m × N = 25 × 2000 = 64000).
Afterwards, the number of principle components is determined through the VRE method.
The computation results of the variables’ accumulated variance for l ∈ [1 · · · 4] are shown
in Figure 5.3. As clear from the results, the minimum variance of the system variables is
associated to l = 4. Henceforth, the system implicit model (see equation (5.5)) can be
exploited in the fault detection and localization phases.

Figure 5.3: Number of principle components-based on VRE method.

A test scenario is then proceeded to judge the VPCA abilities in fault detection. Three
faults of different magnitudes are injected in the communication-issued data (attribute of
the Vi variable) during distinct periods of the simulation run-time (respectively between
[100s..130s], [400s..420s] and [500s..560s] (cf. Figure 5.4)). During these periods, the
error rate in the data attributed to Vi varies between 10 and 15m/s. Aside from the fault
injection periods, random Gaussian uncertainties are injected into the overall navigation
dynamics. The transformation of single data to interval measurements in run-time is
achieved according to the uncertainty quantification assumption presented in subsection
4.1.2, page 94.
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The results of this test according to the explained configuration of fault injection are illustrated in Figure 5.4. As obvious, the SPE index has succeeded the fault detection
step. The index exceeded its threshold three times during the whole fault injection periods. Despite that the VPCA takes into account the most critical situation of uncertainty
distribution, there are no false alarms triggered during the test. This means that the proposed risk management architecture is able to distinguish successfully between faults
and uncertainties. Hence, the validation work proves the VPCA sensitivity to faults and
its robustness against false alarms.

Figure 5.4: SPE index-based fault detection.

Finally, Figure 5.5 depicts the fault localisation results for the first instant when a fault
occurrence is approved. The AS PER test shows a localisation index lower than 1 for the
variable Vi , which confirms that the communication tool providing the leader velocity is
the fault source. Accordingly, the efficiency of all the VPCA diagnosis steps have been
demonstrated.

Figure 5.5: Fault localisation.
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RTA FOR INTRA - VEHICULAR LATENCY CHARACTERIZATION

As already explained, delays manifestation into the IV embedded layout is an alarming
issue that threatens safety of autonomous navigation processes. Thus, it is primordial to
found risk management and diagnosis approaches with great awareness of such latencies in regard to their role in warranting operational safety.
To characterize data propagation delays through the navigation system embedded architecture, a large range of professional software tools are available in the automotive
market. CANoe, CANalyzer, SymTA/S and Rubus-ICE are among the advanced engineering software solutions that may assure latency analysis and intra-vehicular network
simulation [32, 98, 277]. However, these commercial software tools are most of the time
non-free products. Besides, they do not provide facilities to evaluate performances of the
risk management and safety verification levels. Moreover, a large expertise is required to
master the establishment of latency analysis through these advanced tools. As an alternative for the time-wasting and challenging use of the professional tools, interest is given
in the sequel to Response Time Analysis (RTA) algorithms.

5.2.1/

RTA

PRINCIPLE AND RELATED WORK

Generally, RTA are analytical models permitting the approximation of the end-to-end
data transmission time through embedded systems. Since every communication protocol
posses particular scheduability features, the RTA inspects major concerns as satisfying
temporal constraints and meeting hard-deadlines for the studied embedded system [103].
To master all timing characteristics of a given process, RTA examines the communication
triggered events and data flows. It verifies also the temporal dependencies between the
system different components [211]. The first application of the RTA for intra-vehicular
communication protocols was carried out by Tindell seminal research work in 1995 [289].
Due to the on-going interest in boosting the RTA theories, more potent models are nowadays available to perform timing analysis for in-vehicular systems. Hence, latest versions
of RTA models consider mainly:
• Message maximum transmission time: It underlines the largest period of time
needed to broadcast a single frame from a message. The calculation of such a
period is accomplished with respect to the communication payload and more importantly to the transmission time of one bit. Evidently, these two parameters vary
depending on the communication protocol employed to enable the communication
between the different components of the navigation system. For instance, the maximum possible payload of CAN frame is 8 bytes.
• Maximum release jitter: By definition, the jitter delays consists of the time interval
extended between the message generation instant (due to a particular event) and
the moment of its queuing.
• Queuing delays: Indeed, the intra-vehicular communication is governed through
a set of priority rules defined by the automotive designers. Regarding to its criticality, a specific priority value is attributed to every possible message. According
to this fact, a message can be blocked temporarily until delivering other higher
priority messages. Otherwise, queuing delays may be noticed when the communication channel is not available until accomplishing an already initiated transfer of
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a lower priority message. As a consequence, both higher and lower priority messages queuing block-time should be considered to present correct estimation of the
end-to-end transmission latencies.
Indeed, a multitude of statistical RTA-based approaches were proposed to calculate a
message transmission delays. These methods are efficient in performing RTA while filling
gaps caused by incomplete information about the configurations and composition of the
considered Networked Control System (NCS) [337]. In a different way, several RTA models used probabilities to explore the system response times [119]. From this perspective,
the probabilistic reasoning allowed standard RTA to predict events such erroneous data
exchange [261]. Otherwise, the authors in [266] have recourse to Taylor series expansion
to cope with RTA modeling imperfections. For an accurate estimation of the embedded
system delays and response times, RTA models should be comprehensive. All probable
data transmission scenarios and occurrence of unpredictable events must be examined.
From this scope, the RTA-based algorithms introduced in [209] have attempted to integrate several Hardware and Software technical issues into their models.
Hereafter, the RTA models are exploited for the first time in the benefit of the in-road
risk management strategies. Conventionally, RTA models provides reliability guarantees
during an early design phase of a given embedded system to prohibit any unacceptable
violation of on-board communication deadlines [10]. Unlike the research line that relied on
statistical or stochastic RTA models, focus in this thesis is put on deterministic approaches
to bound the navigation system response times. Certain thresholds of the minimum and
maximum possible temporal delays that may occur during the data propagation through
the IV embedded system are sought. From this perspective, RTA findings may serve as
a useful information-support to avoid slow reactions of the risk management and safety
assurance levels against any potential hazard.

5.2.2/

RTA

MODEL FOR INTERVAL TIME OF

CAN

RESPONSES

As explained, RTA is adopted to deliver bounds of possible latencies that may happen
into the embedded structure of a navigation system. In particular, the introduced RTA
algorithms are dedicated for NCSs where the CAN bus is the communication support.
Every exchanged data between components must pass through the CAN before reaching
its final destination.
Technically, CAN is an event-triggered/multi-master serial communication bus [118, 235].
During the past several decades, CAN has dominated the intra-vehicular communication
and the worldwide car-manufacturing domain. Due to its cost-efficiency and reliability,
CAN has been also the main on-board communication middleware for most robots and
modern intelligent navigation systems. A complete description of the CAN features and
technical aspects may be found in [165].
It should be well-noted that the ultimate concern of this section is to proceed RTA for risk
management purposes. Attention should be paid exclusively to the suggested methodology that stands behind the estimation of the minimum and maximum delays affecting
the intra-vehicular communication. The CAN is only an automotive communication protocol, which is selected to present an example of particular RTA case of study. However,
the proposed approach may be extended and applied on other different protocols. For
this reason, the CAN technical configurations and characteristics will not be intensively
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discussed in the sequel. When necessary, readers will be referred to the appropriate
references in order to find the required information about CAN.
The first step from the proposed method to define bounds of the CAN-based intravehicular communication delays is to distinguish all the intervening nodes, tasks and data
flows presented in the considered case of study. In fact, a node refers to an ECU or a
sub-entity from the whole NCS, which is connected to the communication bus. It is important to notice that a finite number of tasks are implemented on each vehicular node.
Every task is in charge of several well-defined functionalities. According to the network
messages schedule, the manifestation of some specific events triggers the transmission
of particular collection of messages through the CAN bus towards a destination task. In
contrast to methods introduced in the literature, the adopted RTA algorithm incorporates
component local analysis to obtain precise message transmission-time. It means that
even factors that may slow down a message instance and transmission during the task
execution are also examined. In this views, all the timing properties of elements included
in the data diffusion process should be considered. Technically, a data flow refers to the
set of elements involved in the data transmission starting from the transmitter task, up
to recipient task. Therefore, CAN response time prediction is tackled relatively to the
pint-pointed flows in the studied system. Consider an embedded system of a modern
IV, which is constructed from a network of n node. To simplify the notation, let suppose
that each single node, denoted Nh=1..n , executes a finite number of tasks. Similarly, every
task associated to Nh is denoted by Γh,i . Figure 5.6 gives a simple example of a node
representation according to the proposed notation.

Figure 5.6: Node modeling for RTA purposes.

Afterwards, let note by S h, j a particular message stream that assembles the series of
messages, which are initiated starting from a particular source task. It is important to
note that one task may definitely transmit more than one stream. In that case, if we adopt
the notation of S h, j , it is impossible to distinguish between the set of streams transmitted
by the considered task. For this reason, it is unavoidable to attribute to each stream
a particular number j. In addition, since a node can include several tasks, it is worth
mentioning that a stream message is assigned to a specific task instead of a node. In this
sense, a flow ϕc consists of the overall path that conjoins message streams and tasks
involved in the data propagation from a source to a final destination task. For a better
understanding, Figure 5.7 clarifies the concept of data flows.
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Figure 5.7: Data flows modeling.

In the aim to fulfill the RTA modeling, let define the following assumptions:
• Every task Γh,i has a well-defined maximum execution time. This latter is denoted
task .
as Ch,i
• Every message stream S h, j is featured by a maximum duration to deliver the mesmessage
. Note that the
sage. This maximum period is denoted in the sequel by Ch, j
message
value does not consider any interference induced from other messages that
Ch, j
may allocate the CAN-bus.
message

task and C
Indeed, Ch,i
play an important role in defining the final response time of the
h, j
CAN-based network. Let assume that mh, j is a CAN frame (message) initiated by the
node Nh . Conventionally, a frame refers to the numeric form (represented by bits) of a
message transmitted over CAN. Since RTA here is applied for one CAN frame message,
there is no significant difference between a frame and message in the proposed model.
Each frame from the CAN protocol possess a unique identifier (ID). There are actually
two distinct types of frames, which are the standard CAN frame of 11 bits ID and the
extended CAN frame format of 29 bits ID. The model introduced in this section to apply
RTA focuses on the message length. The number of bits included in the message is
decisive to approximate the maximum transmission time for a given message. Hence,
the maximum transmission time for a 11 bits ID frame is given by equation (5.10):
message

Ch, j

= (55 + 10 × lmh, j ) × τbit

(5.10)

Respectively, the calculation of the maximum transmission time associated to a 29 bits
ID frame is feasible through equation (5.11):
message

Ch, j

= (80 + 10 × lmh, j ) × τbit

(5.11)
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Where lmh, j is the number of data bytes incorporated in a message and τbit is the amount
of time needed to deliver one single bit from a CAN frame. τbit is indeed fixed according
to the considered CAN-based network baudrate and its speed.
It is important to notice that the use of equations (5.10) and (5.11) to count the maximum
transmission time for a CAN frame is very common by the automotive community. To be
entirely trusted, these equations have been validated and revised through many studies
[171]. These equations rely on estimating in worst cases the maximum number of bits
that may a CAN frame include. Besides, the number of additional bits inserted in the
CAN frame due to the so-called bit stuffing mechanism is considered. The bit stuffing is
based on inserting a complementary bit after transmitting five bits of the same polarity.
This additional bit of opposite polarity follows the five homogeneous bits to prevent the
signal synchronization loss. Accordingly, one stuffing bit per four original bits can take
place in worst cases, in fields where the bit stuffing is allowed. Note that a CAN frame
is constructed basically from a “Data Bytes” field that includes the message content.
It incorporates also other fields required to ensure the correct transmission of data (ID,
error detection, etc.). Consequently, without counting the content of the “Data Bytes” field,
the 55 and 80 used respectively in equations (5.10) and (5.11) represent the maximum
theoretical number of bits involved in the rest of fields in the case of a 11 bits and 29 bits
ID frames.
Thereafter, a Worst Case Response Time (WCRT) must be calculated for every single
message stream to eventually obtain the global end-to-end response-time for the whole
flow. Let admit that Rh, j is the WCRT of a specific message mh, j induced from a stream
S h, j . As already stated, not only the CAN frame transmission time delay should be taken
into account, but also the maximum release jitter and the queuing block time. Correspondingly, equation (5.12) allows to estimate Rh, j :
message

Rh, j = Jh, j + Ch, j

+ Wh, j

(5.12)

where:
• Jh, j presents the maximum queuing jitter [73]. Jh, j is indeed regarded as the main
source of variability in the CAN message transmission delays. In reality, this parameter is tightly linked to the processing capacities of the node initiating the message
transmission. As soon as an event occurs in the node-level and implies to send a
message, this latter is queued by a software task implemented on the node on-chip
CAN controller. Hence, the longest duration extended from the instant of the initiating event occurrence until the message being queued is then related to the node
own clock. In the sequel, it is assumed that every node from the CAN network is
characterized by a known value of maximum release jitter.
• Wh, j is the message queuing delay. As already explained, multiple messages can
be prepared in the same time for transmission through the CAN. The authors in
[73] and [171] have presented the required algorithms that permit to estimate Wh, j .
These algorithms tackle all potential scenarios with regard to CAN bus blocking time
entailed by both higher and lower priority sets of messages.
After all, the notion of priority concerns not only messages, but also tasks implemented
on the same on-chip CAN controller. In this context, the WCRT of a predefined priority
task may be estimated through equation (5.13):
task
Rh,i = Ih,i + Ch,i

(5.13)
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Note that Ih,i is the interference time caused by the set hp(h, i), which gathers all tasks
of a priority higher than Γh,i . This issue is discussed with more details in [171], where
recursive algorithms to calculate Ih,i are provided.
Once again, it is important to recall that the WCRT evaluation of a message starts from
the instant of the initiating event to the instant of the message reception by the recipient
task. From this viewpoint, the complete WCRT corresponding to a ϕc is calculated by
summing all the response times of message streams and their source tasks.
Since RTA is used roughly to verify the respect of message deadlines, a considerable
literature is available on the approximation of the worst cases of CAN response times.
Nonetheless, the best cases of the CAN response times (minimum possible data propagation time through the embedded system) were rarely discussed. With a slight modification in the proposed model to compute the WCRT of a given ϕc , a completely optimistic
evaluation of response times may be obtained. The required modifications are detailed in
what follows:
• Contrarily to equations (5.10) and (5.11), which are used to predict the maximum
transmission time for a CAN frame, the impact of the bit stuffing mechanism should
be ignored to obtain the shortest transmission period of a CAN frame. According
to [73] and [225], the transmission time for CAN frame without adding the stuffing
additional bits is given by equations (5.14) and (5.15) respectively for 11 bits and 29
bits ID frames:
message
Ch, j
= (47 + 8 × lmh, j ) × τbit
(5.14)
message

Ch, j

= (67 + 8 × lmh, j ) × τbit

(5.15)

• Both delays Wh, j and Ih,i , defined in equations (5.12) and (5.13), should be neglected
by assuming that there is no blocking time entailed form higher or lower priority
tasks/messages.
Finally, the introduced RTA model enables to derive an interval time describing the required minimum and maximum duration of any data propagation through CAN-based
in-vehicular systems. In contrast to the existing methods that tackle the worst case of
response times, the proposed method permits to assess the exchanged data freshness
and its validity (cf. subsection 2.2.2, page 40). It allows also to integrate risks of the intravehicular communication delays into the in-road risk assessment process (see subsection
4.1.3.2, page 97).

5.2.3/

P ROOF OF CONCEPT :
(SDK) SYSTEM

APPLICATION ON

S MART D ISTANCE K EEPING

In order to validate the suggested approach in estimating realistic intervals for the invehicular systems response times, a high fidelity model of an industrial anti-crash system
is employed. On the one hand, this module simulates modern in-vehicular components
and measurement devices, which have intensive use in the automotive industry. The
model is indeed validated according to the very rigorous and strict industrial specifications1 . On the other hand, the provided model has a great portability with the Hardware1

The industrial model was elaborated and validated by a collaboration between Renault Trucks/Volvo SAS
and SERMA INGENIERIE under the DIAFORE (Diagnosis for Distributed Functions) project [10].
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In-the-Loop (HIL) experimental plants. Hence, the timing delays of the communication
may be assessed through a real intra-vehicular communication middleware. Before tackling the experimental setups and the validation phase, the different facilities and safety enhanced functionalities supplied by the industrial anti-crash modeled mechanism, named
SDK system, are detailed. Further, the role of every component and the diagnosis layer,
which constitute the SDK architecture are described.
More accurately, the SDK is an anti-crash system which is implemented on trucks. It is
developed to ensure safety assurance for truck’s drivers during highway travels. Based on
statics furnished by the French motorways companies organization ASFA (for Association
des Sociétés Françaises d’Autoroutes), 18.43% of fatal in-road incidents in France during
the year 2011 were in highways [10]. In particular, truck drivers are the most road participants which are concerned by these accidents in this case. The long and exhausting
travel distances are factors that emphasize truck drivers distractions and consequently
road accidents. In this context, the SDK is developed to assist drivers in coping with
hazardous situations in motorways.
The SDK can be regarded as an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system (cf. subsection
4.1.1, page 93). Apart from adjusting the ego-vehicle’s velocity to maintain a safe distance from in-front vehicles (see Figure 5.8a), the SDK provides several additional safety
assurance services for trucks’ drivers. For instance, the SDK warns the driver in case
of a sudden lane change performed by other vehicles towards the current lane of SDKequipped vehicle, as shown in Figure 5.8b. In such a circumstance, the SDK regulates
the truck velocity to mitigate crash risks. Threats invoked from unexpected hard breaks of
other vehicles are also mastered via the SDK controller. Especially for night time travels,
the SDK detects rough curvatures through monitoring the road yaw rate and diminishes
the truck speed to avoid sliding risks (cf. Figure 5.8c). As illustrated in Figure 5.8d, the
SDK helps to deal with traffic jams and difficult driving situations due to congestion by
maintaining a convenient safety distance from in-front objects. Figure 5.8 recapitulates
the SDK process facilities to assist truck drivers. It is clear that the SDK provides more
driving assistance functionalities to drivers than standard ACCs. The increased number of
functionalities raises systematically the intra-communication load. Therefore, it is crucial
to study and verify the SDK internal communication latencies.

(a) Ego-vehicle safety distance maintaining.

(c) Yaw rate supervision and rough road
curvature detection.

(b) Other road participants sudden lane change
detection.

(d) Ego-vehicle’s velocity control in traffic jam.

Figure 5.8: SDK capacities in truck drivers assistance.
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The whole architecture and composition of the SDK system, which is integrated into trucks
embedded systems, is mainly composed from the following components:
• To sense the environment, a radar is mounted on the SDK host truck to capture
the relative velocity and the spacing distance from other road participants. A diagnosis task is implemented also into the radar node to detect faulty measurements.
Due to interferences, a radar may return unreal measurements, where vehicles are
traveling with physically impossible velocities. For this reason, a local diagnosis is
indispensable to monitor the radar device.
• The SDK system is indeed reinforced with a “wheel’s ECU”. Note that the SDK is
devoted to assist drivers of six-wheel trucks. Hence, six sensors ensure the angular
velocity measurement’s of each wheel. Actually, wheels damages are responsible
for several highway crashes. One probable trouble related to wheels is the improper
tire pressure. It may influence the truck stability and its smooth navigation. To react
efficiently against the aforementioned problem, the “wheel’s ECU” checks continuously the difference between the angular velocities of wheels. This node estimates
also the truck longitudinal speed through the collected wheels velocities. To monitor
sensors implemented on wheels, a task running an analytical redundancy-based
diagnosis method is integrated into the “wheel’s ECU” [1].
• The transmission ECU has as a role to determine the truck longitudinal speed based
on the crankshaft angular speed. For functional safety verification, the obtained
value will be compared later with the measurement provided by the wheel’s ECU.
• The “SDK controller” is the ECU in charge of operational decision making for the
overall anti-crash process. A smooth control of the truck while mastering the inroad hazards is ensured by this node. Depending on data provided by the rest of
components, the “SDK controller” generates the convenient control-inputs for the
fuel injector, the braking system, the engine and the gearbox.
• A decentralized diagnosis is deployed over the truck embedded system. A supervisor node is dedicated to receive local diagnosis reports ensured by the remaining
SDK components. The supervisor executes a fault-tolerant control algorithm. It
aims to carry on the SDK operation even under presence of faults by exploiting the
data redundancy. The SDK functioning is aborted only when no available back-up
may be proceeded. For instance, faults affecting the Transmission ECU can be tolerated since the truck angular velocity can be estimated also by the “wheel’s ECU”.
The whole fault tolerant control strategy is detailed in [10]. The supervisor final
report about the state of the SDK different components is displayed on a Human
Machine Interface (HMI) to warn the driver in case of threats.
Remarkably, there are no diagnosis tasks to monitor neither the SDK controller nor the
transmission ECU. According to the description of each component, message streams
can be classified into: (i) Standard messages to deliver findings of each component towards other nodes, (ii) Diagnosis messages including reports of local diagnosis functions
and (iii) Recovery messages to substitute erroneous data and pursuit the appropriate operation of the SDK or to abort its functioning, if necessary. For more clarity, Figure 5.9
schematizes the different data flows and message streams that may be exchanged over
the CAN into the SDK system.
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Figure 5.9: SDK data flows.

• ϕ1 = {Γ5,2 + S 5,1 + Γ1,1 } is the data flow devoted to transfer recovery information and
enabling/disabling the drive assistance based on the SDK controller decisions.
• ϕ2 = {Γ2,2 + S 2,1 + Γ5,1 } is exclusively responsible for transferring the diagnosis results
of the radar device towards the supervisor.
• ϕ3 = {Γ3,2 + S 3,1 + Γ5,1 } is in charge of providing the supervisor by the local diagnosis
outcomes generated by the wheels’ ECU.
• ϕ4 = {Γ2,1 + S 2,2 + Γ5,2 } is the data flow that delivers the truck longitudinal velocity
calculated in run-time by the radar to the supervisor node.
• ϕ5 = {Γ2,1 + S 2,3 + Γ1,1 } provides the SDK controller with the truck longitudinal velocity
calculated by the radar.
• ϕ6 = {Γ3,1 + S 3,2 + Γ5,2 } is the data flow that informs the supervisor node by the truck
longitudinal velocity calculated by the wheels controller.
• ϕ7 = {Γ4,1 + S 4,1 + Γ5,2 } provides the supervisor with the truck longitudinal speed,
which is estimated by the transmission block.
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The priority of each message is assigned relatively to how much crucial is its content
for the SDK operation and the truck safety. The message priorities are attributed in the
following order:
• Messages issued from the supervisor to carry out the recovery process in case of
fault occurrence. In view to their importance in enabling/disabling the whole process, these messages have the highest priority-level.
• Messages issued from the radar diagnosis task, since faulty radar measurements
will lead the SDK to make wrong and dangerous decisions.
• The diagnosis messages including reports of the wheels and the transmission block
controllers.
• The rest of messages are assumed to have the same priority value.
Otherwise, the scheduling policy, which is adopted to define priorities attributed to every
task from the SDK nodes, can be found in [10]. It optimizes the schedule by giving the
priority for tasks of shortest execution time to diminish the waiting queue. It also takes in
account each task relevance and its critical role in ensuring the vehicle safety.

5.2.4/

E XPERIMENTAL

CONDITIONS AND EMULATION ENVIRONMENT

To validate the proposed RTA methodology, experiments are tackled in the sequel. Evidently, it is not trivial to carry on the experimental work on real automotive embedded
systems in regard to its high cost. The use of the HIL plants to verify behavioral aspects
of automotive components has become a conventional phase from the development life
cycle of any industrial automotive product [323]. The HIL test is dedicated to construct
high fidelity prototypes by interconnecting models of several nodes with real implementation of other nodes. A concrete physical interaction between the simulated components
and real automotive sub-entities is generally established through a real communication
middleware. It enables the deployment of many executable codes with the possibility to
modify some specifications and to test particular behavioral aspects.
At first, the code of the supervisor node, which coordinates between the local diagnosis
functions, was implemented on a real electronic board. Afterwards, a CAN-based HIL
experimental platform is realized to enable the communication between the trustworthy
industrial model of the SDK system and the real supervisor. It is worth mentioning that
the truck mechanical behavior and the vehicle dynamics are virtually simulated by the
employed model. This model has recourse to physic laws to simulate with high fidelity the
evolution of the truck dynamics.
Indeed, the realized HIL test includes two real on-chip CAN nodes that exchange data
via a CAN bus. The first electronic board is connected to the computer that runs the
simulation of the SDK controller, the Wheels ECU, the Transmission block and the radar.
Hence, the first electronic node is responsible for the transmission/reception of messages
towards/from the second electronic board that represent the supervisor. Aside from the
standard messages broadcasted over CAN, the undertaken test over the HIL plant is
based on the injection of several faults that affect the simulated components. At each
event, a diagnosis message is triggered. After that, a series of message streams are
provoked with accordance to the supervisor decision. Apart from monitoring the whole
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SDK system, the supervisor electronic board is linked to a HMI to keep the truck driver
up-to-date with the occurring events and informed by any emergency. To proceed the
experiments, the HMI is executed on a second computer.
In technical terms, the constructed HIL is composed from two ARM Cortex-M4 electronic
boards. The data transmission/reception between both nodes through the CAN protocol is enabled physically through the S N65HV D230 transceivers. For all the realized test
scenarios, the bit rate of the CAN bus was fixed at 500 Kbit/s. Besides, all the messages without exception are of 11 bits ID. Otherwise, the connection between each
computer with its corresponding electronic board is established based on an Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (USART) communication in order
to avoid the usage of expensive CAN-bus emulation software. Finally, Figure 5.10 shows
the overall experimental HIL platform layout.

Figure 5.10: HIL platform for realistic experimentations.

In the present case of study, it is very difficult to present complete and precise results due
to the industrial property restrictions. However, testes are tackled by triggering message
streams after injecting faults in different components from the SDK system. This direction highlights the utility of utilizing the proposed RTA algorithm in the benefit of IV safety
verification. Without any doubt, the navigation system is prone to fatal risks in case of important delays in the transmission of diagnosis messages, which are assumed to handle
situations of critical failures. In addition, the focus on latency characterization of the diagnosis messages facilitates the interpretation of the experimental results. In contrast to
the rest of standard streams, diagnosis messages are event-triggered elements. Hence,
increasing the number of injected faults, raises systematically the number of the initiated
messages. Consequently the CAN traffic flow is appraised. The more overloaded the
CAN bus, the more latency may occur, which permits to conduct test under more critical
situations. Finally, both the theoretical as well as the practical results are provided within
the realized scenarios to prove the efficiency of the proposed RTA-based approach.
The theoretical minimum and maximum response times of elements in flows ϕ1 , ϕ2 and
ϕ3 (flows related to diagnosis and recovery messages) are presented in Tables 5.2, 5.3
and 5.4.
In order to validate the theoretically derived results, the HIL-based experiments are carried out within distinct scenarios of fault injection. For each undertaken scenario, a par-
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Table 5.2: Minimum and maximum response times of elements in flow ϕ1
Elements in flow ϕ1
Γ5,2
S 5,1
Γ1,1
Total (ms)

Minimum response time (ms)
6.4
0.24
10.2
16.84

Maximum response time (ms)
7
0.36
11
18.36

Table 5.3: Minimum and maximum response times of elements in flow ϕ2
Elements in flow ϕ2
Γ2,2
S 2,1
Γ5,1
Total (ms)

Minimum response time (ms)
6.6
0.21
9.3
16.11

Maximum response time (ms)
7
0.52
10
17.52

Table 5.4: Minimum and maximum response times of elements in flow ϕ3
Elements in flow ϕ3
Γ3,2
S 3,1
Γ5,1
Total (ms)

Minimum response time (ms)
4.7
0.21
9.3
15.68

Maximum response time (ms)
5
0.68
10
14.21

ticular number of diagnosis messages is transmitted. In such a manner, the number of
injected faults in the predefined following scenarios is gradually raised and so is the data
traffic through CAN. As a consequence, the elaborated tests involve diverse cases of interferences between message streams and tasks. For each configuration (fault injection
scenario), experiments have been repeated several times to obtain more certain measurements of response times. Table 5.5 illustrates the experimental results of the Mean
Response Time (MRT) of every flow (ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 ).
Table 5.5: Experimental results
Scenarios
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
Scenario 5

MRT of ϕ1 (ms)
18.272
18.281
18.309
18.407
18.456

MRT of ϕ2 (ms)
17.141
17.356
17.427
17.549
17.670

MRT of ϕ3 (ms)
15.176
15.258
15.409
15.639
15.760

Obviously, there is a great convergence between the theoretically and experimentally derived responses times. The MRTs recorded in the realistic HIL are almost compatible
with the min/max thresholds of the timing performances provided via the proposed RTA
model. Nevertheless, in few occasions, the HIL-driven results exceed slightly the theoretical maximum response times. Such a behavior is noticed only for scenarios 4 and 5,
where the bus-load is huge. The insignificant dissimilarity between results of the HIL platform and the RTA algorithm may be explained by the use of the USART communication
as an interface between computers and the electronic boards. Although the delays over
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the USART communication are very small, they are frequent. Evidently, the proposed
RTA model does not consider the USART-related latencies. The variance in the release
jitter delays, which is difficult to set with precision, is another reason for the difference
between the estimated periods and experimental measurements. Therefore, the small
and occasional violation of the predicted response times does not contradict the RTA efficient role in providing valuable informative support about bounds of the intra-vehicular
communication latencies.
It should be mentioned that the number of the SDK components is quite small compared
to other commercialized automotive processes. Additionally, the realized RTA proof of
concept did not cover the entire automotive embedded system. Even though the delays
that may take place into the SDK are important, more considerable latencies would happen in a larger scale automotive system. Accordingly, the RTA results emphasize the
need to seriously consider the intra-vehicular communication, especially for safety-critical
IV components.

5.3/

C ONCLUSION

In this chapter, the link between the high level solutions (uncertainty handling, risk management, etc.) and the low level material issues is established. Due to faults, the error
rate in measurements can be enormous. Hence, developing fault-aware navigation architectures is essential to warrant the autonomous vehicles full reliability/safety. In this context, an interval-based diagnosis approach, called Vertices Principle Component Analysis (VPCA), is introduced in this chapter. For many reasons, this latter is suitable for
autonomous vehicles. Indeed, the VPCA is a data-driven method permitting to avoid the
modeling errors increased by the complexity of modern navigation systems. Further, the
use of interval analysis for diagnosis allows to detect faults while considering all possible
uncertainty sates. It guarantees a high robustness to uncertainty and false alarms, which
is a fundamental requirement for automotive diagnosis. Even more, the VPCA integration
into the navigation architecture enhanced its performances. According to the simulation
results tackled on an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system, the mutual collaboration
between the interval-based uncertainty handling and diagnosis ensured a simultaneous
robustness to uncertainties and faults.
The high level software of safety critical mechanisms, such as ACC systems, may suffer
also from delayed responses to risks due to latencies in the navigation system material middleware. Thus, decisions made by the vehicle risk management layer should be
sufficiently aware about such delays. Accordingly, a simple algorithm based on a Response Time Analysis (RTA) model is introduced to quantify these latencies. Since it
provides an interval estimation of delays, the suggested method has a great compatibility with the interval-based navigation frameworks previously proposed in this thesis. A
proof of concept of the suggested RTA model is presented via experiments on a Smart
distance keeping (SDK) system. Compared to a regular ACC, the SDK delivers additional assistance services for truck drivers. Due to its multiples functionalities, the data
exchange inside the SDK is important, which emphasize the need for the RTA. The realized experiments proved the proposed RTA efficiency in delivering precise estimation of
minimum/maximum intra-communication delays.

G ENERAL

CONCLUSION

AND FUTURE WORK

G ENERAL CONCLUSION
All along this Ph.D manuscript, several contributions dealing with autonomous navigation
have been proposed. Increasing the navigation system reliability and respectively the
in-road safety is the real reason standing behind the employment of the interval analysis. Thus, in an attempt to compensate the navigation information inaccuracy, data is
turned into interval sets. Oppositely to the most of the set-membership approaches, the
transformation of data to sets (intervals in this context) is not build based on arbitrarily
predefined hypothesizes. Instead, a logic causality link between the measurement circumstances and the uncertainty distribution is established. Even more, the statistical
properties of the navigation system dynamics are exploited in the aim of mastering in a
better way the uncertainty-induced risks. In particular, the existing correlation between
the navigation system variables are characterized. The use of the correlation is an intelligent and time-efficient practice to characterize systems’ features without important
modeling efforts. This direction, which joins the interval analysis-based modeling and
the correlation analysis for interval variables, is exploited in this thesis in different usecases. It contributed to develop reliability-increased risk management schema for distinct
navigation scenarios (waypoint reaching and car-following scenarios) as well as a highly
fault-sensitive diagnosis for Intelligent Vehicles (IVs).
The first part of this thesis was devoted to examine the autonomous/intelligent navigationrelated literature. Chapter 1 had as ultimate objective to reveal the real factors standing
behind the IV reliability and safety. According to the state-of-the-art analysis, flexibility, robustness to faults and especially the capacity to predict an important part of the
uncertainty potential behaviors are among these factors. More precisely, strengths and
weaknesses of the existing navigation approaches as well as the current trends in the
development of vehicular risk management layers were reviewed. As a main conclusion
from the state-of-the-art analysis, the use of the interval analysis for IVs was judged as
very promising relatively to its capacity to enclose all possible trajectories of uncertainty
evolution.
Accordingly, chapter 2 was dedicated to explore more details about the interval arithmetic
properties. More interestingly, the interval-based engineering practices are overseen in
the depth. The scope of the reviewed practices covers the interval-based modeling as
well as the interval-based statistical data-analysis. The efforts spent in the research community to enhance both of these practices were highlighted. It has been concluded that
the interval-based modeling may carefully consider all possible variation in the model
parameters. The interval-based data analysis was found relevant to obtain uncertainty146
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aware statics and more confident interpretation of data distribution. In addition, as a major
drawback of the interval arithmetic, origins of the interval-based computation pessimism
have been discussed.
In the second part, the rest of chapters have been dedicated to explain the different
contributions of this thesis. These latter aim to meet the autonomous navigation safety
requirements outpointed in the first part of this work.
Chapter 3 proposed a novel risk management strategy for autonomous navigation. This
latter improves an already proposed flexible Navigation Strategy based on Sequential
Waypoint Reaching (NSbSWR) framework, while taking into account explicitly the different uncertainties in modelling and/or perception that may endanger the navigation safety.
NSbSWR is an emergent concept that avoids frequent complex trajectories’ planning/replanning. The main contribution of this chapter is to introduce the reachability analysis
scheme as a main component from the proposed online risk assessment and management technique to ensure safe autonomous navigation between assigned waypoints. The
interval analysis is employed to propagate uncertainties influencing the vehicle’s dynamics into the navigation system states. By solving an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)
with uncertain variables and parameters via an interval Taylor series expansion method,
all the vehicle’s potential trajectories are revealed. Further, a passive characterization
of the correlation that relates the navigation process variables is proceeded in order to
eliminate the interval computation conservatism. According to the worst-case analysis of
the obtained sharp bounds of the reachable sets, a decision about the navigation safety
is made and an appropriate adaptive navigation is performed. The control parameters
are tuned in order to lead the navigation system to a collision-free reachable space. The
simulations results proved the safety, efficiency and robustness of the overall proposed
NSbSWR under uncertainties.
In chapter 4, a novel set-membership/stochastic Time-To-Collision (TTC)-based risk management is suggested to monitor Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). The application of this
latter is suitable for any car-following navigation scenario. The interval analysis has dealt
with various uncertainties and latencies threatening navigation safety. Once again, the
uncertainty evolution was characterized through the correlation that relates the system
states variables. Correspondingly, uncertainty amounts attributed to each measurement,
calculated per interval, have been diminished to avoid any undesirable change in the
appropriate progression of correlation. The simulation results proved that models, elaborated via interval-based modeling joined with the correlation analysis, can substitute
more complex models. It compensates efficiently the modeling errors. Hence, simplifications can be adopted to reduce the risk management computational demands while
maintaining an extreme accuracy of outcomes. Furthermore, to provide an appropriate
correlation assessment for interval variables, a suitable statistical process was introduced
to characterize the historical properties of the navigation system. It includes an outlier rejection technique to avoid the misleading results of the correlation analysis. To better
ensure a safe spacing between vehicles, the interval results are merged with (Extended
Kalman Filter) EKF findings. In this context, an adaptive algorithm is developed based
on a confidence weighting methodology. In such a way, the EKF approach inaccuracy is
compensated and the pessimism of the proposed interval-based safety verification layout
is decreased. The combined risk management is integrated into the ACC architecture.
The simulation results proved this proposition efficiency in handling uncertainties and ensuring safer traffic flow.
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Finally, chapter 5 presented two major contributions. First, an interval-based extension for
the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) diagnosis method is applied to monitor an ACC.
The main particularity from this extension performances is its sensitivity to faults. Also,
it is convenient for complicated processes, since it skips the system modeling and relies
only on statics. Not only faults can be detected in run-time, but also the failure source
is located to facilitate future maintenance procedures. Moreover, the depicted intervalbased diagnosis is entirely compatible with the previously proposed risk management
solutions. The mutual operation of the interval-based diagnosis and uncertainty handling
approaches permits to efficiently distinguish between uncertainties and faults. Chapter 5
also focalized the light on methods permitting to quantify in a methodological manner the
delays of data propagation through the IV embedded system. The proposed approach
delivers the minimum/maximum possible end-to-end latency of in-vehicular messages.
For this reason, the results are very useful to easily make the risk management and the
safety critical layers for general IV architectures aware of the communication delays.

P ERSPECTIVES AND FUTURE WORK
The different contributions, which are performed in this thesis, may introduce a full
interval-based navigation framework. An architecture of this latter has to include different
layers, such as uncertainty characterization, risk assessment/management, reachability
analysis, diagnosis, etc. Nonetheless, the proposed set-membership risk management
solutions should be also applied for more critical maneuvers such as lane changes. The
formalization of the interval-based TTC should be extended to cover situation of overtaking vehicles. Besides, obstacle avoidance strategies should be joined to the proposed
navigation approaches. Accordingly, the different suggested IV architectures in this thesis may be upgraded to an interval-based multi-controller navigation framework as explained in Figure 6.1. Thanks to its different layers of guaranteed performances, this
multi-controller navigation framework would have important capacities in overstepping
any potential risk. Not only a high robustness to uncertainty is locally acquired by the
IV components due to interval analysis, but also holistic advantages are attained at the
global architectural scale. The use of guaranteed approaches to handle uncertainties
leads more importantly to a more reliable switch between the IV architecture elementary
behaviors (cf. Figure 6.1). Evidently, the IV safety depends on the appropriate management of the interaction between the navigation behaviors. With great capacities in
mastering uncertainties and faults, undesired jerking or discontinuities in the system performances are avoided.
Regarding the proposed reachability scheme, it should be enhanced by means of more
efficient and automatic adaptive tuning for the control parameters in order to ensure a
quick and optimal re-shaping for the vehicle reachable space. Otherwise, the Vertices
Principle Component Analysis (VPCA) method can be further improved to enhance more
efficiently the IVs reliability. As stated, the VPCA detects and locates faults thanks to
the analysis of dependencies relating the system states variables. According to this understanding, valuable recovery data can be extracted through these dependencies in the
case of faults occurrence to substitute the affected data by the estimated ones. In such a
manner, the recovery data might be useful to avoid aborting the navigation task in case of
fault occurrence. It is possible then to carry on the navigation until the next maintenance
procedure. In addition, the VPCA should be integrated in a manner permitting to provide
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Figure 6.1: Overall view of interval-based reasoning for risk assessment and management of multi-control architecture.

local diagnosis for every controller from the IV interval-based multi-controller architecture.
Most of the proposed approaches were validated through an extensive simulation work.
Accordingly, the suggested set-membership risk management methods should be integrated in near future on a real vehicle. On the one hand, this step should be tackled according to some engineering practices that includes several overlapping issues, such as
reliable implementation of Software components and functional safety of automotive operating systems. On the other hand, the integration of several blocks that perform intervalbased computation into real navigation architectures is challenging. Indeed, additional
efforts are needed to pick up the appropriate computation packages while dealing carefully with the interval arithmetic issued computational complexity. An interesting target
for this implementation work is the VIPALAB (for Véhicule Individuel Public et Autonome)
autonomous vehicles, which are provided by the APOJEE company and available in the
PAVIN framework (for Plate-forme d’Auvergne pour Véhicules INtelligents) of the Institut
Pascal laboratory.
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A
S TABILITY

PROOF OF CONTROL LAW

FOR STATIC / DYNAMIC TARGET
REACHING

All the navigation architectures proposed in this thesis use the same control law (cf. subsection 3.1.1). The full demonstration of this controller asymptotic stability, basically presented in [297], is summarized in this appendix. This demonstration is of utmost importance to prove the navigation stability, even within changes in the control parameter Kθ for
risk management purposes (cf. section 3.4).
The stability proof of the adopted control law (cf. equations (3.9) and (3.10)) stems from
the analysis of the error parameters (e x , ey , eθ ) and eVT (cf. equations (3.4) and (3.7))
[297]. By proving the stability of the derivatives of these errors, the control law stability is approved. It is apparent from equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) that the different
derivatives of the aforementioned errors can be expressed as:
ė x = cos(θV )( ẋT − ẋV ) + sin(θV )(ẏT − ẏV ) − sin(θV )(xT − xV )θ̇V + cos(θV )(yT − yV )θ̇V
= − V + ey θ̇V + VT [cos(θT ) cos(θV ) + sin(θT ) sin(θV )]
= − V + ey V tan(γV )lb−1 + VT cos(eθ )

(A.1)

ėy = − sin(θV )( ẋT − x˙V ) + cos(θV )(ẏT − ẏV ) − cos(θV )(xT − xV )θ̇V − sin(θV )(yT − yV )θ̇V
= − e x θ̇V − VT cos(θT ) sin(θV ) + VT sin(θT ) cos(θV )
= − e x V tan(γV )lb−1 + VT sin(eθ )

(A.2)

ėθ = θ˙T − θ̇

ėVT

= ωT − V tan(γV )lb−1
VT
=
− V tan(γV )lb−1
rcT
= θ˙T − θ̇VT
"
!#
VT
d
yT − yV
=
−
arctan
rcT dt
xT − xV
sin(θT )(xT − xV ) − cos(θT )(yT − yV )
VT
=
− VT
rcT
d2
−V sin(θ)(xT − xV ) + V cos(θ)(yT − yV )
−
d2
VT VT e x sin(eθ ) VT ey cos(eθ ) ey V
=
−
+
− 2
rcT
d2
d2
d
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(A.3)

(A.4)
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To pursue the proof of stability, it will be assumed henceforward that the target is in front
of the vehicle (in regard to its orientation). This assumption implies the following initial
conditions related to eVT and eθ :
eVT ∈ ] − π/2, π/2[ and eθ ∈ ] − π/2, π/2[

(A.5)

In the sequel, it will be proved that equations (3.9) and (3.10) ensure always the asymptotic stability of the differential errors (ė x , ėy , ėθ , ėVT ), as long as equation (A.5) is satisfied.
To this end, a Lyapunov-driven analysis is proceeded [161].
Proof. In order to demonstrate the proposed control stability based on a Lyapunov
method, let consider the following candidate Lyapunov function VL :
1
V L = Kd d 2 +
2
1
= Kd d 2 +
2

1
Kl dl2 + Ko [1 − cos(eθ )]
2
1
Kl d2 sin2 (eVT ) + Ko [1 − cos(eθ )]
2

(A.6)

As clear from equation (A.6), the suggested VL function depends only on the evolution of
the subsequent parameters:
• The error eθ between the vehicle and target orientations (cf. equation 3.4).
• The distance d between the target and the vehicle (cf. equation 3.5).
• The distance dl from the vehicle position to the target line. This latter consists of the
line that passes from the target with the same orientation of the target θT (cf. Figure
A.1). Indeed, dl is explicitly linked to the line of flight and sight associated to a given
target.

Figure A.1: Vehicle/target parameters used for control law proof of stability.

It is important to outline that the candidate Lyapunov function VL is positive-definite as
far as the assumed initial conditions, given by equation (A.5), hold true [161]. VL can be
expressed also as a function of e x and ey as follows:
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VL =


1 2
e x + e2y [Kd + Kl sin2 (eVT )] + Ko [1 − cos(eθ )]
2

(A.7)

To warrant the system stability, V˙L must be imperatively negative-definite [161]. Through
the derivative of equation (A.7) and thanks to equations (B.9), (B.10), (A.3), (A.4), (3.9)
and (3.10), the following expression of V˙L is obtained:

V˙L =(e x ė x + ey ėy )[Kd + Kl sin2 (eVT )] + Kl d2 sin(eVT ) cos(eVT )ėVT + Ko sin(eθ )ėθ
h
i
=(e x ey Vcc − V + VT cos(eθ ) + ey [VT sin(eθ ) − e x Vcc ])[Kd + Kl sin2 (eVT )]
#
"
VT VT e x sin(eθ ) VT ey cos(eθ ) ey V
2
+
− 2
−
+ Kl d sin(eVT ) cos(eVT )
rcT
d2
d2
d
!
vT
+ Ko sin(eθ )
− Vcc
rcT

(A.8)

Then, the substitution of equation (3.9) in (A.8) yields:
"

#
V
T
V˙L = −e x vb + VT ey sin(eθ ) [Kd + Kl sin (eVT )] + Ko sin(eθ )
− VT cos(eθ )cc − vb cc
rcT
#
"
2 VT
− VT e x sin(eθ ) − ey vb
+ Kl sin(eVT ) cos(eVT ) d
r cT
h
i
= ey (Kd + Kl sin2 (eVT )) − e x Kl sin(eVT ) cos(eVT ) VT sin(eθ )
i
VT h 2
d Kl sin(eVT ) cos(eVT ) + Ko sin(eθ ) − VT Ko sin(eθ ) cos(eθ )cc
+
rcT
h
i
h
i
− vb e x (Kd + Kl sin2 (eVT )) − vb ey Kl sin(eVT ) cos(eVT ) + Ko sin(eθ )cc
(A.9)
h

i

2

Afterwards, equation (A.10) may be derived directly by inserting equation (3.8) in the first
and last terms of equation (A.9) and factorizing the common terms:
VT 2
[d Kl sin(eVT ) cos(eVT ) + Ko sin(eθ )]
V˙L =VT sin(eθ )[Kd ey − Kl d sin(eVT ) cos(eθ )] +
rcT
− vb [Kd e x + Kl d sin(eVT ) sin(eθ ) + Ko sin(eθ )cc ] − VT Ko sin(eθ ) cos(eθ )cc
(A.10)
Lastly, let substitute equations (3.11) and (3.12) in (A.10). It holds that:
V˙L = − K x [Kd e x + Kl d sin(eVT ) sin(eθ ) + Ko sin(eθ )cc ]2
− VT Ko Kθ sin2 (eθ ) − VT Ko KVT sin2 (eVT ) ≤ 0

(A.11)

Based on equation (A.11), the studied system is definitely stable under the condition
that equation (A.5) holds true. V˙L needs to be negative-definite in order to ensure the
asymptotic stability of the proposed control law (cf. equations (3.9) and (3.10)). Hence,
let consider the two distinct following cases:
• The first case is when V˙L = 0 and VT > ξ. Since K > 0, it is apparent that e x , eθ , eVT
are equal to zero to satisfy equation (A.11). Accordingly, based on equations (3.6),
(3.7) and (A.5), d shall be equal to zero (e x = ey = 0). Hence, V˙L = 0 when VT > ξ so
long as (e x , ey , eθ ) = (0, 0, 0).
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• The second case is when VT = ξ (ξ represents a constant (ξ ≈ 0)). The initial
assumption is identical. Thus, the second and third terms of equation (A.11) are
equal to zero whereas VT = ξ. Besides, rcT → ∞ in that case where VT = ξ (quasistatic case) (cf. Subsection 3.1.1). As a result, the first term of V˙L is equal to zero
whenever:
Kd e x + Kl d sin(eVT ) sin(eθ ) + Ko sin(eθ )cc = 0
(A.12)
Substituting equation (3.12) with rcT → ∞ in equation (A.12), the expression given
by equation is A.13 derived:
0 =Kd e x + Kl d sin(eVT ) sin(eθ ) + tan(eθ )[Kd ey − Kl d sin(eVT ) cos(eθ )]
"
#
KVT sin2 (eVT )
+ Ko sin(eθ ) Kθ tan(eθ ) +
sin(eθ ) cos(eθ )
=Kd [e x + ey tan(eθ )] + Ko Kθ

sin2 (eVT )
sin2 (eθ )
+ Ko KVT
cos(eθ )
cos(eθ )

(A.13)

Further, the use of equation (3.8) in (A.13) implies that:
Kd d

cos(eVT )
sin2 (eθ )
sin2 (eVT )
+ Ko Kθ
+ Ko KVT
=0
cos(eθ )
cos(eθ )
cos(eθ )

(A.14)

As obvious, equation (A.14) consists of quadratic terms. Therefore, by taking into
consideration conditions exhibited in equation (A.5), cos(eVT ) and cos(eθ ) are both
strictly positive. Consequently, all the terms depicted in equation (A.14) are positives. These latter have also to be equal to zero (d, eθ , eVT = 0, and if d = 0 then
e x , ey = 0). Hence, from equation (A.14), V˙L is equal to zero when VT = ξ and
rcT → ∞, on the assumption that (e x , ey , eθ ) = (0, 0, 0).
To summarize, whether VT > ξ or VT = ξ, VL is regularly strictly positive. Similarly, V˙L is
always strictly negative while (e x , ey , eθ ) , (0, 0, 0). For this reason, it may be affirmed that
the system is asymptotically stable given that the assumed initial conditions of the vehicle
(see equation (A.5)) are valid [297].

B
A NALYTICAL

GUARANTEES FOR SAFE
TARGET REACHING

This appendix presents a brief reminder about the analytical analysis depicted in [297]. It
permits the definition of the boundary errors when the navigation system is in the proximity of the target to reach according to the Navigation Strategy based on Sequential
Waypoint Reaching (NSbSWR) (cf. subsection 3.1). This issue is essential to select the
convenient next target, which may be accurately reached by the vehicle.
The analysis in this Appendix aims to determine appropriately the distance di , which
refers to a minimum initial separation distance between the vehicle and the assigned
target. The desired di should simultaneously satisfy the vehicle physical constraints and
the navigation errors (d and eθ ) at the instant when the vehicle reaches its assigned target.
In other words, a target safe reaching is ensured thanks to a set of established analytical
relations between the control parameter K and the waypoint disposition. For a better
understanding of the proposed analytical approach, errors related to eθ and respectively
d are separately studied in the sequel. Let consider t f the waypoint reaching instant.
Mainly, di should be chosen long enough to ensure that (d(t f ) ≤ Ed and eθ (t f ) ≤ Eangle ).
On the one hand, a sufficient distance di must be retained to ensure the monotonous convergence of eθ to zero. It allows the estimation of the minimum time t f to fulfil: eθ ≤ Eangle .
The main idea behind the upcoming analysis is to address the most critical configuration |eθi | = π/2 − ζ (ζ is a positive value ≈ 0). In this situation, the vehicle has initially
the maximum possible orientation error relatively to the target i.e., the slowest rate of
error convergence. Later, results of less critical configuration |eθ0 |  π/2 can be interpreted, since the convergence of eθ is certainly more quick than the studied worst case
(|eθi | −→ π/2). Accordingly, ėθ is expressed through equations (3.1)-(3.3) as:
ėθ = θ̇T − θ̇V
VT
tan(γV )
=
−v
rcT
lb
Then, by substituting equations (3.9)-(3.11) in (B.1):
"
#
K x Kd d
sin2 (eθ )
ėθ = −
+ K x Ko Kθ
cos(eθ )
cos(eθ )
"
#
K d ey
.
+ Kθ tan(eθ )
Ko cos(eθ )
i
K x (Kd d + Ko Kθ ) h
=−
Kd d + Ko Kθ sin2 (eθ ) sin(eθ )
2
Ko cos (eθ )
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(B.1)

(B.2)
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In order to solve the obtained differential equation (B.2) in a simplistic way, the subsequent
notations are adopted:
q
a1 = Kd d; a2 = Ko Kθ ; a3 = (a1 a−1
(B.3)
2 + 1)
Hence, the analytic solution of equation (B.2) is written as:
  
!a3 /2  eθ
t


a
+
cos(e
)
e
3
θ
θ
 = − K x a1 a2 a23 t
ln tan
2 a3 − cos(eθ )
Ko
0

(B.4)

eθi

Since the objective at this stage is to estimate the necessary time t f to have an error
eθ 6 Eangle , equation (B.4) is represented as:

where:

eθ = Fθ (t, K, eθi )

(B.5)

 e  " (a + cos(e ))(a − 1) #a3 /2 Kx a1 a2 2
θ
3
θi
3
Fθ = 2 tan i
e− Ko a3 t
2 (a3 − cos(eθi ))(a3 + 1)

(B.6)

Fθ allows to extrapolate eθ evolution when (d  di ) at t f . Consequently, the required t f to
reach eθ = Eangle is extracted:
t f = F−1
(B.7)
θ (E angle , K, eθi )
Eventually, the obtained t f serves then to find out a suitable di . Indeed, for all configurations where eθi , eVTi < π/2, the maximum distance di allowing to reach the target is
obtained by setting eVT = 0 and eθ = 0 (straight line to the target). Accordingly, equation
(3.11) can be formulated as:
vb = K x Kd d
(B.8)
Note that through equations (3.1)-(3.6) ė x and ėy are written as:
ė x = cos(θV )( ẋT − ẋV ) + sin(θV )(ẏT − ẏV )
− sin(θV )(xT − xV )θ̇V + cos(θV )(yT − yV )θ̇V
= − V + ey θ̇V + VT [cos(θT ) cos(θV ) + sin(θT ) sin(θV )]
= − V + ey V tan(γV )lb−1 + VT cos(eθ )

(B.9)

ėy = − sin(θV )( ẋT − ẋV ) + cos(θV )(ẏT − ẏV )
− cos(θV )(xT − xV )θ̇V − sin(θV )(yT − yV )θ˙V
= − e x θ̇V − VT cos(θT ) sin(θV ) + VT sin(θT ) cos(θV )
= − e x V tan(γV )lb−1 + VT sin(eθ )

(B.10)

Then, ḋ is deduced by joining equations (3.11) and (B.8)-(B.10):
ḋ =

e x ė x + ey ėy
e x vb
=−
= −K x Kd d
d
d

By a simple integration of equation (B.11), it appears that:
Z d
Z t
1
∂d =
−K x Kd ∂t ⇒ d = Fd (t, K, di ) = di e−Kx Kd t
di d
0

(B.11)

(B.12)
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As clear from equation (B.12), the convergence of d is dependent on K x , Kd and t f . Thus,
the appropriate di leading to d = Ed at t = t f is given by:
K x Kd t f
di = F−1
d (t f , K, E dis ) = E d e

(B.13)

To conclude, relations (B.5) and (B.13) contribute to define wisely Ed and Eangle . The
overall analytical method leading to an appropriate selection of di while knowing K and
eθ0 is summarized in Figure B.1.

Figure B.1: Analytical method for safe reaching of waypoints [297].
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Abstract:
Huge advancements have been witnessed recently in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs). In particular, a special
focus has been dedicated to ensure the safe and reliable operation of Intelligent Vehicles (IVs). This issue is very challenging due to
the considerable environmental uncertainties impacting IVs. Besides, the sophisticated architectures of modern IVs have brought new
complications and uncertainty sources, such as failures, communication latencies, etc. This Ph.D thesis aims to provide guaranteed
navigation strategies i.e., approaches that consider all potential uncertainty states. To meet this goal, the interval analysis is employed.
The principle part of this Ph.D contribution concerns the IV architectures and control aspects. First, a reliable reachability scheme is
proposed to present strong safety guarantees for a flexible Navigation Strategy based on Sequential Waypoint Reaching (NSbSWR).
The risk management proposed for the NSbSWR reveals the vehicle reachable space, while explicitly considering different uncertainties
in modelling and/or perception, etc. The reachability analysis is proceeded via an interval Taylor series expansion method. It uses
also the system historical features to improve accuracy of the navigation system reachable space. Once a collision risk is detected,
the risk management acts on the control parameters to master the critical situation. Then, this thesis tackles the establishment of
risk management solutions for a car-following scenario, which is performed by an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system. Instead of
an uncertain probabilistic prediction of threats, the suggested solution has resorted to an interval-based conjoint modeling/data-driven
characterization of uncertainties. Hence, a novel extension of the Time-To-Collision (TTC) indicator is introduced to carry out the in-road
risk assessment with a comprehensive consideration of uncertainties and material constraints. This extension of TTC is improved later by
combining the interval-based computation with a stochastic approach for optimality purposes. The second part of this thesis contributions
addresses the tight link between the high-level control aspect and hardware one of IVs. To enhance the risk management robustness
to the IV material constraints, relevant techniques to quantify intervals of the inter/intra-vehicular communication latencies are presented.
These techniques may avoid any inappropriate and slow reactions of the IV risk management to the in-road threats. Even more, an
interval-based extension is proposed for the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) diagnosis method to overcome impacts of failures on
IVs. The interval-based PCA is integrated into an ACC architecture to provide a fault-aware risk management level. The sensitivity to faults
is increased and the system is monitored in respect to the uncertainty worst cases. The mutuality between the interval-based diagnosis
and uncertainty handling approaches enabled to simultaneously detect failures and master all uncertainties. Finally, all the interval-based
solutions suggested in this thesis have been validated through extensive simulation work and experiments.

Keywords:

Intelligent transportation system, Intelligent vehicle, Risk assessment/management, Interval analysis, Reachability analysis, System statistical features, Material constraints, Interval-based diagnosis.

Résumé :
Le domaine de développement des Systèmes de Transport Intelligents (STIs) a été ces dernières décennies une source de multiples
évolutions marquantes. En revanche, il est primordial d’améliorer davantage la fiabilité et la sûreté des systèmes autonomes de navigation
ainsi que la sécurité routière. Ceci représente un grand défi vu les considérables incertitudes liées à l’environnement d’évolution des
Véhicules Intelligents (VIs). Ces problématiques de fiabilité sont accentuées en raison de la complexité des architectures modernes des
VIs. Ainsi, les VIs sont à présent de plus en plus soumis aux défauts, aux latences de communication, etc. Cette thèse de doctorat
cherche à présenter des stratégies garanties de navigation (approches qui sont censées tenir compte de toutes les sources d’incertitudes
potentielles). Pour ce faire, l’analyse par intervalle est adoptée pour assurer un fonctionnement fiable des VIs. Cette thèse présente deux
catégories de contributions. La principale partie des travaux est liée aux architectures de contrôle des VIs. En premier lieu, une méthode
d’estimation de l’espace d’atteignabilité des VIs est proposée pour vérifier la sureté d’une méthode de navigation nommée NSbSWR (pour
Navigation Strategy based on Sequential Waypoint Reaching). Le management des risques proposé pour la NSbSWR prédit l’espace
atteignable du véhicule en considérant notamment des incertitudes de modélisation ainsi que de perception. L’étude d’atteignabilité est
abordée en utilisant les développements de Taylor par intervalles. L’historique de la propagation des incertitudes au sein du système
de navigation est exploité afin d’optimiser la précision de l’atteignabilté. Si un danger de collision est détecté en observant l’Espace
Atteignable (EA), la méthode proposée agit sur les paramètres de la loi de commande pour éviter les situations critiques. Les travaux de
thèse ont porté par la suite sur le développement des solutions du management des risques pour un scenario de suivi des véhicules assuré
par un Système de Régulation Adaptative de la Vitesse (SRAV). La solution adoptée rejoint l’arithmétique par intervalles et l’analyse des
données. Dans cette optique, une nouvelle extension de l’indicateur de risque TTC (pour Time-To-Collision) est introduite. L’évaluation
des risques se manifeste ainsi en considérant plusieurs incertitudes et contraintes matérielles. L’extension ensembliste de la TTC est
améliorée ultérieurement en combinant le calcul par intervalles avec une approche stochastique à des fins d’optimisation. Le deuxième
volet des contributions de cette thèse vise à renforcer le lien entre l’aspect de commande et l’aspect matériel des VIs. Pour faire face aux
contraintes matérielles des STIs, des approches de quantification des intervalles des latences de communication inter/intra-véhiculaire
sont proposées. En outre, une extension par intervalles de la méthode de diagnostic par Analyse en Composantes Principales (ACP)
est développée pour détecter les défauts affectant un SRAV. La sensibilité aux défauts est améliorée en prenant compte des pires cas
d’incertitudes. La mutualité entre les approches de diagnostic et du management des risques permet de détecter simultanément les
défauts et d’éliminer les risques liés aux incertitudes. Au final, un travail extensif de simulations et d’expérimentation est abordé pour
valider les travaux de cette thèse.
Mots-clés : Systèmes intelligents de transport, Véhicule intelligent, Evaluation/management des risques, Analyse par intervalles,
Atteignabilité, Caractéristiques statistiques du système, Contraintes matérielles, Diagnostic par intervalles.

